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1 Executive Summary
This is the eighth Market Progress Evaluation Report (MPER) of the Northwest ENERGY STAR
Homes program. This report presents evaluation findings based on telephone surveys of
regional builders, realtors and homebuyers and program home verifiers, and in-depth
interviews with Northwest utilities that support the program. The report also includes
current data on the new home market in the Northwest.
Progress Towards Goals
As shown below, program market share continued to increase in the declining single-family
construction market—from 11.5 percent in 2009 to 15.1 percent in 2010 (the program goal
was 15%). Washington, the program’s largest market, enjoyed healthy growth (11.4% to
14.6%), while Idaho’s share increased significantly from 11 percent to 24.3 percent. Market
share in Montana increased slightly from 11 to 12 percent, while Oregon’s share declined
somewhat from 12.1 percent to 10.9 percent.
In Montana and Washington, market shares are similar between urban and rural areas (i.e.
higher and lower density rural areas combined). In Idaho, the ratio of urban to rural market
share is roughly 2 to 1, while in Oregon it is closer to 4 to 1. Most states have very low market
share in the lowest density rural areas, except for Idaho, which is building program homes in
both higher and lower density rural areas.
Figure 1. Regional Single-Family Construction and Total Program Market Share
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Market Progress
Builder awareness of ENERGY STAR homes increased significantly from 65 to 75 percent
between 2009 and 2011, and the “participation rate” also increased from 29 to 40 percent.
Two hundred sixty nine builders joined the program again in 2010, despite the continued
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slow new construction market. These trends suggest that non-program builders (a declining
population) are increasingly willing to consider building energy efficient homes to
differentiate their product (as program builders say they are doing).
While homebuyer awareness of the program declined somewhat from 51 percent in 2009 to
44 percent in 2011 (it was 19 percent in 2004), regional builders and realtors report that
homebuyer inquiries about ENERGY STAR homes are increasing, and should continue
increasing with rising energy prices. Although 50 percent of regional realtors are aware of
ENERGY STAR homes, relatively few have attended trainings that have been offered, and the
program could improve awareness of the trainings to improve attendance.
In addition, builders have become more knowledgeable about duct testing and its benefits.
Builder awareness of duct testing has increased significantly from 59 percent to 87 percent
between 2004 and 2011. Half of regional builders are now having duct tests performed on the
homes they build, and few builders are experiencing problems with duct testing.
While the program is well positioned to achieve strong market share in 2011 (based on the
number of new program builders, 2010 initiated homes and growing homebuyer interest),
higher costs for ENERGY STAR homes could retard sustained market growth, particularly if
the regional homes market continues to soften and existing home prices continue to decline.
The program should closely track costs and incentives that will affect program home prices
and builder viability (e.g., utility rebates, verifier and appraisal fees).
Overall, the program is making strong strides towards market transformation, but this is not
complete. Most progress has been made among regional builders, where program awareness
rates are high and participation rates appear to be growing. In addition, homebuyers that
actively consider purchasing program homes are fairly inclined to actually purchase them.
That said, more comprehensive market transformation has been hindered by several factors:





ENERGY STAR homes often cost more than other homes and appear to be targeted by
higher-income households. Broader market transformation will require selling more
program homes to lower-income households when the housing market expands.
Relatively few realtors have been trained on program homes, which could increase
homebuyer awareness and understanding of the homes.
Appraisers do not consistently recognize the increased value of ENERGY STAR homes,
which could increase home prices, but also support more homebuyer interest. The
program has not yet focused on educating these market actors.
Increasing state energy codes are a goal of the program, but also make it difficult to
achieve high program market share, since the program is leading a changing market.
2011 is transitional year for the program, and more time is required to assess continued
market progress.
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2 Introduction
2.1 Evaluation Overview
This report is the eighth Market Progress Evaluation Report (MPER) of the Northwest Energy
Efficiency Alliance’s (NEEA’s) Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes program. The Northwest
ENERGY STAR Homes Program promotes the construction and sale of new homes built to the
Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes specification, which was designed specifically for the states
of Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Montana. Homes built to this specification are at least 15
percent more energy efficient than homes built to current building codes. ENERGY STAR
homes also include high efficiency lighting, windows, appliances, water heaters, insulation,
and heating and cooling equipment. As a result, these new homes are designed to save an
average of 1,250 kWh per year across the four program states. In January 2007 Fluid Market
Strategies (Fluid) became the program management contractor (PMC) in charge of
implementing the program. Appendix B provides more detailed information about the
program design and past evaluation activities that have been conducted, and the current
detailed program specifications and implementation timeline can be accessed at
www.northwestenergystar.com/partners.
In January 2011, the program requirements increased in the states of Washington, Idaho and
Montana to keep ahead of new state energy codes that were also enacted. The new program
specifications include new blower door test requirements, furnace sizing, thermal enclosure
requirements (e.g., advanced framing, foam on wall insulation) and other changes. While 2011
has become a “grace period” for the new (Version 2/2.5) requirements, they will be fully
enforced in 2012 (as Version 3) along with other US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
checklists that address HVAC installation quality and water management systems. In
response, the main focus of the program has been to offer training to builders and homes
verifiers in these states so they can learn and plan for the new requirements. NEEA/Fluid also
implemented the following program changes and initiatives in 2010:




Homes verifiers also received sales support training so that they may more effectively
“champion” the program in the future.
Washington State University became the designated program provider in Idaho,
replacing Energy Inspectors, Inc.
The program started to develop energy efficiency trainings for appraisers, to be
delivered in 2011.

2.2 Market Progress Indicators
Progress indicators identified at the outset of the program reflect the focus of the program on
all facets of the residential new construction market and are designed to address key market
barriers and opportunities (see Appendix B for more details).
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Short-term Indicators









Builders use the ENERGY STAR label to differentiate themselves in the marketplace;
Consumers, builders, and other market actors link ENERGY STAR homes and home
quality/value;
Builders are convinced of the long-term cost savings from reductions in call-backs that
should result from performance testing and quality assurance practices;
Increased awareness by builders and subcontractors of key efficiency and quality issues;
Other market actors and trade allies are spending their own resources marketing
ENERGY STAR homes and matching NEEA investments;
Builders and their subcontractors have expanded knowledge and skills necessary to
treat key energy efficiency and quality issues, particularly performance testing of HVAC
ducts and equipment; and
Increasing recognition of the ENERGY STAR label and understanding what it means for
new homes.

Long-term Indicators






Multiple Listing Services include whether a home is certified ENERGY STAR in their
listings;
The value of efficiency upgrades is automatically included in the appraisal process;
Private sector market actors replace NEEA as providers of program services;
Residential energy codes are upgraded to incorporate some or all of the current ENERGY
STAR requirements; and
A new level of efficiency for ENERGY STAR is adopted based on successful demonstration
of new and emerging technologies.

The short and long-term indicators above reflect various activity-outcome linkages in NEEA’s
program logic model, which is presented in Figure 2. Measurement and tracking of these
indicators in the current and past evaluations provide an indication of the success of the
overall program design. More information on the logic model activities and linkages are
included in Appendix C, which presents the program theory underlying the logic model.
Both the logic model and program theory presented in this report were developed by NEEA in
June 2011. Future evaluations will focus primarily on the new program metrics listed in the
Appendix, as opposed the previous list, which was developed at the program outset (although
there is some overlap).
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Figure 2. Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes Logic Model
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3 Evaluation Methodology
3.1 Market Characterization and Progress
One of the primary tasks of the evaluation was to characterize the current new home
construction market in the region. In particular, the objectives include:


Describing the overall market for new homes in the region and the number of
homebuilders so that the potential for the ENERGY STAR homes market can be assessed.
 Showing current progress toward program goals, including the number of ENERGY STAR
homes certified (and initiated) and the number of builders participating in the program.
These tasks were addressed by utilizing secondary data sources such as the building industry
publication Construction Monitor for information on new homes and the number of
homebuilders in the region. Current participation data were obtained from the programtracking database maintained by Fluid.

3.2 Telephone Surveys
Much of this evaluation focused on obtaining detailed information via four quantitative
telephone surveys of builders, realtors, recent homebuyers and program home verifiers. Some
of the key information included in these surveys includes: ENERGY STAR and other homes
programs awareness, key factors in home construction and purchasing decisions, how
ENERGY STAR homes are promoted, perceptions of the ENERGY STAR label, and specific
building and home verification practices.
Evergreen Economics, John Stevenson and ITRON developed the survey instruments and
ITRON fielded the surveys. Questions are linked to specific market progress indicators for the
program. Consequently, some survey responses are used to evaluate program progress on key
progress metrics over the life of the program. Each survey findings section describes the
sampling that was used, and all of the survey instruments are included in Appendix D.

3.3 In-depth Interviews
Extended phone interviews were conducted with representatives of 15 Northwest utilities
with ENERGY STAR homes programs, and with staff for each state’s State Certification Office
(SCO) that perform Quality Assurance inspections for the program. The interviews focused on
program implementation issues (rebate levels and program promotions, technical training
and challenges) and were designed to elicit suggestions for improving the current program.
Appendix D also includes the interview guides that were implemented.
Appendix B includes a chart summarizing all the evaluation activities that have been
completed since the program’s inception. This is the first evaluation that has included surveys
of regional realtors and program home verifiers.
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4 Market Characterization
This section provides an overview of the residential construction market for Washington,
Oregon, Idaho, and Montana through 2010 using the most current data available. Builder
participation, program goals, and ENERGY STAR home construction data are also reviewed
and provide context for the evaluation results presented in subsequent chapters.

4.1 Residential New Construction Market Overview
The decline in single-family home construction that began in 2006 has continued through
2010, although the rate of decline has moderated somewhat. As Table 1 shows, total new
housing construction in the program territory decreased by 11 percent in 2010 relative to
2009. The decline was sharpest in Idaho, where 26 percent fewer permits were issued in
2010.
Table 1. Single Family New Construction by State – Census/HUD Data1
Year
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
(Census)
2009 (HUD)
2010 (HUD)
Change From
2009 to 2010

Change from
Previous Year
8.9%
14.4%
16.4%
-17.1%
-20.0%
-42.1%

Washington
33,091
36,153
41,407
33,431
28,485
17,335

Oregon
17,875
20,728
23,840
20,483
15,825
7,793

Idaho
12,601
15,106
19,172
15,370
10,622
6,550

Montana
2,340
3,423
3,459
3,596
3,357
2,043

Total
65,907
75,410
87,878
72,880
58,289
33,721

12,787

5,609

4,568

1,434

24,398

-27.6%

12,991
12,135

5,197
4,795

4,273
3,146

1,363
1,174

23,824
21,250

-10.8%

-6.6%

-7.7%

-26.4%

-13.9%

-10.8%

2003 – 2009 Source: US Census, Housing Units Authorized by Building Permits Report
2009-2010 Source: U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development, State of the Cities Data Systems Building Permits Data.

Table 2 shows the number of builders that were issued single-family building permits in
markets defined by Construction Monitor. While the data do not cover all of the area served by
NEEA, they do provide key information about building permits that is not obtainable from
other sources. In 2010, Construction Monitor began covering two additional markets in the
Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes territory—Southern Oregon and Willamette Valley/Central
Oregon. Discounting these two new areas, the data show that more regional builders were
issued permits in 2010 than 2009, with most growth occurring in the Portland and Puget
Sound markets.

Starting in 2010, HUD data will be used to track construction permits and program market share. The published HUD data
are the same data that are initially collected by US Census, but also reflects subsequent updates submitted by reporting
places, and thus is a more refined and accurate estimate of actual construction activity.
1
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Table 2.

Number of Builders Issued Permits by Region (2010)

Area Name
Inland Empire (Eastern WA, Northern ID)
Portland / Vancouver / Salem
Puget Sound
Southern Idaho
Western Montana
Total of original five areas
Southern Oregon
Willamette Valley/Central Oregon
Total of all seven areas

2009
383
723
840
519
452
2,917
*
*
*

2010
348
865
956
509
497
3,175
189
240
3,604

Percent Change
-9%
20%
14%
-2%
10%
9%
*
*
*

Source: Construction Monitor.
*Not available; Construction Monitor began collecting data on the two additional areas in 2010.

According to the Construction Monitor data, 17 very large builders constructed 100 homes or
more in the program area in 2010 (Table 3). This builder group accounted for 20 percent of
the total homes built in 2010, compared to 24 percent of total homes in 2009. This change is
not due to the inclusion of the two additional market areas in Oregon; the comparable
percentage for the original five market areas is only 21 percent for 2010. On the other hand,
builders of 25 to 99 homes increased from 19 percent of total homes in 2009 to 26 percent in
2010.
Table 3. Builders by Region and 2010 Volume
Region
Inland Empire
Portland/ Vancouver/ Salem
Puget Sound
Southern Idaho
Western Montana
Southern Oregon
Willamette Valley/ Central Oregon
Total
Percentage of Grand Total

1-4
299
666
697
427
173
432
223
2,917
80.9%

5-9
22
106
112
45
13
37
11
346
9.6%

Number of Units Built
10-24 25-99
100+
19
7
1
59
29
5
84
54
9
25
11
1
3
0
0
23
5
0
5
0
1
218
106
17
6.0%
2.9%
0.5%

Total
348
865
956
509
189
497
240
3,604
100.0%

Source: Construction Monitor.

4.2 Progress Assessment
As shown in Table 4, 269 new builders contractually agreed to join the program in 2010,
which is less than the 313 who joined in 2009 when the home construction market was a little
stronger. Compared to 2009, builder recruitment increased slightly in Oregon, remained
roughly level in Idaho, and declined in Washington and Montana. Across all four states
combined, 17 percent of the total participating builders joined the program during 2010.
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Table 4. Participating Builders – New and Total2
2010 New Participating Builders

State
WA
OR
ID
MT
Total

Small-Volume
Builders
(<100 homes)
91
112
54
12
269

Large-Volume
Builders
(100+ homes)
0
0
0
0
0

Total Participating Builders
Small-Volume
Builders
(<100 homes)
443
603
343
112
1,501

Large-Volume
Builders
(100+ homes)
17
4
5
1
27

2010 New
Builders as
Percentage of
Total
20%
18%
16%
11%
17%

Source: ENERGY STAR Database. Data as of May 31, 2011

Overall, 28 percent of the participating builders in the four states have yet to complete an
ENERGY STAR home (see Table 5). This statistic is most likely due to the slow housing market
(with many unsold/foreclosed existing homes and increasingly stringent mortgage
requirements) that has restrained newer program participants from building new homes.
Builders who have completed an ENERGY STAR home have mostly built between one and four
ENERGY STAR homes.
Table 5.

Cumulative Number of Participating Builders by State and Number of Completed
ENERGY STAR Homes

State
WA
OR
ID
MT
Total

0
142
213
57
23
435

Number of Total ENERGY STAR Units Completed
100 or
1 to 4
5 to 9
10 to 24
25 to 99
more
207
37
37
20
17
273
53
38
26
4
194
44
34
14
5
66
11
9
3
1
740
145
118
63
27

Total Number of
Builders
460
607
348
113
1,528

Source: ENERGY STAR Database. Data as of May 31, 2011.

Table 6 shows the cumulative number of completed ENERGY STAR homes by builder volume,
and highlights the importance of getting large builders (builders who have built 100 or more
homes) to participate. Builders that have completed at least 100 ENERGY STAR homes (two
percent of program builders) account for 52 percent of total completed ENERGY STAR homes.

Participating or “active” builders were identified by program staff. Home volumes are based on actual certified ENERGY
STAR homes recorded in the program database, and not historic building volumes prior to joining the program.
2
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Table 6.

Cumulative Number of ENERGY STAR Homes Completed by Builder Volume

Number of ENERGY
Cumulative Completed
STAR Homes Completed
Homes
1 to 4
1,511
5 to 9
1,008
10 to 24
1,823
25 to 99
3,194
100 or more
8,232
Total
15,768

Average Homes
per Builder
2
7
15
50
300
10

Percent
of Total
10%
6%
12%
20%
52%
100%

Source: ENERGY STAR Database. Data as of May 31, 2011.

Table 7 lists the number of ENERGY STAR homes certified and initiated in 2010, by state.
“Certified” homes are those that have been constructed and certified as ENERGY STARcompliant by the program. “Initiated” homes are those that have started construction but are
not yet completed, and have their status in the Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes Database
listed as pending.3 Based on the 3,202 certified homes completed in 2010, the program
achieved an overall market share of 15.1 percent, which is an increase over the 11.5 percent
market share for 2009.
The program’s overall performance relies heavily on Washington, where over half of all 2010
homes were built. Washington achieved a market share of 14.6 percent in 2010, which is a
healthy improvement over 2009 when market share was 11.4 percent. Idaho led all states
with market share of 24 percent, due to a strong increase in program home construction
(50%) with the recruitment of a key large volume builder. Market share increased slightly in
Montana, rising from 11 to 12 percent, and decreased in Oregon, from 12.1 to 10.9 percent.
Table 7. 2010 ENERGY STAR Home Construction Status
State
WA
OR
ID
MT
Total

ENERGY STAR
Homes Certified
1,777
521
763
141
3,202

ENERGY STAR
Homes Initiated
1,135
236
124
16
1,511

2010 New
Homes
12,135
4,795
3,146
1,174
21,250

Market Share of ENERGY
STAR Certified Homes
14.6%
10.9%
24.3%
12.0%
15.1%

Source: ENERGY STAR Database. Data as of March 30, 2011.

Monthly program activity by state is provided in Appendix E and shows the program homes
that were initiated and certified from January 2009 through December 2010. In these two
years, total monthly home certifications ranged from 126 to 369 homes and do not follow a
distinct pattern. Notably, new initiated homes rose dramatically in December 2010, and 866
of these 1,005 homes are in Washington.

Homes outside of the Energy Trust of Oregon territory are not required to be registered in the database before completion,
though many are. As a result, the actual number of initiated homes may be larger than what is reported in the table.
3
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5 Findings
5.1 Builders Phone Survey
A total of 181 builder phone surveys were completed during March and April of 2011. The
phone survey sample was randomly drawn from the Construction Monitor list of builders, and
sample quotas were set by state and 2010 builder construction volume to ensure that the
sample represented the population of builders.4
The builder survey results presented in this section and Appendix H are generally weighted to
the actual builder population to reduce potential bias. Some results are reported unweighted,
however, such as questions relating to program satisfaction. In addition to the current survey
results, results from the previous builder survey conducted in 2009 are presented for some
questions to assess if and how builder perceptions have changed over the past two years. The
wording for these questions was left unchanged between the 2009 and 2011 surveys so that
the results can be directly compared. For tables where differences can be directly compared,
results that are statistically different between the two surveys are highlighted.
The final builder phone survey sample by construction volume is shown in Table 8.
Table 8. Builder Survey Sample by Construction Volume
State
WA
OR
ID
MT
Total

2-4
42
37
16
13
108

5-9
10
11
5
4
30

Number of Units Built (2010)
10-24
25-99
15
6
7
1
5
2
3
1
30
10

100+
2
1
0
0
3

Total
75
57
28
21
181

Table 9 reflects the distribution of the 2011, 2009 and 2007 survey samples based on several
builder characteristics. For the most recent survey, participants in the ENERGY STAR Homes
program comprised 31 percent of the sample, which is higher than in 2009, and a multi-year
growth trend is apparent. In addition, fewer builders are constructing “spec” homes that
follow a pre-set design. Lastly, compared to 2009, more builders are building homes that cost
less than $350,000, due to the continued weak housing market.

The goal was to complete 200 surveys, but many builders did not respond to repeated survey invitations (and some may no
longer be in business). According to Construction Monitor 1,956 builders built at least 2 homes in 2010. We did not attempt to
call builders that built only 1 home.
4
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Table 9. Builder Survey Sample Characteristics

69%
81%
86%

43%
28%
27%

20%
22%
31%

37%
50%
43%

$700K+

31%
19%
14%

5

$500-699K

75%+

2011
2009
2007

$350-499K

No

$250-349K

Yes

Average Home Price
< $250K

Survey
Year

25-74%

Percent Production Homes (Non-Custom
Homes)
0-24%

ES Program
Participants

30% 30% 19% 14% 7%
32% 17% 21% 11% 18%
19%
81%

Q11. Do you currently participate in the ENERGY STAR Homes program? Q5. What percent of your homes are “spec built or have been
almost completely built without the customer’s direct involvement? Q4. What is the approximate price range of the homes you build?

5.1.1 Home Programs Awareness, Participation and Perceptions
Builders were asked to name any green or energy efficient home programs they are aware of,
and the ENERGY STAR Homes program had the highest overall awareness (75%) with LEED
running a close second (67%, see Appendix H for details). The Earth Advantage program,
which currently operates only in Oregon, had the lowest level of awareness (39%).6 In
Oregon, ENERGY STAR had the highest level of awareness (81%), while in Washington Built
Green was the most widely recognized homes program (81%).
In 2009, 65 percent of surveyed builders were aware of the ENERGY STAR label for homes;
the increase in awareness in 2011 is statically significant.
Forty percent of the builders that were aware of the ENERGY STAR Homes program had
elected to participate, and among the states, builders in Oregon were most inclined to join the
program (53 percent of aware builders). In Washington, the Built Green program has a
relatively high recruitment rate of 32 percent. Participation in the LEED and NAHB Green
Building programs is very low (9%). Appendix H shows the participation patterns for all
programs by state. (Almost all the Earth Advantage homebuilders (94%) were aware that by
building an Earth Advantage home they were also building a Northwest ENERGY STAR home.)
The most commonly mentioned program benefit to green/energy efficient homebuilders was
marketing and product differentiation (31 to 42 percent– see Appendix H for detailed results
by program). Comparing the 2011 and 2009 responses for the ENERGY STAR Homes program
(see Table 10), roughly the same number of builders mentioned (general) marketing/product
differentiation as a builder benefit in 2011. However, they were more inclined to mention
consumer demand (13%) and general environmental benefits (19%), both of which would
presumably confer product differentiation advantages. Importantly, in 2011 only 1 percent of
ENERGY STAR builders could not name any benefit from program participation, continuing a
5

The 2007 survey used a different home price classification scheme.

6

Some builders with headquarters in Washington are also building Earth Advantage homes in Oregon.
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downward trend from 2007. Fourteen percent of builders aware of the ENERGY STAR
program perceive no potential benefits to themselves.
Table 10.

Benefits from ENERGY STAR Homes to Builder

Benefit
Marketing/product differentiation
No benefit
Higher quality
Sells faster
Environmental/sustainability/societal
Energy efficiency
Higher price
Rebate from utility
Reduced callbacks
Cost savings
Program recognition
Consumer demand
Promotion assistance
Other
Don’t know

2009 (n=115)

2011 (n=137)

Weighted to Builder
Population
38%
17%
14%
13%
10%
10%
5%
7%
2%
6%
8%
5%
0%
8%
5%

Weighted to Builder
Population
42%
14%
16%
8%
19%
14%
1%
10%
0%
7%
2%
13%
0%
12%
1%

Q37 and Q38. (If aware of PROGRAM) To the best of your knowledge, what do you believe are the primary benefits to the builder, if
any, of building ENERGY STAR homes? Is there another important benefit to the builder of building ENERGY STAR homes?
Note: Shading signifies that the responses from the 2009 and 2011 surveys are significantly different at the 90 percent confidence level.

When asked to comment on the veracity of a series of attitudinal statements about ENERGY
STAR homes, builders most strongly agreed that the ENERGY STAR label makes homes more
marketable, with 72 percent of the respondents either strongly or somewhat agreeing with
this statement (see Table 11). In addition, respondents tended to agree with the statements
that ENERGY STAR homes tend to be higher quality overall and enjoy a competitive market
advantage compared with standard homes. These results are consistent with the key program
benefits listed in Table 10. Builders tended to disagree that ENERGY STAR homes sell for a
higher price than standard homes, with 53 percent somewhat or strongly disagreeing with
this statement. This is a significant difference from 2009 and continues a trend from 2007,
and may reflect that homebuyers are less willing to pay “premium” home prices under current
economic conditions. As in 2007, builders tended to disagree with the statements that
homebuyers ask for ENERGY STAR homes and ENERGY STAR homes sell faster than standard
homes. Taken together, these results indicate that builders generally do see value in the
ENERGY STAR label, though they don’t always view it as something that will help them sell
their homes quicker.
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Neither (3)

Somewhat Disagree
(2)

Strongly Disagree
(1)

Don’t know

Mean - 2011

Mean - 2009

Statement
The ENERGY STAR label makes homes
more marketable to homebuyers
ENERGY STAR certified homes sell for a
higher price than other non-green homes
Builders of ENERGY STAR certified homes
enjoy a competitive advantage in the
market
ENERGY STAR certified homes tend to be
higher quality overall
ENERGY STAR certified homes sell faster
than other non-green homes
Homebuyers ask for ENERGY STAR
certified homes
Homes built to code are energy efficient
enough

Somewhat Agree (4)

Attitudes About ENERGY STAR Label in the Marketplace
Strongly Agree (5)

Table 11.

22%

50%

7%

11%

8%

2%

3.7

3.8

13%

18%

7%

32%

21%

9%

2.7

3.0

12%

39%

5%

26%

14%

5%

3.1

3.3

31%

27%

10%

13%

17%

2%

3.4

3.3

7%

21%

11%

31%

18%

11%

2.7

2.8

5%

30%

10%

26%

29%

1%

2.6

2.5

24%

30%

3%

23%

19%

1%

3.2

3.0

Q39. Please tell me how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements.
(Sample Size: 2011 = 137, 2009 = 115, weighted to builder population).
Note: Shading signifies that the responses from the 2009 and 2011 surveys are significantly different at the 90 percent confidence level

Green/energy efficient home construction is projected to increase in 2011. Most participating
builders expected to build more than ten green or energy efficient homes in 2011, and some
builders expect to build many more green or energy efficient homes (see details in Appendix
H). Only seven of the 57 ENERGY STAR builders reported that they would not build program
homes in 2011, and one of those was exiting the construction market entirely. The most
common reason was that the label adds to the home price.
ENERGY STAR and Earth Advantage builders were also asked if the number homes they built
in 2010 would have been different had utility rebates not been available. The builders were
evenly divided between those who were influenced by the rebates and those who were not.
Among those that were affected by the utility rebates, the average number of homes built in
2010 per builder would have declined to 10—four homes fewer per builder than were
actually built.7
The survey asked all builders who were aware of the ENERGY STAR program if they had
received more inquiries from homebuyers in the past year than the previous year; 28 percent
reported they had. In Oregon, 40 percent of the aware builders reported receiving more
7

Number of homes per builder weighted to builder population.
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inquiries. In Montana, however, no builders had received an increase in inquiries. As detailed
in Appendix H, the primary (expected) reasons for this are increased awareness and program
promotion, and a desire to save money and acquire energy efficiency.
The inability to recover costs was the highest participation barrier for all green building
programs, with Earth Advantage being least able to recover the higher costs. Lack of program
understanding was greatest for the NAHB Green program (25%). Appendix H shows detailed
reasons for program non-participation.
Selected builders were asked their opinions about appraisals of homes built in 2010. For
ENERGY STAR builders, 38 percent found the appraisals to not be very accurate. The great
majority of the builders who did not find the appraisals to be very accurate reported that the
appraisals were too low (94 percent for all programs combined). A large portion of builders
reported that inaccurate appraisals caused fewer homes to be sold (40 percent for all
programs combined).
Table 12.

Accuracy of
Appraisals
Very Accurate
Somewhat Accurate
Not Very Accurate
Don’t Know/Refused

Accuracy of Appraisals by Program

ENERGY STAR
(n=42)
Weighted to
Builder Population
22%
24%
38%
16%

Earth Advantage
(n=15)
Weighted to Builder
Population
15%
23%
34%
29%

Built Green
(n=15)
Weighted to Builder
Population
23%
27%
44%
7%

Q16. (Asked of ENERGY STAR, Earth Advantage, and Built Green participants) How accurate would you say the appraisals were on
these homes?

Builders in Idaho, Montana, and Washington were asked if they had attended training on the
new requirements for ENERGY STAR homes, if they were aware of the program. The majority
of participating program builders had attended training (60%) while 24 percent of nonparticipating builders had. Among participating builders who had attended training, 67
percent reported they understood the requirements extremely or very well, and none
reported that they had low understanding. Among non-participating builders, 54 percent
reported they understood the requirements extremely or very well.
Six of 34 training attendees described aspects of the requirements that were unclear to them,
mentioning: foundation construction, the differences between standard and ductless heat
pumps, and getting UV values for windows and doors. The training attendees were also asked
what aspect of the new requirements they thought would be the most challenging to
implement. About a quarter of the respondents reported that nothing would be challenging
(27%). The two most cited program challenges were insulation requirements (18%) and
higher construction costs (17%).
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5.1.2 Building Practices / Components
When asked to name the most beneficial feature of program homes, ENERGY STAR builders
most often mentioned overall insulation (41%), followed by bill savings (33%). Appendix H
includes more detailed findings on perceived home benefits for all of the programs.
Notably, 50 percent of the builders stated that they have duct tests performed on at least some
of their homes, which is significantly higher than the 2009 survey results (26%). In 2011
builders were also significantly less likely to be unaware of duct testing (13 percent compared
to 30%), continuing a downward trend from 2007. Builders that conduct tests on nonENERGY STAR homes said that on average, 64 percent of these homes are duct tested, which
is statistically unchanged from the 2009 results (59%).
The majority of builders that complete duct testing (83%) had experienced no problems. This
was also the case in the 2009 survey. In 2011 the most commonly cited benefit of duct testing
was that it provides verification that the HVAC is installed correctly (29%). The most common
reason for not completing ducts tests was the (high) cost of testing (42%), which was
statistically unchanged from the 2009 survey (49%). Few builders said they lack certified
testers in their area (1%). Appendix H includes more detailed findings on builders’
perceptions of duct testing.

5.1.3 Builder Attitudes and Marketing Practices
Seventy-five percent of ENERGY STAR builders promote the fact that their homes are ENERGY
STAR, which is not statistically different than the percentage that said this in 2009 (66%).
ENERGY STAR builders were most likely to promote energy savings (63%), a smaller percent
than in 2009. Instead, ENERGY STAR builders are increasingly promoting improved home
comfort and a greater range of benefits. See Appendix H for more details.
Of the builders that promote the fact that their homes are ENERGY STAR, 63 percent are
exclusively using their own resources, which is significantly more than those surveyed in
2009 (30%) but not significantly different from 2007 (55%). A much smaller proportion of
builders is sharing expenses with a utility or other agency.
ENERGY STAR builders were asked if they agreed or disagreed with a series of statements
about the program label, and the results are tabulated in Table 13. Builders most strongly
agreed with the statements homebuyers link the ENERGY STAR label with home value, with 75
percent of respondents either strongly or somewhat agreeing with the statements. Builders
also generally agreed with the statement homebuyers link the ENERGY STAR label with home
comfort, with 68 percent of respondents either strongly or somewhat agreeing with the
statement.
Regarding customer understanding of the ENERGY STAR homes, respondents tended to agree
with the statement customers understand the benefits of the ENERGY STAR label, though they
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disagreed with the statement customers understand the value of duct testing and duct sealing.
Overall, the 2011 responses are similar to those given in 2009.

Neither (3)

Somewhat Disagree
(2)

Strongly Disagree
(1)

Don’t know

Mean - 2011

Mean - 2009

Statement
The certification process for ENERGY STAR
homes does not delay home construction
Homebuyers link the ENERGY STAR label
with home value
Homebuyers link the ENERGY STAR label
with home comfort
Homebuyers understand the benefits of
the ENERGY STAR label
Homebuyers understand the value of duct
testing and duct sealing

Somewhat Agree (4)

Participant Attitudes About ENERGY STAR Label
Strongly Agree (5)

Table 13.

26%

35%

7%

18%

12%

2%

3.5

3.9

21%

54%

9%

9%

5%

2%

3.8

3.5

19%

49%

11%

16%

2%

4%

3.7

3.7

12%

53%

9%

21%

5%

0%

3.5

3.5

2%

33%

5%

33%

21%

5%

2.6

2.7

Q68. Please tell me how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements.
(Sample Size: 2011= 57, 2009 = 35, unweighted).
Note: Shading signifies that the responses from the 2009 and 2011 surveys are significantly different at the 90 percent confidence level

ENERGY STAR builders were also asked to rate their satisfaction with different aspects of the
program. Overall, the results are similar to the 2009 survey results. Respondents were quite
satisfied with the program generally, with 64 percent indicating that they are either
somewhat or extremely satisfied with the program overall, and only 2 percent indicating that
they are dissatisfied. Respondents also indicated that they were satisfied with specific aspects
of the program, such as ease of participation, performance testing, and the responsiveness of
program staff. Respondents were more neutral about the amount of paperwork required to
participate, with 32 percent indicating that they are neither satisfied nor dissatisfied with this
component.
Respondents also tended to be divided on the quality of the marketing materials. Program
aspects that builders were most dissatisfied with were the amount of co-op advertising
support (44%) and the cost of participation (28%). Dissatisfaction with the certification
process has declined from 29 percent in 2009 to 18 percent in 2011 (see Appendix H for
detailed results).
ENERGY STAR builders were also asked what aspects of the program they liked the most and
least. Energy efficiency and brand name recognition (i.e., product differentiation) were two of
the most valued aspects (16 and 14 percent, respectively). Similarly, “marketability” was the
most liked aspect in 2009, at 26 percent.
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ENERGY STAR builders were also asked what aspects of the program they liked the least. The
most common response was ‘none’ (23%). The two specific program aspects that were least
liked by ENERGY STAR builders were the cost (16%) and the certification process (16%). The
most common recommendation to the program was to improve marketing and add financial
incentives (both 14%). See Appendix H for additional details.

5.2 Realtors Phone Survey
One hundred two realtors were surveyed regarding ENERGY STAR homes awareness,
homebuyer preferences, and the role energy efficiency and other “green” home features play
in home sales. Sample data were obtained from InfoUSA, which compiles company-level data
from multiple sources (e.g., Yellow Pages, company registries, government licensing boards).
The sample was then stratified by state, to match the proportion of individual realtors that are
members of the National Association of Realtors.8 As shown in Appendix G, many of the
surveyed realtors had over 10 years of experience and in the past two years had sold or
purchased an average of 44 detached single-family homes. Washington realtors had the most
experience and the highest average home sales.
When asked about green or energy efficient building programs, realtors were most familiar
with ENERGY STAR homes (53%), with Built Green homes being a close second. Of the
realtors aware of ENERGY STAR, 29 percent had received homebuyer inquires about the
certification, and nearly 40 percent of the most experienced realtors have received an
increasing number of inquires over the past three years. The realtors most often believed that
the more frequent inquiries were due to increasing energy prices and more pervasive
information about these homes than there has been in past years.
Only nine percent of realtors surveyed have been to Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes
training, although an additional 37 percent plan on attending the training in the future. The
most common reasons for not attending a training included lack of knowledge about
how/where to get the training and that it was not offered in their area. Half of those that said
the training was not offered work in Oregon, suggesting that either more events need to be
held, or that events awareness needs to be increased. Fifty-six percent of those that were not
aware of how or where to get the training work in Washington, suggesting that the region also
needs additional advertising of events. All of the Washington attendees and a majority of
Oregon attendees found the training valuable. Since attending the training, the Oregon
realtors have sold or purchased an average of 12.5 ENERGY STAR homes, while Washington
realtors have sold or help purchase an average of one home.

The goal was to complete 100 surveys. Approximately 40,000 realtors are registered with the National Association of
Realtors in the four states, but this may include commercial realtors and/or inactive realtors (detailed data were not
available).
8
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5.2.1 Market Perceptions
The top three recognized features of ENERGY STAR homes (insulation, high efficiency
windows, and reduced energy bills) were also listed as the top three promoted features, as
shown in Table 14.
Table 14.

Promoted Features of ENERGY STAR Homes
ID
(n=4)
50%
0%
25%
25%
0%
0%
25%
0%
0%
25%

Feature
Do not work with these homes
Reduced energy bills
High-efficiency windows
Insulation (Overall)
None
High-efficiency appliances
High efficiency heat pump
High-efficiency air conditioner/HVAC
High-efficiency furnace
Recycled/sustainable building materials

MT
(n=2)
0%
50%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

OR
(n=18)
28%
22%
17%
6%
11%
17%
11%
17%
11%
0%

WA
(n=18)
17%
22%
28%
33%
22%
11%
11%
6%
6%
11%

Total
(n=42)
24%
21%
21%
19%
14%
12%
12%
10%
7%
7%

Q24. For those aware of ENERGY STAR, which features do you promote to homebuyers or on behalf of home sellers?

Thirty-two percent of the surveyed realtors said they were familiar with duct sealing, but only
eight percent of this group discusses the benefits with their clients sometimes, and 15 percent
do not discuss these benefits at all. Most often, realtors do not mention duct sealing because
they think that buyers do not find it important, although realtor knowledge is also lacking.
Of all surveyed relators, 19 percent give appraisers information regarding green or energy
efficiency features (Table 15). The most common reasons for not providing this information
are that appraisers will not accept it (32%), the realtors don’t have the appropriate
information (21%) or that it is not their main focus (18%). See Appendix G for more details.
Table 15.

Frequency of Green/Energy Efficiency Information to Appraisers
Frequency
Always
Frequently
Sometimes
Rarely

ID
(n=0)

MT
(n=2)
50%
0%
50%
0%

OR
(n=6)
50%
0%
17%
33%

WA
(n=11)
36%
18%
18%
27%

Total
(n=19)
42%
11%
21%
26%

Q30: How often do you give appraisers information showing how green or energy efficient features improve the value of the home?

Realtors view energy efficiency to be somewhat to very important to homeowners, although
homeowners do not ask about energy efficient homes very often. This may be because realtors
see homeowner interest in energy efficiency homes increasing slightly (see Appendix G).
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Table 16.

Importance of Energy Efficiency to Home Owners
ID
(n=17)
12%
47%
35%
6%
0%

Importance
Extremely Important
Very Important
Somewhat Important
Not Very Important
Don’t Know

MT
(n=9)
22%
33%
33%
0%
11%

OR
(n=34)
15%
21%
44%
21%
0%

WA
(n=42)
12%
33%
50%
5%
0%

Total
(n=102)
14%
31%
44%
10%
1%

Q32. How important is having an energy efficient home to homeowners?

A majority of realtors agree “somewhat” that builders and sellers can charge more for energy
efficient and green homes, and that homebuyers take more interest in homes that are labeled
as “energy efficient” as opposed to being labeled “green”, suggesting that it may be more
beneficial to home sales to use energy efficient terminology.
While the realtors perceive that the benefits of ENERGY STAR homes are generally unclear to
homebuyers, the majority of realtors agree somewhat that ENERGY STAR homes are
associated with more general traits like value and comfort, and but do not necessarily enjoy a
competitive advantage in the market (see Appendix G).
After things like location, schools, and home layout, energy efficiency is viewed by realtors as
one of the more commonly desired features in newly constructed homes, although cost often
becomes a purchase barrier.

5.2.2 Marketing and Participant Attitudes
The most popularly used methods for promoting home sales are websites (92%), the Multiple
Listing Service (46%), and general newspaper ads (43%). Of the realtors that work with
ENERGY STAR homes, 33 percent actively advertise their knowledge of these homes. Many
realtors would be interested in receiving a credential for ENERGY STAR homes, and the
average amount that the realtors are willing to pay for a half day credential course is $64.
Moreover, the realtors also believed that realtor training should be the program’s top priority.
Table 17.

Desire to Receive Special Credential for Selling Green and Energy Efficient Homes

Response
Yes
No
Already have credential
Maybe

ID (n=17)
53%
24%
0%
24%

MT (n=9) OR (n=33) WA (n=42) Total (n=101)
33%
37%
41%
41%
33%
42%
33%
35%
0%
3%
0%
1%
33%
18%
26%
24%

Q43. Would you be interested in receiving a special credential for selling green and energy efficient homes?

In summary, the realtors expressed interest in energy efficient homes but were often doubtful
about the widespread salability of these homes due to higher costs and information gaps.
Realtors predict that these homes will become more popular as energy prices go up and as the
additional cost of energy efficient homes decreases.
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5.3 Verifiers Phone Survey
Forty-seven homes verifiers whose companies had verified homes in 2010 completed
telephone surveys inquiring about the verification process, training on the new program
requirements, and prospects for future program participation. The surveys were stratified by
state to reflect the distribution of active companies in 2010, and we attempted to survey
company owners and key managers identified by the PMC to the extent possible.9 Appendix J
displays the experience level and employment status of the surveyed verifiers.
The verifiers most often participated in the program to get involved with green/energy
efficient building (47%) or because it was required by their company or utility (34%). Oregon
had an especially large portion of respondents who performed verification because it was
required (83% compared to the average of 34%).
Table 18.

Reasons for Program Participation

Response
Increase business revenues
Learn new technical skills/construction practices
Get involved with green/energy efficient building
Network with builders
Required by my company/utility
ES homes verification fits well with other work
Improve quality of new home construction
Other

ID (8)
38%
38%
75%
0%
0%
25%
25%
25%

MT (8)
25%
13%
75%
0%
50%
13%
0%
38%

OR (6)
0%
0%
0%
0%
83%
17%
0%
33%

WA (25)
16%
12%
40%
16%
28%
12%
4%
16%

Total (47)
19%
15%
47%
9%
34%
15%
6%
24%

Q3. Why did you decide to verify homes for the ENERGY STAR program?

In addition to ENERGY STAR verification, firms of those interviewed also do green/energy
efficiency consulting (68%), perform inspections for other programs (53%), general
construction consulting (28%), duct testing (23%), permitting (17%), HVAC
installation/commissioning (15%), and duct sealing (13%).
On average, 25 percent of a company’s revenue comes from verification activities and the
average charge for verification is $515 per home. (These figures exclude respondents who
don’t generate revenue through their verification activities, e.g., utilities.) About half of those
interviewed noted the number of builders they work with has stayed the same over the past
year, while 27 percent have worked with additional builders in the past year.
Table 19 below summarizes company revenue and pricing trends. There is no consensus
regarding the direction of future revenue changes, and 40 percent of the respondents believe
that revenues from verification activities will stay the same. Additionally, 28 percent have
increased charges in the past year, and 38 percent of respondents predict higher charges for

9

We attempted to complete 50 surveys; 63 total companies were active in 2010.
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the next year. Overall, 55 percent are “somewhat” to “extremely satisfied” with their revenues
from verification activities, and 43 percent are “not at all” to “a little satisfied”.
Table 19. Direction of Revenue and Pricing in the Past and Future
Increase Decrease
Revenue/Pricing Trend
Expected change in 2011 verification revenues (n=47)
Avg. percent change in 2011 revenues compared to 2010 (n=27)
Changed verification charges in past 12 months (n=47)
Avg. change in verification charges in past 12 months (n=16)
Expect price changes in next 12 months (n=47)
Avg. percent price increase or decrease expected (n=19)

30%
32%
28%
29%
38%
41%

28%
54%
6%
31%
2%
2%

Stay
Don’t
the
Know
Same
40%
2%
60%

6%

51%

9%

Q7. Do you expect your company’s total revenues from ENERGY STAR verifications to increase or decrease in 2011? Q8. About what
percent do you think it will increase/decrease in 2011 compared to 2010? Q11. Have your charges for verification changed over the past
12 months? Q12. About what percent? Q13. Do you plan to increase or decrease your charges for verification in the next 12 months?
Q15. In percentage terms, how much will they increase or decrease.

Despite the varied satisfaction levels, only six percent of representatives predict that their
company will not continue verification activities for the next three years. Oregon verifiers
were the most confident of similar activity levels in the future.
Table 20.

Likeliness of ENERGY STAR Homes Verification Services for Next Three Years

Likelihood of Services Provision
Extremely likely
Very likely
Somewhat likely
Not at all likely

ID
(8)
38%
13%
25%
25%

MT
(8)
25%
25%
50%
0%

OR
(6)
67%
17%
17%
0%

WA
(25)
44%
40%
12%
4%

Total
(47)
43%
30%
21%
6%

Q19. How likely is it that your company will continue to offer verification services for ENERGY STAR homes for the next three years?

5.3.1 Technical Training
(Note: Oregon verifiers are excluded from this section.) Training attendance was most
common among Washington verifiers, although understanding of the presented materials was
highest among Idaho verifiers. Overall, 71 percent of training attendees understand the new
requirements extremely or very well.
Of those who understand the new requirements only “somewhat well” or “not very well”,
most of the confusion pertains to advanced framing, water management, federal tax credits,
and/or insulation boards. Those who attended training believe that it will be most
challenging for builders to implement the changes regarding insulation (18%), additional
checklists/inspections (18%), air bypass/thermal bypass (12%), and framing (12%).

5.3.2 Verification Processes
Oregon verifiers take an average of 3.2 hours to verify program homes. Table 21 below shows
that 26 percent of non-Oregon respondents have verified 6 homes on average under the 2011
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standards. Each home has taken an average of 6 hours to verify, although this figure is much
higher in Montana, perhaps due to long travel distances. Overall, these verifiers reported that
verification takes an additional 1.3 hours compared to 2010. The top three concerns about
verifying the most current ENERGY STAR homes include scheduling (23%), additional time
required (15%) and the insulation requirements (15%). Under the new 2011 standards, the
duct testing and insulation/thermal barrier requirements were noted to be the most
challenging to verify.
Table 21.

Home Verification Statistics

Have verified homes built to new 2011 specification
Yes
No
In process or just starting
If 2011 homes verified
Average number of 2011 homes verified
Average hours for verification

ID
(8)
25%
50%
25%

MT
(8)
25%
63%
13%

WA
(25)
8%
68%
24%

Total
(41)
15%
63%
22%

12.5
2.3

2
12.5

3
3

6
6

Q31. Have you verified any homes built to the new 2011 program specifications yet? Q32. How many of these homes have you verified?
Q33. On average, about how many hours does it take for you to verify each ES home built to the new 2011 program requirements?
Please consider the total time needed across multiple visits, if sometimes they are needed, but do not include travel time. If you also
certify Earth Advantage or Built Green homes (which can also be ENERGY STAR), do not consider these homes.

5.3.3 Quality Assurance (QA) Processes
Quality assurance is most often initiated by the state Provider (i.e. State Certifying Office, SCO)
who either asks if homes are ready for inspection or goes ahead and schedules the visit and
lets the verifier know they will be doing quality assurance. The results from the QA
inspections are most often received in person directly from the SCO staff. Of the 30 verifiers
who responded to questions regarding the usefulness of the QA information received, 90
percent thought it was “somewhat” to “extremely useful” and only 10 percent thought it to be
“not very useful”.
Besides the core program training offered to all verifiers, 68 percent of the surveyed verifiers
have also received technical support on a variety of issues, including: specific program
compliance issues (28%), REM rate questions (13%), duct testing (9%), database questions
(9%), state energy code compliance (9%) and zonal pressure release (6%). Seventy-five
percent of those who asked questions said the provider answered them “very” to “extremely
thoroughly.” Overall satisfaction with the Providers among all verifiers was also high,
although satisfaction levels were notably lower in Oregon. Appendix J includes more details
about the QA process and verifier satisfaction.

5.3.4 Marketing and Builder Assistance
Around two-thirds of the companies interviewed market their verification services to
builders. Marketing levels varied from state to state and was highest in Idaho and lowest in
Montana (Table 22). Marketing is most commonly done by attending builder meetings and
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through company websites, by promoting utility rebates and product differentiation (see
Appendix J).
Table 22.

Marketing ENERGY STAR Verification Services to Builders

Market ENERGY STAR Services?
Yes
No

ID
(8)
88%
13%

MT
(8)
38%
63%

OR
(6)
50%
50%

WA
(25)
64%
32%

Total
(47)
62%
36%

Q 53. Does your company specifically market its ENERGY STAR Home verification services to builders?

Promoting program services to unknown builders is not difficult for the interviewed verifiers;
only four percent of respondents expressed any discomfort doing this. Of the small percentage
of respondents who were “somewhat” or “not at all” comfortable marketing to new builders,
43 percent said they need additional marketing support from the program (this only
represents six percent of the entire group surveyed, however). On average, each verification
firm had convinced four new builders to join the program in the past year, and Oregon
companies had the highest rate of new builder recruitment (seven).
About half of the verifiers recalled receiving the Verifier Toolkit (designed to help increase
business revenues). Of this group, 70 percent found the Toolkit to be “somewhat” to
“extremely useful”. The less satisfied verifiers attributed their dissatisfaction to the amount of
unnecessary information or inapplicability to local standards. Recommendations for
additional program assistance included marketing, advertising or promotional materials,
signage and financial assistance.
Table 23. Usefulness of Verifier Toolkit
Usefulness
Extremely useful
Very useful
Somewhat useful
Not very useful
Don’t know

Percent (n = 23)
9%
22%
39%
22%
9%

Q 63. How useful would you say this Toolkit is in helping you to increase your verification services?

Of the 89 percent of verifiers who have had builders ask them for technical guidance, 88
percent believe that they provided a “significant” or “fair amount” of assistance. Of this same
group, 84 percent are “very” to “extremely comfortable” answering technical questions from
builders.
The majority of verifiers are generally satisfied with the technical information provided by the
program, and overall satisfaction levels are highest in Oregon (see Appendix J for more
details). When asked to recommend improvements to program communications, with
verifiers offered a wide range of suggestions, including involving verifiers more in the
program update process, increasing communication frequency and adding more resources to
the website. A strong desire for follow-up trainings was also expressed.
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5.4 Homebuyer Phone Survey
5.4.1 Background Information
This section presents the results of a phone survey of 201 homebuyers that had purchased a
newly constructed home in June 2009 or later.10 ITRON fielded this most recent phone survey
in June 2011. Sample data were purchased from Survey Sampling International (SSI), and the
survey utilized a random, stratified sample with sample quotas established by state to
correspond to new home construction permits issued in 2009 (listed in Section 4.1). This
section also includes results from the previous homebuyer survey (fielded by ITRON in June
2009) for comparison purposes.11
Table 24.

WA
OR
ID
MT
Total

Homebuyer Survey Sample
Number of
Respondents
110
44
36
11
201

Percent of Total
Sample
55%
22%
18%
6%
100%

Tables and charts in Appendix I show the sizes and prices of the homes purchased by the
survey respondents. Overall, respondents in 2011 were generally buying similarly sized and
priced homes as they did in 2009. The ENERGY STAR homebuyers, however, have higher
incomes than other homebuyers, and buy more homes costing over $400,000.
Homebuyers most often used a real estate agent or company to find a new home (Table 25)
and most respondents (72%) were not looking for new construction homes exclusively. The
27 percent who considered only new construction did so to lower maintenance or because
they wanted a home that had never been lived in (both 26%). Only 13 percent of respondents
that considered exclusively new construction were interested because of energy efficiency.

10

The goal was to complete 200 surveys.

The 2009 survey did not include data for Montana, for which sample data could be purchased at reasonable cost. Montana
buyers would have only comprised 6 percent of the respondents however (based on previous permits activity), and regional
conclusions from the 2009 survey would not have been materially affected.
11
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Table 25.

Resources Used to Find New Home

Response
Real estate company or agent
Driving/ touring neighborhoods
Internet website or search engine
Builder/developer brochures/ads
Friends/family

(n=201)
61%
42%
36%
22%
17%

Q19. Which of the following resources did you use to find your new home?

5.4.2 Homebuyer Energy Efficiency Preferences
Energy efficiency was highly valued by the survey population. Twenty six-percent of
respondents rated it “extremely important” on a scale of one to ten (ten being extremely
important) and the average rating was 7.6.
Table 26 shows homebuyer responses to various statements regarding energy-efficient
homes. The statement “energy-efficient homes have lower energy bills” achieved the highest
level of agreement amongst homebuyers, with 64 percent strongly agreeing with this
statement and 29 percent agreeing somewhat. The statement that received the second highest
level of agreement was “most newly built homes could be much more energy-efficient,” with
41 percent strongly agreeing and 42 percent agreeing somewhat. This indicates that
homeowners acknowledge the savings generated by an energy-efficient home, but believe
there is more that can be done. Compared to 2009, respondents’ attitudes and perceptions
haven’t changed much, as shown by the similar mean answers in both years. In 2011 the
statement that achieved the lowest level of agreement was “new homes often have leaky air
ducts,” suggesting that homeowners believe improved energy savings are attained through
measures other than duct sealing and testing.
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Mean‐ 2009
(n=200)
Mean‐ 2011
(n=201)

Don’t know

Somewhat
Disagree (2)
Strongly Disagree
(1)

Neither (3)

Statements
Energy efficient homes have lower energy bills
Energy efficient homes have greater resale value
Most newly built homes could be much more energy‐
efficient
Energy efficient homes are more comfortable than
standard new homes
Most new homes are highly energy‐efficient
New homes often allow heated or air‐conditioned air
from the inside to escape to the outside
New homes often have leaky air ducts

Somewhat Agree
(4)

Homebuyer Attitudes and Perceptions Regarding Energy Efficient Homes
Strongly Agree (5)

Table 26.

64% 29% 6%
41% 42% 7%

1%
4%

0%
4%

1%
3%

4.5
4.2

4.6
4.2

47% 34% 9%

6%

2%

3%

4.2

4.2

33% 28% 16% 9%

4%

10% 3.9

3.9

5%

3.5

3.4

11% 27% 13% 21% 18% 9%

3.0

2.9

16% 17% 26% 19% 15% 2.7

2.6

18% 40% 10% 19% 8%

8%

Q57. Please tell me how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements. Would you say that you
strongly agree, somewhat agree, neither agree nor disagree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree that…

Nearly all of the homebuyers (94%) were aware of the ENERGY STAR label for other products
such as refrigerators, clothes washers, and dishwashers. Awareness of the ENERGY STAR label
for new homes was lower (44%) and has decreased seven percentage points from 2009 levels,
although this decrease is not statistically significant.
Figure 3. Awareness of the ENERGY STAR Label
100%

93%

94%

90%
80%
70%
60%

51%
44%

50%

2009
2011

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
ENERGY STAR label

ENERGY STAR homes label

Q24, Q27: Have you ever seen or heard of the ENERGY STAR label / ENERGY STAR label for homes?
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Table 27 shows homebuyer awareness of the ENERGY STAR label for homes and along with
other green/environmentally friendly home certifications by state. Overall, homeowners were
most aware of ENERGY STAR homes (44%) followed by Built Green homes (34%). Awareness
declined from 2009 levels for all programs excluding LEED. The largest decline occurred for
ENERGY STAR homes, which was at 51 percent in 2007 and is now 44 percent amongst
survey respondents.
Table 27.

Awareness of Green/Environmentally Friendly Homes by State

State
Idaho (N=36)
Montana (N=11)
Oregon (N=44)
Washington (N=110)
Total

ENERGY
STAR
Percent
Aware
(n=201)
63%
18%
33%
43%
44%

Earth
Advantage
Percent
Aware
(n=201)
3%
0%
21%
5%
8%

Built
Green
Percent
Aware
(n=201)
19%
9%
30%
44%
34%

LEED
Percent
Aware
(n=201)
6%
0%
21%
19%
16%

NAHB
Green
Percent
Aware
(n=201)
14%
9%
7%
22%
16%

Q27/Q33/Q34. Please tell me the names of any green or environmentally friendly home certifications you are aware of.
Have you ever heard of….?

Forty-three percent of the 84 respondents aware of ENERGY STAR homes said they had seen
or heard program advertising in the last 12 months (see Table 28), down from 56 percent in
2009. The state with the highest percentage of positive responses was Idaho (50%). ENERGY
STAR homes are most often learned of through builders (33%) and television shows (17%).
Table 28.
Response
Yes
No
Don’t Know

Seen/Heard ENERGY STAR Homes Advertising by State
Overall Percent (n=84)
43%
52%
5%

ID (n=22)
50%
46%
5%

MT
(n=2)
0%
100%
0%

OR
(n=14)
36%
57%
7%

WA (n=46)
44%
52%
4%

Q29. (If aware of ENERGY STAR homes) In the last 12 months, have you seen or heard any advertising of ENERGY STAR homes?

Table 29 reports the perceived value of owning an ENERGY STAR-certified home among
respondents aware of the homes label. Most respondents viewed an ENERGY STAR home as
being highly valuable—rated 4 or 5 on a 5-point value scale—and only one respondent
claimed that ENERGY STAR homes offer little to no value. Overall, respondents gave ENERGY
STAR homes an average rating of 4, indicating that homeowners place a high value on energy
efficiency in a new home. This rating is significantly lower than the 2009 average value (4.4),
however.
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Table 29.

5 Extremely valuable
4
3
2
1 Not at all valuable
Don’t know
Total
Mean Value

Value of an ENERGY STAR Home
2009
Percent (n=101)
53%
37%
9%
1%
0%
0%
100%
4.4

2011
Percent (n=84)
35%
37%
20%
6%
2%
0%
100%
4

Q31. Using a 1 to 5 scale, with 1 being not at all valuable and 5 being extremely valuable, how would you rate the value
of having an ENERGY STAR-certified home? Note: Shading signifies that the responses from the 2011 and 2009
surveys are significantly different at the 90 percent confidence level.

Of the 18 respondents who actively considered buying an ENERGY STAR home, but purchased
something else, the most common reasons for not purchasing program home were cost
(22%), lack of availability in the area they were looking (18%), or that energy efficiency didn’t
factor into their decision (16%).
All respondents who did not purchase an ENERGY STAR home were provided with a brief
description of the significance of the ENERGY STAR label for new homes. They were then
asked how much more money they would have paid for the home they recently purchased had
it been an ENERGY STAR home. As shown in Table 30, the average additional amount that
2011 respondents stated they would have paid was $5,051, compared to $6,220 in 2009.
Notably, over half of the respondents claimed they would pay nothing extra for an ENERGY
STAR home. Among this group, 42 percent would not pay more for affordability reasons, 20
percent believe ENERGY STAR homes aren’t worth extra costs, 21 percent don’t understand or
see the benefit of ENERGY STAR home ownership, and 20 percent think that new homes are
already efficient, rendering the label unnecessary.
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Table 30.

Added Value for ENERGY STAR Label

Added Value ($)
$0
<$5,001
$5,001-$10,000
$10,001-$15,000
$15,001-$20,000
$20,001-$25,000
$25,000+
Total
Mean Value

2009 Percent
(n=145)
50%
17%
22%
1%
4%
3%
3%
100%
$6,220

2011 Percent
(n=146)
55%
20%
12%
1%
8%
1%
3%
100%
$5,051

Q58. Please tell me how much more, if anything, you would have been willing to pay if your home has been an ENERGY STAR home
that included the features and benefits I just described. Note: Shading signifies that the responses from the 2011 and 2009

surveys are significantly different at the 90 percent confidence level.

Homebuyers aware of ENERGY STAR were also asked to list the features included in an
ENERGY STAR certified home, and the results are presented in Appendix I. The largest group
of respondents thought that certification implied (general) energy savings (46%), followed by
monetary savings (42%). Compared to the 2009 survey, 2011 respondents were significantly
less likely to mention specific home features like increased insulation and high efficiency
furnaces, but more inclined to mention improved home comfort.

5.4.3 Buyers of Energy Efficient and Green Homes
Figure 4 shows the percentage of respondents that had actually purchased an ENERGY STAR
or green home, of those aware of at least one type of green or energy efficient home. Twenty-six
percent of respondents believed that the home they had purchased was ENERGY STARcertified. (Among the ENERGY STAR homebuyers, 83 percent said they received the ENERGY
STAR homebuyer packet.) Thirty-six percent of respondents indicated that their homes did
not have a green/energy efficient certification, while 34 percent of respondents did not know
if their newly purchased home had a certification.
Since 2007 the share of ENERGY STAR homeowners in our survey has grown. In 2007, eight
percent of the total survey sample said they had purchased an ENERGY STAR home. In 2009,
12 percent of all respondents said their home was ENERGY STAR certified and that number
has grown to 17 percent in 2011.
Notably, ENERGY STAR homes have a relatively high “purchase rate.” Of the 53 respondents
that actively considered these homes, 35 actually ended up purchasing them, for a purchase
rate of 66 percent. When all homebuyers aware of the label are considered (84), the purchase
rate is 42 percent.
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Figure 4. Respondents who Purchased a Green or Energy Efficient Home (n=133)

Q35. (If aware of green/energy efficient homes) What home certifications, if any, does your home have?

ENERGY STAR homeowners cited lower energy bills as one of the top reasons that they
bought the home (Table 31). Additional reasons included more energy efficient heating
(17%), cooling (9%), insulation (14%), and good overall value (11%).
Table 31.

ENERGY STAR Homebuyer Top Decision Influences

Lower energy bills
Had most /all desired home features
More efficient heating equipment
More insulation
High quality/built better
Overall good value for cost
Builder reputation
More efficient cooling equipment

Of those who purchased ES
home (n=35)
26%
26%
17%
14%
11%
11%
9%
9%

Q40. What were the main factors that made you decide to purchase an ENERGY STAR home?

Sixty percent of the 35 ENERGY STAR homeowners said that the builder or their agent
actively discussed the energy-saving qualities of their new home, which was a decrease from
the 2009 survey when 75 percent of homeowners said this (this is not statistically significant,
however). Additionally, ENERGY STAR homebuyers are less likely (46%) than other
homebuyers (63%) to be able to give input on the final design of their home.
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Table 32.

Promotion of ENERGY STAR homes

Response
Yes
No
Don’t know
Total

2009 (n=24)
Percent
75%
25%
0%
100%

2011 (n=35)
Percent
60%
37%
3%
100%

Q43. Did the sales agent or builder promote the fact that your home was an ENERGY STAR home?

Those who had ENERGY STAR home benefits promoted to them by their builder or sales agent
were asked to name specific features that were discussed, and the results are listed in Table
33. The two most frequent responses in 2011 were efficient appliances (57%) and heating
systems (48%), followed by the insulation (38%) and windows (29%). Significant increases in
promotion levels occurred for both windows and air quality. Our surveyed realtors cited
many of the same features, including windows and insulation.
Table 33.

ENERGY STAR Home Features Promoted by Builders/Sales Agents

Feature
Efficient appliances
Insulation
Heating system
Efficient lighting
Cooling system
Tight construction
Energy efficiency
Recycled building materials
Water savings
Windows
Air quality
Overall quality
Duct tightness
Other
Don’t know

2009 (n=18)

2011 (n=21)

Percent of sales
agents or builders
that promoted
feature
50%
50%
44%
33%
22%
22%
17%
6%
6%
6%
0%
0%
0%
17%
6%

Percent of sales
agents or builders
that promoted
feature
57%
38%
48%
14%
10%
19%
20%
5%
14%
24%
14%
5%
5%
10%
10%

Q44. What home features did the sales agent or builder promote? Note: Shading signifies that the responses from the
2011 and 2009 surveys are significantly different at the 90 percent confidence level.

Half of the ENERGY STAR homebuyers reported being told about the benefits of
heating/cooling duct testing (i.e., less leaking), when asked specifically about this. On a scale
from 1 (not at all important) to 5 (extremely important), homebuyers that discussed duct
testing gave an average score of 4.3, which is similar to the score given in 2009 (4.4).
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5.5 Northwest Utility Interviews
Interviews were conducted with staff at 15 small, medium and large utilities that are program
“partners.” Included in this group is the Energy Trust of Oregon (ETO), which helps implement
NEEA’s Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes program in Oregon. The purpose of the interviews
was to find out how their programs are performing, understand program challenges, and
learn how NEEA can improve its assistance to market actors.
Half of the interviewed utilities offer whole house and component rebates for program homes,
while the other utilities offer a minimal or no program, due to: very low local construction
volumes (particularly for electrically heated homes), higher state building codes, and low
program cost-effectiveness relative to other utility programs (i.e. budgets are being shifted).
Most utilities had not changed their incentives recently, while two large utilities recently
added incentives or plan to add incentives this year. Overall, the utilities’ promotion efforts
have not changed significantly in the last year, other than spending less in 2011. All the
interviewed utilities in Idaho reported that they primarily rely on NEEA’s marketing efforts.
The biggest challenges for NEEA’s program were reported to be the poor economy, followed
by changes to state building codes (particularly in Washington), and staff at some utilities
specifically noted that builders are using the ENERGY STAR brand to differentiate their
product. The most cited contribution by NEEA was its marketing materials and regional
coordination, and the majority of interviewees stated that NEEA should continue to
implement a regional program. Additional interview findings are included in Appendix K.

5.6 State Certification Office (SCO) Interviews
In-depth interviews were conducted with the five QA specialists that provide third-party
certification of ENERGY STAR homes in the four states. The QA specialists work with the
verifiers to ensure that the verification process is proceeding smoothly and program
requirements are met.
All SCOs reported that the QA/certification process is generally operating smoothly, and few
homes fail QA inspections. In Oregon, however, two people share the SCO role - one focuses on
technical issues, and the other handles daily interaction with verifiers and the database. This
makes it more difficult for verifiers to get the answers they need on a timely basis. In addition,
Oregon has multiple homes certifications/market actors (e.g., Energy Trust, Earth Advantage,
and the State of Oregon). Verifiers interact with all of these programs, and must determine
which organization to work with when problems arise.
Although much of the SCOs’ focus for the past year has been preparing for the new program
standards, and extensive trainings have been offered, additional QA issues are expected to
arise as the Version 3 ENERGY STAR standard is implemented in 2011 and enforced in 2012.
In particular, the water management checklist is expected to be problematic, since builders,
contractors, verifiers, and code officials have little experience with this issue. There is some
concern that Idaho and Montana builders may gravitate to the national ENERGY STAR
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program, which allows a performance-based path to compliance in those states. All of the
SCOs agree that the Version 3 standard will mean higher costs for all participants in the
process: builders, verifiers, and the QA function.
The SCOs continue to be satisfied with the job Fluid is doing implementing the program and
say communications among Fluid, NEEA and the SCOs are generally good. Additional
interview findings are included in Appendix L.
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6 Review of NEEA Cost Effectiveness (ACE) Model
As part of this evaluation, Evergreen Economics reviewed the Alliance Cost Effectiveness
Model (ACE Model) used by NEEA to calculate the cost effectiveness of the Northwest ENERGY
STAR Homes program. This review focused on model assumptions documentation provided to
Evergreen Economics on February 8 and February 25 of 2011, with particular attention given
to specific assumptions identified by NEEA that are required for NEEA’s 2010 savings report.
Following are our observations and suggestions based on our review, organized by topic.
Heating Zone Weights: The Heating Zone weights (Zones 1-3, by state) were calculated by
matching the homes zip codes in the program database to county level heating zone values
assigned by the Northwest Power and Conservation Council (NWPCC). After reviewing the
way that ENERGY STAR Homes zip codes were linked to counties, which were then linked to
NWPCC’s heating zones, we believe this to be a reasonable weighting method. Importantly,
very few heating zones had to be approximated because of missing zip code information.
Electric Code Savings Rate: NEEA calculated a regional weighted savings rate of 1,254
kWh/unit using data from a combination of sources. The savings rate was developed by
multiplying unit weights (from Fluid) for the proportion of ENERGY STAR homes in each
location to values calculated by weighting Ecotope per unit savings estimates by both heating
zone (one through three) and adopted measure (gas/with AC, heat pump, zonal).12 This
detailed approach uses appropriate weights to create a reasonable estimate of regional per
unit electric savings. The table below shows the Ecotope numbers and the three different
ENERGY STAR homes population weights that are applied in order to derive the final
weighted savings rate.

kwh/home

Zone 1

Gas (kwh/home)
Gas with AC
Heat Pump
Zonal

Weight from Ecotope
45%
35%
20%
1%
Weight from Fluid ES
homes population

82%
434
473
2,105
1,910

Oregon
Zone 2
Zone 3
18%
459
499
3,547
1,910
16%

0%
459
499
3,547
1,910

Zone 1
89%
817
877
2,478
2,909

Washington
Zone 2
Zone 3
11%
857
905
3,448
3,022
55%

0%
857
905
3,448
3,022

Northwest
Total

Idaho/Montana
Zone 2
Zone 3

Zone 1
71%
894
982
3,744
5,710

11%
928
944
4,495
5,710
28%

18%
988
970
4,772
5,710

1,254

(combined)

Naturally Occurring Baseline for ENERGY STAR Homes:
For each of the four program states, the ACE model assumes that only 1 percent of new singlefamily homes would meet the program requirements absent the involvement of NEEA and its
participating utilities (which give builders rebates to defray higher construction costs).
Information collected in previous interviews with key program builders and the most recent
builders survey reveals that utility incentives are in fact important in their decisions to
Ecotope: Larson, Ben and Virginia Mugford. Memo to Aaron James, Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance Re: 2010 Codes
and Standards Evaluation Phase 1 Contract #: 40263. December 22 2010.
12
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continue building ENERGY STAR Homes, and we think it is reasonable to assume that few
program homes would be built without utility incentives.
Oregon Residential Code Naturally Occurring Baseline Market Share: The model assumes
that the Oregon residential code would not have been changed at all (i.e. 0%) in 2008 without
the involvement of NEEA. Interviews with NEEA Codes and Standards staff and a former
ODOE official managing the code change reveal that NEEA provides the majority of ODOE’s
funding to update building codes, and was the leading advocate of the 2008 changes in the
face of builder opposition. We recommend using an initial value between 0 and 15 percent, to
acknowledge that US DOE funding could also have potentially been used to change the code in
some (unknowable) way, although US DOE funding for ODOE has varied over the years.
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7 Conclusions and Recommendations
Based on the findings presented in this MPER, the following conclusions can be drawn about
the short-term market progress indicators established for the ENERGY STAR Homes program.
1) Market Indicator: Builders use the ENERGY STAR label to differentiate themselves in the
marketplace.
Evaluation Findings: Seventy five percent of program builders said they actively promote the
fact that their homes are ENERGY STAR, compared to 66 percent that said this in 2009. In
addition, 42 percent of builders that are aware of the program specifically identified product
differentiation as a benefit of the ENERGY STAR label. Many builders also listed other benefits
such as “energy efficiency” and “sustainability” that presumably confer marketing benefits.
Twenty eight percent of builders reported that they had received more inquiries about
ENERGY STAR homes in the past year.
2) Market Indicator: Consumers, builders, and other market actors link ENERGY STAR
homes and home quality/value.
Evaluation Findings: Seventy two percent of the builders agreed with the statement that the
ENERGY STAR label makes homes more marketable, and 58 percent agreed that program
homes are higher quality overall (even though appraisals don’t always reflect this). The
surveyed homebuyers rated the value of ENERGY STAR homes as a 4, on a scale from 1 (not at
all valuable) to 5 (extremely valuable). Twenty two percent of homebuyers also specifically
said that ENERGY STAR homes are “a good value” or “better built”, in addition to mentioning
other specific energy saving benefits (e.g., efficient heating equipment). Lastly, the surveyed
realtors do generally perceive that homebuyers link program homes with home value and
comfort, although these associations seem to less strong than described by the homebuyers
themselves.
3) Market Indicator: Builders are convinced of the long-term cost savings from reductions
in callbacks that should result from performance testing and quality assurance practices.
Evaluation Findings: Sixty five percent of builders mentioned benefits such as “reduced call
backs” and “verification of proper duct/HVAC function” in the current survey, compared to 86
percent that said these things in 2009 (although the differences within specific response
categories are not statistically significant). In addition, 17 percent said there are “no benefits”
to them in 2011, which statistically higher than the zero percent that said this in 2009, but
similar to the percent that said this in 2007. Builders in 2011 were still significantly more
inclined to mention the marketing benefits of duct testing (e.g., good for customer satisfaction)
than in 2007. Overall, this suggests that builders increasingly associate performance testing
with consumer as opposed to builder benefits.
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4) Market Indicator: Increased awareness by builders and subcontractors of key efficiency
and quality issues.
Evaluation Finding: Builder awareness of duct testing increased significantly between 2007
and 2009, from 61 percent to 70 percent, and increased further (significantly) to 87 percent in
2011. In addition, significantly more builders indicated that they have duct tests performed on
at least some of the homes they build (50 percent compared to 26 percent in 2009). Most
builders, however, view overall insulation, high efficiency heating equipment and construction
tightness as the key efficiency elements.
5) Market Indicator: Other market actors and trade allies are spending their own resources
marketing ENERGY STAR Homes and matching NEEA investments.
Evaluation Findings: According to program staff, the program obtained approximately
$45,000 in marketing contributions from utilities and builders in 2010, compared to $140,000
in 2009. In 2011 builders were much more inclined to be promoting their homes using only
their own resources (63%) compared to 2009 (30%).
6) Market Indicator: Builders and their subcontractors have expanded knowledge and skills
necessary to treat key energy efficiency and quality issues, particularly performance
testing of HVAC ducts and equipment.
Evaluation Findings: Sixty percent of program builders in Washington, Idaho and Montana
had attended training on the new program requirements, and 67 percent reported that they
understand the new requirements extremely or very well (and none had a low level of
understanding). Overall, the new insulation requirements are expected to be the most
problematic to meet, according to the surveyed builders and verifiers. In Oregon, the SCO
reports that the thermal bypass requirements are now being implemented without significant
problems. In all states, the majority of builders that do duct testing (83%) had experienced no
problems, a similar percentage as in 2009, but significantly higher than in 2004 when only 52
percent had no problems.
7) Market Indicator: Increasing recognition of the ENERGY STAR label and understanding
what it means for new homes.
Evaluation Findings: Homebuyer awareness of the ENERGY STAR label for homes decreased
from 51 percent in 2009 to 44 percent in 2011, although the difference is not significant.
Although this could be associated with the program’s reduced marketing budget, the surveyed
builders and realtors reported an increasing level of inquiries among homebuyers. Builder
awareness of ENERGY STAR homes increased significantly from 65 to 75 percent between
2009 and 2011. Lastly, about half of the surveyed realtors were aware of ENERGY STAR
homes, and most often associate the homes with reduced energy bills, high efficiency
windows and increased insulation. ENERGY STAR homes are associated with a wide range of
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features, including: energy/bill savings, increased insulation, ENERGY STAR appliances,
efficient windows, efficient HVAC and tight construction.
Following are additional conclusions that can be drawn from the evaluation research:


In 2010 the program achieved a 15.1 percent market share, compared to 11.5
percent in 2009. A high number of new builders (269) joined the program again in
2010, despite the continued slow new construction market.



Urban and rural market shares are approximately equal in some states, but not
others. In Montana and Washington, market shares are similar between urban and rural
areas (i.e. higher and lower density rural areas combined). In Idaho, the ratio of urban to
rural market share is roughly 2 to 1, while in Oregon it is closer to 4 to 1. Most states
have very low market share in the lowest density rural areas, except for Idaho, which is
building program homes in both higher and lower density rural areas.



Builder participation rates are increasing for key programs. Builder awareness of
both the ENERGY STAR and Earth Advantage programs has increased in the last two
years. In addition, the participation rates for these two programs have increased from 29
to 40 percent and 10 to 33 percent, respectively. This further suggests that non-program
builders (a declining population) are increasingly willing to consider building energy
efficient homes to differentiate their product (as program builders say they are doing).



Program market share should be strong in 2011. In particular, a large number of
Washington homes were permitted in late 2010. That said, market share may decline in
subsequent years when the new program requirements are strictly enforced. In Oregon,
market share declined somewhat in 2010 after the thermal bypass requirements took
effect, although part of the decline was also due to the complete withdrawal of a key
program builder.



Home appraisers are not accurately reflecting the higher value of ENERGY STAR
and other green homes. This was reported by both the surveyed realtors and builders.
In particular, the realtors claimed that appraisers are often prohibited from accepting
this information and/or that they don’t have appropriate information to submit.
Although green and energy efficient home construction was projected to increase in
2011, low appraisals could reduce long-term market growth.



The program’s verifiers structure appears to be stable, but warrants tracking. Most
of the surveyed verifiers expect to be doing verifications in the next three years, although
some Idaho firms say they may leave the market (coverage in some parts of Idaho has
been a persistent issue), and some firms are not very satisfied with their verification
revenues. Overall, the verifiers have a high comfort level marketing to unknown builders.
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While most companies do not plan to increase their charges in the next year, the average
price increase for those that do could be near 40 percent.


Higher costs for ENERGY STAR homes are a key purchasing barrier. Builders,
realtors and homebuyers mentioned this consistently. Although homebuyers value
energy efficiency and will pay somewhat more for it, they remain very cost-conscious
and can quickly be priced out of the market they want to buy into.



Overall, the program is making strong strides towards market transformation, but
this is not complete. Most progress has been made among regional builders, where
program awareness rates are high and participation rates appear to be growing. In
addition, homebuyers that actively consider purchasing program homes are fairly
inclined to actually purchase them. That said, more comprehensive market
transformation has been hindered by several factors:
o While the program has recently attracted some key “entry-level” builders to the
program, ENERGY STAR homes often cost more than other homes and appear to
be targeted by higher-income households. Broader market transformation will
require selling more program homes to lower-income households when the
housing market expands.
o Program awareness among homebuyers may actually be declining (the change
was not significant) and needs to be monitored.
o Relatively few realtors have been trained on program homes, which could
increase homebuyer awareness and understanding of the homes.
o Appraisers do not consistently recognize the increased value of ENERGY STAR
homes, which could increase home prices, but also support more homebuyer
interest. The program has not yet focused on educating these market actors, and
increased regulatory guidelines may also be barrier.
o Increasing state energy codes are a goal of the program, but also make it
difficult to achieve high program market share, since the program is leading a
changing market. 2011 is transitional year for the program, and more time is
required to assess continued market progress.

Based on the evaluation findings, we make the following program recommendations:


Provide follow up trainings to builders and verifiers on the new program
specifications. This will help to solidify knowledge already obtained, and can target key
issues that have emerged while builders and verifiers adapt to the changes in 2011.
Focus on Montana verifiers in particular, who have had lower attendance and
understanding levels to date.
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Continue to offer realtor trainings and explore other promotion methods.
Currently relatively few realtors in the region have been trained on ENERGY STAR, and
realtors in Oregon and Washington in particular are having trouble learning about
available training (in Oregon, they may not be aware that ENERGY STAR training is also
covered by the Earth Advantage program).



Continue to survey and track program verifiers’ prices, revenues and expectations.
Going forward, more verifiers may adapt to the increased requirements and desires for
higher revenues by increasing their fees, which would exacerbate cost pressures on
builders.



Communicate closely with regional utilities to track rebate levels and costeffectiveness issues. Builders continue to rely on utility rebates to defray construction
costs, and reduced or eliminated incentives would harm program construction.



Consider offering widespread ENERGY STAR homes training to appraisers, after
conducting pilot trainings. Notably, comprehensive training would be required
throughout the region to transform the market, as market actors are generally
prohibited from choosing their own appraisers now. Thus a sufficiently large pool of
recognized “energy efficiency experts” would need to be built. That said, while increased
appraisal values could improve the revenues and viability of program builders, higher
prices could also reduce home sales, since buyers are very cost conscious and there
remains a large pool of inexpensive, unsold non-efficient homes on the market.
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Appendix A: Glossary
Advanced Lighting Package (ALP). EPA designation that applies to lighting packages, in new
home construction, that consist of a minimum of 60 percent ENERGY STAR qualified hardwired fixtures.
Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE). A numeric efficiency rating for furnaces. An AFUE
rating of 0.90 or higher for gas furnaces and 0.80 for propane heating is needed to qualify for
the ENERGY STAR Homes program.
Air Changes per Hour (ACH). Refers to the number of times air is circulated within a home
within an hour. Minimum levels are established to help combat mold due to tight building
envelopes required for efficient homes.
Builder Option Package (BOP). A specified list of measures and building practices that
builders can follow to build an ENERGY STAR-qualifying home.
Compact fluorescent light (CFL). A type of light bulb that is more energy efficient than a
regular incandescent bulb and has a longer equipment life. A CFL often has a distinctive
twisted design.
CFL fixture. A lighting fixture where only CFL lamps can be used. These fixtures usually
require pin-based CFL lamps so that the bulb cannot be swapped out for incandescent bulbs.
Duct Test. General term referring to either a duct blaster test (where only the ductwork is
tested for leaks) or a blower door test (where the whole house is tested for leaks).
Earth Advantage. A sustainable buildings program originally created by Portland General
Electric.
Energy Factor (EF). An EF value shows the efficiency of water heaters. For gas water heaters,
an EF of 0.60 or better is required, while electric water heaters require an EF of 0.93 or better.
Energy Trust of Oregon (ETO). Energy Trust of Oregon implements energy efficiency
programs in Oregon using public benefits funds collected from several utilities. Energy Trust
of Oregon also helps sponsor and implement NEEA’s ENERGY STAR Homes program within
Oregon.
Fluid Market Strategies (Fluid). Fluid is the company that has been hired by NEEA to
implement the ENERGY STAR Homes program for NEEA.
HVAC. Refers to heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems and is used as a generic
term for heating and cooling equipment.
Heat Pump. A type of air conditioner that will also provide heat during the winter.
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Heat Recovery Ventilator (HRV). An HRV provides an efficient method for bringing in fresh
air into a building while removing stale air. The HRV will preheat the incoming air in the
winter and cool the incoming air in the summer.
Home Performance Specialist. The job title used for verifiers in Idaho.
Heating Seasonal Performance Factor (HSPF). A measure of efficiency for heat pumps. The
ENERGY STAR Homes program requires an HSPF of 8.0 or better to qualify for the program.
Market Development Lead (MDL). A program representative that serves one or more of the
program’s submarkets (e.g., Puget Sound, eastern Idaho). MDLs work closely with builders,
existing and new verifier companies, and utilities to help promote the program, answer
technical questions, and forge local relationships among key market actors.
Market Progress Evaluation Report (MPER). MPER is the acronym used by NEEA for all its
evaluation reports.
NCAT. National Center for Appropriate Technology is located in Montana and promotes
energy efficiency and appropriate uses of technology for low income communities. Also serves
as the SCO for the ENERGY STAR Homes program in Montana.
NEEA. The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance is the agency sponsoring the ENERGY STAR
Homes program. See the website www.neea.org for more detailed information.
Performance Testing. A more general term used for duct testing and could involve a duct
blaster and/or a blower door test.
Portland Energy Conservation, Inc. (PECI). PECI is the company that has been hired by
Energy Trust of Oregon to deliver its new homes programs. PECI has subcontracts with Earth
Advantage and others to operate the program.
Quality assurance (QA) specialist. A quality assurance specialist works for the State
Certifying Organization to monitor and verify the work completed by the verifiers.
RESNET. A national non-profit organization devoted to creating consistent national standards
for energy efficiency ratings. RESNET developed the Home Energy Rating System (HERS)
rating for homes.
State Certifying Organization (SCO). An SCO is the agency that provides the final
certification for an ENERGY STAR Home.
State Energy Office (SEO). An SEO is the state government office in charge of energy issues
for the state (such as the Oregon Department of Energy). In the case of Oregon and Idaho, the
SEO is also the SCO for ENERGY STAR homes within the state.
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Seasonal Energy Efficiency Rating (SEER). A numeric rating system for air conditioner and
heat pump efficiency. A SEER rating of 13 is required by the ENERGY STAR Homes program.
Technical Compliance Option (TCO). A TCO are additional specifications within a BOP that
allow for different equipment to be installed and still meet the ENERGY STAR Homes
specification requirements.
Thermal Bypass Checklist. The Thermal Bypass Checklist is a comprehensive list of building
details where thermal bypass, or the movement of heat around or through insulation,
frequently occurs due to missing air barriers or gaps between the air barrier and insulation.
The Thermal Bypass Checklist must be completed by a certified home energy verifier in order
for a home to be qualified as ENERGY STAR.
Verifier. A verifier provides third-party verification that the requirements for an ENERGY
STAR home are being met.
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Appendix B: Program Description and Past Evaluation
Activities
The Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes program officially began in May 2004 with a goal of
achieving a 20 percent market share for ENERGY STAR homes within the residential new
construction market by the end of 2009. In 2006, the program revised its goal to reflect the
longer than anticipated ramp-up time, and hoped to achieve a 14 percent market share by the
end of 2009 (it achieved a market share of 11.5 percent). The program markets the benefits of
building homes to ENERGY STAR standards to builders. The ENERGY STAR brand serves as a
mechanism to differentiate builders and the homes they build and also provides consumers
with an easy way to identify energy efficient homes. Certification, labeling, and marketing
efforts are designed to increase the market share of ENERGY STAR new homes while
simultaneously protecting the ENERGY STAR brand.
While it has been successful in other parts of the country, the national program model for
ENERGY STAR homes was not a good fit for the Northwest region. This can be attributed to a
number of factors, the most significant of which include the success of robust energy codes in
Oregon and Washington, past focus on (electric heat) Super Good Cents branding for new
construction, and the lack of an energy-rating infrastructure that has traditionally been used
in other parts of the country.
In order to make the ENERGY STAR Homes program work in the Northwest, the EPA worked
with NEEA and its stakeholders to develop a tailored specification that includes a package of
prescribed conservation measures and is designed to be fuel-neutral. As previous codes in
Washington and Oregon already met the national ENERGY STAR standard, it was necessary to
develop new and more stringent ENERGY STAR requirements for the region if significant
efficiency gains were to be achieved in the new homes market. (The current detailed
prescriptive specifications for the various ENERGY STAR Home options can be accessed at
www.northwestenergystar.com/partners.)
In addition to the prescriptive measure requirements, there are several program elements
that are designed to assist builders and contractors with the ENERGY STAR requirements.
These program elements include:
o Infrastructure development and market actor training and education,
particularly for HVAC contractors and performance testers;
o A quality assurance process, which requires that:
o Every central HVAC system be performance tested (unless the State
Certification Office (SCO) determines that only a sample of HVAC systems needs
to be tested);
o Every home be inspected by a certified verifier for compliance with ENERGY
STAR Northwest program specifications (unless the SCO determines that only a
sample of homes needs to be inspected); and
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o Every home be certified by a third-party contractor operating under an
independent ENERGY STAR Northwest quality assurance process.
Marketing, outreach, promotion, and consumer education focused on branding and
labeling, quality and value, and other co-branding and cross-promotion opportunities.
This is done through press releases, articles, and newsletters that advertise the program
and provide information on the benefits of ENERGY STAR homes. The program also
provides marketing materials to builders so that they can promote the fact that their
homes are ENERGY STAR rated. In addition, the program has developed the program
website www.northwestenergystar.com as an additional information resource for
builders and potential new homebuyers.
o Coordination and incorporation of multiple program efforts by utilities and
others, specifically including technical standards and financial incentives.
o Promotion and support for “plus” packages that increase energy efficiency or
other attributes such as green or healthy buildings (beyond base program
requirements) that will further support builder differentiation through
efficiency.

Market Barriers and Market Opportunities
There are a number of barriers to increasing the efficiency of energy use in new homes,
including:
Lack of Awareness and Information. Builders, consumers, and other market actors
are often unaware of the magnitude and potential value of energy savings that can
result from improved construction practices. Similarly, there is a lack of awareness and
appreciation of the non-energy benefits such as improved indoor air quality and lower
maintenance costs that result from more efficient construction.
Inability to Identify Efficiency. Many builders claim to be building efficient homes, but
consumers cannot always differentiate between accurate and false efficiency claims. In
addition, the presence of multiple individual utility and other local programs
promoting energy efficiency and green building practices may add to market confusion
regarding what constitutes an energy efficient home.
Split Incentives. For new homes, builders and contractors make energy efficiency
design and investment decisions but do not ultimately pay the energy bills. Many
builders doubt they will be able to increase the home sales price in order to cover the
initial costs of the energy efficiency improvements.
Limited Technical Skill. Many builders and subcontractors have an inadequate
understanding of the nature of key efficiency losses in the home, such as through HVAC
ducts or building air leakage. These are critical elements for capturing the energy
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efficiency potential in new homes and yet there are few contractors currently trained
and certified to deliver results. Building the infrastructure necessary to support a
viable contractor pool that can provide heating and cooling system commissioning and
duct testing and sealing is a major challenge for this program.
Economic Benefits Not Recognized by Financial Markets. Appraisers do not value
energy efficiency improvements or benefits when making their valuations. As a result,
homebuyers who stay in their new homes only a few years are unable to recoup the
extra cost of efficiency investments through bill savings alone. Similarly, most
mortgage lenders do not distinguish between efficient and inefficient homes when
deciding whether a consumer can afford a mortgage or when developing mortgage
products that reflect lower risk of default from homes that are more efficient and
therefore have lower energy bills.13
Despite the market barriers, the current new construction market offers a number of
opportunities for market transformation. Market opportunities addressed by the program
include:
Builder Differentiation. Given the large number of builders in the market, individual
builders must differentiate themselves from their competitors. In addition, the desire
to differentiate tends to fluctuate with the market: When demand for housing
decreases, builders are more interested in differentiation as a means to capture
business.
Consumer Demand for New Home Efficiency. Historically, consumer surveys have
shown that efficiency is a key component in what is expected in a new home. However,
since the home is brand new, many consumers already assume that it will be energy
efficient simply because it is new.
Consumer Awareness of ENERGY STAR Brand. Many consumers are already aware of
the ENERGY STAR label for products but additional education may be needed to
establish awareness of the label for homes. To facilitate this, the ENERGY STAR
requirements for homes need to represent a significant improvement over current
practice.
Interest in Sustainable Building Practices. There is a small but growing interest in
sustainable or “green” construction practices among both builders and homebuyers.
However, efficiency is not always part of the package of specified sustainable
measures. The program will need to link efficiency to sustainability with those
partners that may view efficiency or ENERGY STAR as competitors.
This barrier primarily impacts those that have trouble qualifying for a mortgage such as some first time home buyers and
low income households. The importance of this barrier is lessened somewhat in the current market that is enjoying very low
interest rates but will become more of a factor as mortgage interest rates rise.
13
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Table 34 summarizes the main components of the MPERs that have been completed for the
Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes evaluations.
Table 34.
Analysis Component

MPER 1
Baseline
Report

Evaluation Report Components

MPER 2
(3Q
2005)

MPER 3
(3Q2006)

MPER
4 (2Q
2007)

MPER 5
(2Q
2008)

MPER
6
(2Q
2009)

MPER
7
(1Q
2010)

MPER 8
(2Q
2011)


Market Characterization















Market Actor Interviews















Utility Interviews











Builder Phone Survey





Builder In-Depth
Interviews
Homebuyer Phone
Survey
Realtors Phone Survey





















Post-Occupancy
Homebuyer Survey
Performance Testing
Impact Analysis
On-Site Post Occupancy
Survey
Duct Test Impact
Analysis
Review of Cost
Effectiveness Modeling
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Verifiers Phone Survey
Process Evaluation
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Appendix C: NEEA Program Theory
Activities/Outputs Theory and Assumption Table

Link Why will it happen?
Developing and maintaining specs in coordination
with code efforts creates a "product" that can be
adopted in future code revisions. It also provides a
meaningful but attainable specification that builders
can buy into and produce a consistent product that is
a
above code.
Providing quality assurance ensures that a consistent
product is delivered in the market place for a certified
home. Homebuyers and builders can trust that this
certified home is what it says it is. This product
b
integrity will lead to more participation by builders.
Recruiting and training verifiers and builders will lead
to a builder and verifier base that are trained and
c
knowledgeable about achieving specs

d

e

f

How will we know it happened? – Activity Indicator
Indicator
Data Source

Specifications will be set and builder
participation will grow and/or remain
stable.

ENERGY STAR homes
database.

QA reports are quarterly

QA database

Number of builders participating and
verifiers verifying homes.
Merchandising aids will be used, builders
will be marketing ENERGY STAR Homes,
Marketing activities result in PR and marketing
builders will participate in building awards
campaigns, PSA's, messaging, merchandising aids, and competition and advertising and psa's will
builder awards
be running throughout the NW
Engaging utility programs will result in builder
incentives and additional advertising and promotional Utilities will offer utility incentives and will
support
participate in marketing campaigns
Realtor and Appraiser training activities will lead to a
base of Realtors who are knowledgeable about the
value of certified efficient homes
Number of realtors and appraisers trained
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ENERGY STAR homes
database
Tracking of merchandising
aids used, builders awards,
tracking of media placement
and promotion participation

Program annual tracking

Program tracking

g

Working with MIS systems to add check boxes for
certified efficient homes results in an MIS indicator to
identify certified efficient homes

Number of MIS systems indicating energy
efficient home certification

Program tracking

Outcomes Theory and Assumption Table
Link

1

2

3

4

5

Why will it happen?
Providing meaningful, attainable
specs and enforcing them leads to
Early Adopter Builders seeing
value in the program and building
and selling certified efficient home

A base of trained verifiers and
builders is required to create a
stable verifier infrastructure
A base of trained verifiers and
builders results in early adopter
home builders building and
marketing certified efficient
homes because they have the
knowledge and skills to do it.
Effective marketing efforts with
builders and utilities results in
early adopter home builders
building and marketing certified
efficient homes
Utility incentives assist in creating
a base of early adopter builders
building and marketing certified
efficient homes as it reduces costs
to build more efficient and thus
reduces their risk
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How will we know it happened? – Market Progress Indicator
What will you measure
What is your indicator?
Home builders are
building, marketing and
selling certified efficient
Number of builders in the programs,
homes and see them as
market share, builder perceptions
a differentiator
Number of verifiers in key markets,
number of homes each verifier does and
A stable verifier
verifier attitudes are positive about the
infrastructure is
program and the product and their future available in mid to large
business potential
size markets

Market share, builder perceptions are
positive of the brand and the program and
builders intend to continue in the program

Home builders are
building, marketing and
selling certified efficient
homes and see them as
a differentiator
Home builders are
building, marketing and
selling certified efficient
homes and see them as
a differentiator

Market share, builder perceptions are
positive of the brand and the program and
builders intend to continue in the program

Home builders are
building, marketing and
selling certified efficient
homes and see them as
a differentiator

Market share, builder perceptions are
positive of the brand and the program and
builders intend to continue in the program
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Data Source

NWESH database,
HUD data and MPERS

MPERS and NW
ENERGY STAR Homes
database

NWESH database,
HUD data and MPERS

NWESH database,
HUD data and MPERS

NWESH database,
HUD data and MPERS

8

Training of appraisers results in a
base of appraisers understanding
how to value certified efficient
homes who are then more likely to
add value for the energy efficiency
features of a home
Training of Realtors results in
Realtors better understanding
certified efficient homes and thus
has them able to communicate the
value of certified efficient homes
to their customers.
MLS indicators results in Realtors
being able to locate efficient
homes for their customers and
increases Realtor awareness of
efficient homes and their value.

9

MLS indicators results in
appraisers having the information
they need to identify accurate
value of the homes.

6

7

10

11

Real Estate Agents understanding
and selling certified efficient
homes leads to increasing home
buyer awareness
Home builders building and selling
certified efficient homes increases
home buyer awareness and home
buyers buying efficient homes
increases the number of builders
building certified efficient homes
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Number of appraisers trained, and
appraiser likelihood of verifying efficient
homes at a premium after the trainings
Number of Realtors trained, Realtor
perceptions of certified efficient homes
benefits and value, and their own
assessment of whether they can
accurately represent them
Realtor awareness of certified homes and
their own perceived ability to sell them
successfully. Number of MIS systems
indicating certified efficient homes.
Appraiser likelihood of verifying efficient
homes at a premium over code homes.
Number of MIS systems indicating
certified efficient homes

Home buyer awareness of certified
efficient homes and attitudes of how
much more they would pay for that home

Home buyer awareness of certified
efficient homes and attitudes of how
much more they would pay for that home,
market share

Appraisers are valuing
certified energy
efficient homes as more
valuable than code
homes
Real Estate Agents are
aware of certified
efficient homes and
their benefits and are
selling them
Real Estate Agents are
aware of certified
efficient homes and
their benefits and are
selling them
Appraisers are valuing
certified efficient
homes as more
valuable than code
homes.
Home buyers recognize
certified efficient
homes as more
valuable than standard
homes and are buying
them
Home buyers recognize
certified efficient
homes as more
valuable than standard
homes and are buying
them
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Program
tracking/MPER

Program
tracking/MPER

Program
tracking/MPER

Program
tracking/MPER

MPERS

NWESH database,
HUD/Census data and
MPERS

15

Home buyers recognizing certified
efficient homes as more valuable
than standard homes and buying
them at a higher price leads to
appraisers valuing certified homes
at a higher value than code homes.
Appraisers valuing certified
efficient homes as more valuable
than code homes results in more
builder participation as builders
respond to home buyer
preferences.
A stable verifier infrastructure
recruits more builders and more
builders participating stabilizes the
verifier infrastructure
Home builders building and
marketing certified efficient
homes provides the market
traction for new technologies to
be adopted into codes

16

As new technologies are adopted
into codes, new specification must
be set for the certified efficient
home and the cycle begins again

17

A stable verifier infrastructure
takes on the recruitment,
marketing coordination and
training roles in their respective
markets

12

13

14
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Appraiser likelihood of verifying efficient
homes at a premium over code homes.
Value in MIS systems of certified efficient
homes vs. other homes.

Appraisers are valuing
certified efficient
homes as more
valuable than code built
homes.

Market share, builder perceptions
regarding appraised value of homes being
accurate.
Verifier claims on how many builders they
have recruited and attitudes about their
business prospects, how many homes per
verifier

Home builders are
building, marketing and
selling certified efficient
homes and see them as
a differentiator
A stable verifier
infrastructure is
available in mid to large
size markets

Measures adopted into codes and code
energy savings

Many technologies are
standard practice as a
result of new code
adoption or spillover

New specs are developed with savings
above code.
Verifier claims on how many builders they
have recruited, how they have facilitated
marketing and training efforts in their
marketplace, how they have organized as
a group to improve their collective
prospects and attitudes about their
business prospects, how many homes per
verifier

Program
tracking/MPER

NWESH database,
HUD/Census data and
MPERS
MPERS and NW
ENERGY STAR Homes
database

New specs are
developed for certified
efficient homes
programs

Track code results for
measures adopted
into codes - David
Cohan
Track new spec
changes and
estimated savings program information
- Ecotope

Verifiers take
responsibility for
marketing, education
and certification of
certified efficient
homes

MPERs and NWESH
database
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18

19

20

Many technologies becoming
standard practice as a result of
code changes results in ENERGY
SAVINGS!!!
Home builders building and
marketing certified efficient
homes leads to builders taking
responsibility for the marketing of
certified efficient homes with no
need for NEEA funding
If the marketing place takes
responsibility for certified efficient
homes programs they are
sustained on their own and
continue to produce energy
savings
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Technologies adopted into codes and
associated savings

ENERGY SAVINGS!

Code tracking and
ACE model

Builders' claims on their efforts marketing
certified efficient homes and their
perceived success in doing so.

The market provides
marketing, education
and certification of
energy efficient homes
without NEEA funding

MPERS, Reduced
funding levels.

Number of certified efficient homes and
their resulting energy savings.

ENERGY SAVINGS!

NWESH database and
ACE model
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Appendix D: Survey Instruments/ Interview Guides
Included below are:
1) Homebuyers Phone Survey
2) Verifiers Phone Survey
3) Builders Phone Survey
4) Realtors Phone Survey
5) Northwest Utilities In-depth Interview Guide
6) State Energy Office Staff Interview Guide
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Homebuyers Phone Survey
FINAL May 10, 2011
Key Objectives:

Determine homebuyer awareness of ENERGY STAR homes and other green homes

Understand perceptions of ENERGY STAR home benefits

Understand if/how much homebuyers value energy efficiency

Identify key home purchase decision factors

Target Audience: 200 households that have purchased newly constructed single-family homes since
June 2009.
Hello, my name is ______________ with ITRON, an energy market research firm. This is not a
sales call I'm calling on behalf of the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance, a regional non-profit
corporation that works to make energy-efficient products and services available in the marketplace.
We're conducting a study among households about their home buying decision. The information
that you provide will be kept strictly confidential. This is a very short study and will only take about
10 minutes of your time.
(DO NOT READ) If asked about the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance, say:
The Alliance is a non-profit corporation supported by electric utilities, public benefits
administrators, state governments, public interest groups and energy efficiency industry
representatives. These entities work together to make affordable, energy-efficient products and
services available in the marketplace.
[WHEN CORRECT PERSON IS ON-LINE:]
Hello, my name is ______________ with ITRON, an energy market research firm. This is not a
sales call I'm calling on behalf of the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance, a regional non-profit
corporation that works to make energy-efficient products and services available in the marketplace.
We're conducting a study among households about their home buying decision. The information
that you provide will be kept strictly confidential. This is a very short study and will only take about
10 minutes of your time.

SCREEN1: Can I confirm that you were one of the people who were primarily responsible for
choosing the house you purchased and that you are at least 18 years old?
1)
2)
88)
99)

Yes
No
Refused
Don’t know
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[CONTINUE]
[ASK TO SPEAK WITH CORRECT PERSON, CALL BACK]
[TERMINATE]
[ASK TO SPEAK WITH CORRECT PERSON, OR TERMINATE]
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SCREEN2: Can I confirm that the house you purchased is a newly constructed home? That is, was
your house built shortly before you moved in and are you the first occupant?
1)
Yes
[CONTINUE]
2)
No
[TERMINATE]
88)
Refused
[TERMINATE]
99)
Don’t know [TERMINATE]
SCREEN3: Also, can I confirm that you are the owner?
1)
Yes
[CONTINUE]
2)
No
[TERMINATE]
88)
Refused
[TERMINATE]
99)
Don’t know [TERMINATE]
SCREEN4: And is this home a single family home, or it physically attached to other units?
1)
Yes, single family home
[CONTINUE]
2)
No, attached to other units
[TERMINATE]
88)
Refused
[TERMINATE]
99)
Don’t know [TERMINATE]
Terminate: Thank you for your time, but based on your response we do not need to complete this
survey. Thank you for your time and consideration. Good bye.
I.

Home Purchase Info

Q 1. What year was your home built?
1)
2011
2)
2010
3)
2009
4)
2008
5)
2007 or before
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 2. In what year did you purchase your new house?
1)
2011
2)
2010
3)
2009
4)
2008
5)
2007 or before
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
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Q 3. And in which month?
1)
January
2)
February
3)
March
4)
April
5)
May
6)
June
7)
July
8)
August
9)
September
10)
October
11)
November
12)
December
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
IF HOME WAS PURCHASED BEFORE JUNE 2009 (OR IN 2009 AND MONTH
UNKNOWN) THEN TERMINATE SURVEY:
Thank you for your time and consideration. Unfortunately for the purposes of this research we are
only interviewing homebuyers who purchased a new home since June of 2009. Since you purchased
your home before this date we do not need to complete the remainder of this survey.
Q 4. Now we would like to know a little about the characteristics of the house you purchased?
How many bedrooms does it have?
1)
1
2)
2
3)
3
4)
4
5)
5
6)
6
7)
7
8)
8
9)
9
10)
10
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 5. How many bathrooms does it have? (Use decimals for partial bathrooms)
FORMAT is N.N (2 and 1\2 baths = 2.5)
1)
Enter Number: _________________
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
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Q 6. What is the approximate square footage of the house?
1)
Enter Number: _________________
88888) Refused
99999) Don’t know
IF THEY SAY “DON’T KNOW”: Maybe you have a general idea of your home’s size. Please
stop me when I read the range that most likely includes the square footage of your house.
(PROGRAMMER NOTE: Post-code raw response above into ranges below also – new field.)
1)
Less than 1,700 square feet
2)
Between 1,700 and 2,099 square feet
3)
Between 2,100 and 2,799 square feet
4)
Between 2,800 and 3,499 square feet
5)
3,500 or more square feet
Q 7. What is your primary way you heat your home?
1)
Gas furnace
2)
Electric - baseboard
3)
Electric - central "forced air"
4)
Heat pump
5)
Propane
6)
Oil
7)
Wood
77) Other (Specify)
88) Refused (SKIP TO Q 9)
99) Don’t know (SKIP TO Q 9)
Q 8. Do you heat your home any other way? (ACCEPT MULTIPLE RESPONSES)
1)
Gas furnace
2)
Electric - baseboard
3)
Electric - central "forced air"
4)
Heat pump
5)
Propane
6)
Oil
7)
Wood
77) Other (Specify)
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 9. Does your house have any kind of air conditioning? (Probe for central AC or window
units)
1)
Yes, central
2)
Yes, window units
3)
Yes, both
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4)
None
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 10. Were you able to give the builder any input on the final design of your home?
1)
Yes
2)
No
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 11. (Ask if Q 10 = YES) What specific features did you have input on? (DO NOT READ,
MULTIPLE RESPONSES ACCEPTED)
1)
Floor plan/layout
2)
Heating and/or AC equipment
3)
Lighting fixtures
4)
Bathrooms – number
5)
Bathrooms – location
6)
Bathrooms – plumbing fixtures
7)
Kitchen finishes
8)
Floor materials
77) Other (Specify)
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 12. Were you the primary person responsible for choosing the home you purchased, or were
others also involved? Please do not consider any realtors you may have been working with.
1)
Just them
2)
Others
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 13. (If Q 12 = Others) Please describe the relationships of these other people to you. (DO
NOT READ, ACCEPT MULTIPLES)
1)
Spouse
2)
Significant other/boyfriend/girlfriend
3)
Parent(s)
4)
Child/children
5)
Friend(s)
6)
Other, please specify ____________
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
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Q 14. Now think about specific features of your home, not things like the location or schools,
but specific things you wanted in your home itself. First, what was the MOST important
attribute that you were looking for in your home? (DO NOT READ)
DO NOT ACCEPT: amount of noise/street traffic, schools, commuting distance/proximity to
work, local taxes, crime or desirable neighborhood. PROMPT THEM FOR A SPECIFIC
HOME FEATURE.
1)
# of bedrooms
2)
Size of kitchen
3)
Size of yard
4)
Price
5)
Interior finishes (countertops, cabinets, built-ins, etc.)
6)
Energy efficiency
7)
Green/environmental features (recycled materials, low water use, etc.)
8)
Home office
9)
Layout/design/floor plan
10)
Builder reputation
11)
Overall home size
12)
Home entertainment/media room
13)
Pool/hot tub
14)
House style/appearance
15)
Porches
16)
Landscaping
17)
New construction
77) Other (Specify)
88) Refused (Skip to Q 17)
99) Don’t know (Skip to Q 17)
Q 15. What was the next most important attribute that you were looking for in the home
itself? (DO NOT READ)
1)
# of bedrooms
2)
Size of kitchen
3)
Size of yard
4)
Price
5)
Interior finishes (countertops, cabinets, built-ins, etc.)
6)
Energy efficiency
7)
Green/environmental features (recycled materials, low water use, etc.)
8)
Home office
9)
Layout/design/floor plan
10)
Builder reputation
11)
Overall home size
12)
Home entertainment/media room
13)
Pool/hot tub
14)
House style/appearance
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15)
Porches
16)
Landscaping
17)
New construction
77) Other (Specify)
88) Refused (Skip to Q 17)
99) Don’t know (Skip to Q 17)
Q 16. Was there another important attribute, even if it wasn’t at the top of your list? (DO
NOT READ)
1)
# of bedrooms
2)
Size of kitchen
3)
Size of yard
4)
Price
5)
Interior finishes (countertops, cabinets, built-ins, etc.)
6)
Energy efficiency
7)
Green/environmental features (recycled materials, low water use, etc.)
8)
Home office
9)
Layout/design/floor plan
10)
Builder reputation
11)
Overall home size
12)
Home entertainment/media room
13)
Pool/hot tub
14)
House style/appearance
15)
Porches
16)
Landscaping
17)
New construction
77) Other (Specify)
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 17. Using a 1 to 10 scale, where 1 is not at all important and 10 is extremely important,
please tell me how important energy efficiency was to you in your selection of a new home?
[RECORD EE SCORE]
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 18. (Ask If EE SCORE = 7 or higher) What energy efficient home features are most
important to you? (DO NOT READ, RECORD ALL MENTIONED)
1)
High efficiency air conditioner/HVAC
2)
Construction tightness, air seal, building envelope
3)
High efficiency appliances
4)
Clock/programmable thermostat
5)
Tight/insulated ducts
6)
Fans (attic, whole house)
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7)
High efficiency furnace
8)
Using more gas or electric (i.e., not other fuels)
9)
Heat pump
10)
Insulation (Roof)
11)
Insulation (Walls)
12)
Insulation (Overall)
13)
High efficiency windows
14)
High efficiency/ENERGY STAR lighting
15)
High efficiency water heater
77)
Other (Specify)
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 19. Which of the following resources did you use to find your new home? [READ LIST,
AND PROBE FOR ANY OTHERS]
1)
Real estate company or agent
2)
Real estate tabloid (free)
3)
Real estate section in newspaper
4)
Classified advertising
5)
Internet web site or search engine
6)
Friends/family
7)
Builder/developer brochures/advertising
77)
Other (Specify)
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 20. (Ask if Q 19 = Real Estate Company or Agent) Which real estate company or companies
did you use?
1)
Company_____________
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 21. (Ask if Q 19 = Internet Web Sites or Search Engine) Which Internet Web site or Sites
did you use?
1)
Web site_________________
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 22. Did you only consider newly constructed homes to purchase, or did you also consider
older existing homes too?
1)
Just new
2)
Older also
3)
Other, please specify ____________
88) Don’t know
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99) Refused
Q 23. (If Q 22 = JUST NEW) Why did you only consider newly constructed homes to
purchase?
Record [NEW REASON], try to postcode
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
II.

ENERGY STAR Awareness

Q 24. Have you ever seen or heard of the ENERGY STAR label?
1.
Yes
2.
No
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 25. (Ask if Q 24 NOT = YES) The ENERGY STAR label is used to signify energy efficiency
for appliances, lighting, and consumer products. The label has the word "energy" and a star
symbol. Now that I've described ENERGY STAR label to you, do you recall seeing or hearing
anything about it before this survey?
1.
Yes
2.
No
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
[Continue if Q 24 or Q 25 = YES, ELSE SKIP TO SECTION III]
Q 26. On what types of products have you seen the ENERGY STAR label? (MULTIPLE
RESPONSE, DO NOT READ) How about any other products? (….. until they say That’s all,
None, No More, etc.)
1)
Clothes washer
2)
Dehumidifiers
3)
Dishwashers
4)
Refrigerators
5)
Room Air Conditioner
6)
Central AC
7)
Ceiling Fan
8)
Programmable Thermostat
9)
Furnace
10)
DVD
11)
VCR
12)
Television
13)
Cordless Phones
14)
CFL Bulbs
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15)
Computers
16)
Copiers
17)
Printers
18)
Scanners
19)
Windows/Doors/Skylights
20)
Water cooler
21)
Water heater
77)
Other (Specify)
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 27. Have you ever seen or heard of the ENERGY STAR label for homes?
1)
Yes
2)
No (Skip to Section III)
88) Refused (Skip to Section III)
99) Don’t know (Skip to Section III)
Q 28. How did you find out about ENERGY STAR homes? (MULTIPLE RESPONSE, DO
NOT READ)
1)
Friends/Family/Word of mouth
2)
Realtor
3)
Lender
4)
Builder
5)
Internet web site (probe for name or organization)
6)
Appraiser
7)
Utility literature
8)
Radio
9)
Newspaper
10)
Magazine
11)
Television
12)
Homes/home products convention
13)
Street/Parade of Homes event
14)
Billboard
77) Other (Specify)
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 29. In the last 12 months, have you seen or heard any advertising of ENERGY STAR
homes?
1)
Yes
2)
No
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
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Q 30. (Ask if Q 29 = YES) Where did you see or hear about ENERGY STAR homes?
(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)
NOTE: IF THEY GIVE SPECIFIC INFO – e.g., Sunset Magazine – RECORD THAT AND
ALSO GENERAL MEDIA BELOW. HOWEVER, DO NOT PROBE FOR SPECIFIC
MAGAZINE NAMES, STATION NUMBERS, ETC.
1)
Radio advertising
2)
Newspaper advertising
3)
Magazine advertising
4)
Television advertising
5)
Billboard advertising
77) Another form of advertising (specify)
78) Media details field (may be multiple)
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 31. How would you rate the value of having an ENERGY STAR-certified home? Would you
say it is (READ LIST):?
1)
NOT AT ALL VALUABLE (1)
2)
A LITTLE VALUABLE (2)
3)
SOMEWHAT VALUABLE (3)
4)
VERY VALUABLE (4)
5)
EXTREMELY VALUABLE (5)
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 32. To the best of your knowledge, what does it mean if a home is ENERGY STAR –
certified? (Multiple Response, DO NOT READ) Does it mean anything else? (…. until they
say That’s all, Nothing more, etc.)
1)
Increased Insulation
2)
Tight construction
3)
High efficiency windows
4)
Energy star appliances
5)
Tight ducts
6)
High efficiency furnace
7)
High efficiency air conditioner/cooling
8)
Lighting (CFLs or dedicated fixtures)
9)
Construction materials are recyclable or less damaging
10)
Energy efficient/saves energy
11)
Good for the environment
12)
Lower energy bills/saves money
13)
House inspected by third-party/state energy office
14)
Higher quality overall/built better
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15)
More comfortable home
77) Other (Specify)
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
III.

ENERGY STAR and Other Green Home Experience

As you may know, some newly constructed homes are certified by building organizations as being
more energy efficient than standard homes, or for using recycled materials, saving water, or having
better air quality, for instance. These homes are often called “green” or “environmentally friendly”
homes.
Q 33. Other than ENERGY STAR, can you tell me the names of any other green or
environmentally friendly home certifications you are aware of. (PROBE: “Are you aware of
any others?” UNTIL NO MORE)
88) Don’t know/Not aware of any
99) Refused
Q 34. Have you ever heard of ________? (READ LIST, ONLY THOSE NOT ALREADY
MENTIONED, ACCEPT MULTIPLE RESPONSES)
1)
Earth Advantage homes
2)
Built Green homes
3)
LEED homes – which stands for Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
4)
The National Association of Homebuilders Green Building Program
IF NOT AWARE OF ENERGY STAR HOMES (Q 27) AND ALL PROGRAMS ABOVE,
SKIP TO SECTION V
Q 35. What home certifications, if any, does your home have? (DO NOT READ, ACCEPT
MULTIPLES)
1)
None
2)
ENERGY STAR (GO TO Q 40)
3)
Earth Advantage
4)
Built Green
5)
LEED
6)
Green home certified by the National Association of Homebuilders
7)
Environments for Living
8)
Other (Specify)
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
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Q 36. (IF ONLY CERTIFICATION = EARTH ADVANTAGE) Is your home also an
ENERGY STAR Home? Earth Advantage homes that started construction in the second half
of 2008 or later are also certified as being ENERGY STAR.
1)
Yes (GO TOQ 40)
2)
No
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
PROGRAMMING NOTE: RECORD RESPONSES 2-8 IN [PROGRAM] VARIABLE, FOR
USE IN SUBSEQUENT QUESTIONS.
COMBINE PROGRAM NAMES IF NEEDED (E.G. “ENERGY STAR and Earth
Advantage”) IF Q 35 = 8 MAKE [PROGRAM] = “green or energy efficient”.
If Not Aware of ENERGY STAR Homes (Q 27), SKIP TO SECTION IV
Q 37. Did you consider an ENERGY STAR home when shopping for your new home?
1)
Yes
2)
No
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 38. Why didn't you purchase an ENERGY STAR home? (DO NOT READ, ACCEPT
MULTIPLES)
1)
Cost
2)
Didn't believe claims on energy savings/benefits
3)
Inconvenient/undesirable features in ES home
4)
Hassle of certification
5)
Wasn't offered for the house we wanted
6)
Wanted more green features than just energy efficiency
77) Other (Specify)
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 39. What do you consider to be the benefits of having an ENERGY STAR-certified home?
(DO NOT READ, MULTIPLE RESPONSES ACCEPTED) Are there any other benefits? (…
until they say That’s all, Nothing more, etc.)
1)
None
2)
Reduced draftiness/improved comfort
3)
Better indoor air quality
4)
Lower energy bills
5)
More energy efficient heating equipment (boiler, furnaces, heat pumps)
6)
More energy efficient cooling equipment (central AC)
7)
"Green" or environmentally friendly
8)
House inspected by state energy office
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9)
Efficient lighting
10)
More insulation
11)
Higher resale value
12)
More efficient building materials
13)
Higher quality/built better
14)
Third-party verified/certified
77) Other (Specify)
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 40. (If they own an ENERGY STAR Home) What were the main factors that made you
decide to purchase an ENERGY STAR home? (DO NOT READ, MULTIPLE RESPONSES
ACCEPTED) Are there any other factors? (… until they say That’s all, Nothing more, etc.)
1)
Was mostly interested in Earth Advantage features
2)
Reduced draftiness/improved comfort
3)
Better indoor air quality
4)
Lower energy bills
5)
More energy efficient heating equipment (boiler, furnaces, heat pumps)
6)
More energy efficient cooling equipment (central AC)
7)
"Green" or environmentally friendly
8)
House inspected by state energy office
9)
Efficient lighting
10)
More insulation
11)
Higher resale value
12)
Higher quality/built better
13)
Third-party verified/certified
14)
Overall good value for cost
15)
Had all/most of desired home features
77) Other (Specify)
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 41. Please tell me how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements.
Would you say that you strongly agree, somewhat agree, neither agree nor disagree,
somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree that: [RANDOMIZE].
A.
ENERGY STAR homes are hard to find
B.
ENERGY STAR homes are more comfortable than standard new homes
C.
Most new homes are highly energy-efficient even if they are not ENERGY STAR certified
D.
ENERGY STAR homes provide additional quality
E.
ENERGY STAR homes are worth more
F.
It's hard to understand the benefits of ENERGY STAR homes
G.
ENERGY STAR homes have lower energy bills
H.
ENERGY STAR homes have healthy air quality
I.
ENERGY STAR homes are more durable than other newly constructed homes
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IV.

ENERGY STAR/Green Homebuyers Only

CONTINUE IF THEY OWN A GREEN/EE HOME (Q 35),
ELSE GO TO SECTION V
Q 42. What did you consider to be the most important benefit of purchasing a [PROGRAM]
home? (DO NOT READ)
1.
Lower energy bills
2.
More comfort
3.
Higher quality
4.
Environmentally friendly
5.
Lower water bills
6.
Efficient use of materials/sustainability
7.
Better indoor air quality
77) Other (Specify)
88) Refused
99) Don’t know

Q 43. Did the sales agent or builder promote the fact that your home was a [PROGRAM]
home?
1)
Yes
2)
No
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 44. (If Q 43 = YES) What home features did the sales agent or builder promote? (DO NOT
READ LIST, MULTIPLE RESPONSES)
1)
Overall energy efficiency/savings
2)
Air quality
3)
Overall quality
4)
Cooling system
5)
Heating system
6)
Duct tightness
7)
Tight construction/less draftiness/increased comfort
8)
Recycled building materials
9)
Efficient appliances
10)
Insulation
11)
Efficient lighting
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12)
Water savings
77) Other (Specify)
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 45. Did the sales agent or builder mention anything about the heating and cooling ducts in
the home being tested for tightness to ensure they don't leak?
1)
Yes
2)
No
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 46. (Ask if Q 45 = YES) How would you rate the importance of having these tests done?
Would you say that the tests are: (READ LIST)?
1)
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT (1)
2)
A LITTLE IMPORTANT (2)
3)
SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT (3)
4)
VERY IMPORTANT (4)
5)
EXTREMELY IMPORTANT (5)
8888) Refused
9999) Don’t know
Q 47. (If they own an ENERGY STAR home) Did the sales agent or builder give you an
ENERGY STAR Homebuyer packet when you purchased your ENERGY STAR Home?
1)
Yes
2)
No
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
V. Home Features
IF NOT AWARE OF ANY ENERGY STAR PRODUCTS (Q 24 AND Q 25), SKIP TO Q 51
Q 48. Please tell me which of the following items in your home are ENERGY STAR products.
(READ LIST, RECORD – YES, NO, DON’T KNOW)
1)
Clothes Washer
2)
Refrigerator
3)
Air Conditioner
4)
Dishwasher
5)
Lighting Fixture(s)
6)
Compact Fluorescent light bulbs (CFLs)
7)
Furnace
8)
Windows
9)
Television
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10)
Water heater
88) Refused
Q 49. (FOR EACH Q 48 = NO) For each of the items I just mentioned, did you consider
buying ENERGY STAR but chose not to? Did you consider an ENERGY STAR
___________?
(RECORD - YES, NO, COULD NOT CHOOSE/CAME WITH HOUSE, DON’T KNOW)
1)
Clothes Washer
2)
Refrigerator
3)
Air Conditioner
4)
Dishwasher
5)
Lighting Fixture(s)
6)
Compact Fluorescent light bulbs (CFLs)
7)
Furnace
8)
Windows
9)
Television
10)
Water heater
88) Refused
Q 50. (For each Q 49 = YES) Why didn't you buy an ENERGY STAR ______________?
1)
Clothes Washer
2)
Refrigerator
3)
Air Conditioner
4)
Dishwasher
5)
Lighting Fixture(s)
6)
Compact Fluorescent light bulbs (CFLs)
7)
Furnace
8)
Windows
9)
Television
10)
Water heater
88) Refused
Answer choices (ACCEPT MULTIPLE):
1)
Cost/too expensive
2)
Decided to use existing model longer
3)
Didn’t believe energy savings claims
4)
Undesirable/inconvenient features
5)
Poor light color/quality
6)
Bulbs are unattractive/don’t look right
7)
Does not get clothes clean
8)
Does not clean dishes well
9)
General performance problems
77)
Other (Specify)
88) Refused
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99) Don’t know

Q 51. (Ask if Q 48 NOT = 6) Do you have CFLs installed in your house?
1)
Yes
2)
No (Skip to )
88) Refused (Skip to )
99) Don’t know (Skip to )
Q 52. Please tell me which rooms in your home have CFLs in them: (READ LIST, RECORD –
YES, NO, DON”T KNOW)
1)
Kitchen
2)
Dining Room
3)
Living Room
4)
Family Room
5)
Master Bedroom
6)
Other Bedrooms
7)
Bathrooms
8)
Closets
9)
Hall
10)
Utility Room
11)
Garage
12)
Outdoor Lighting
13)
No CFLs/Did not install (Skip to )
77)
Other (Specify)
88) Refused
Q 53. (If Any CFLs Installed) Have you ever replaced any of the CFLs?
1)
Yes
2)
No
(SKIP to Q 56)
88) Refused (SKIP to Q 56)
99) Don’t know (SKIP to Q 56)
Q 54. Why did you replace the CFL(s)? (DO NOT READ, ACCEPT MULTIPLE ANSWERS)
1)
Burnt out
2)
Too dim
3)
Took to long to start up
4)
Poor light color/quality
5)
Bulbs are unattractive/don’t look right
77)
Other (Specify)
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
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Q 55. Did you replace the CFLs with other CFLs or with standard incandescent bulbs?
1)
Replaced with CFL
2)
Replaced with incandescent
3)
Both CFLs and incandescents
4)
Haven't replaced yet
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 56. How would you rate the value of having an energy-efficient home? Would you say it is:
(READ LIST)?
1)
NOT AT ALL VALUABLE (1)
2)
A LITTLE VALUABLE (2)
3)
SOMEWHAT VALUABLE (3)
4)
VERY VALUABLE (4)
5)
EXTREMELY VALUABLE (5)
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 57. Please tell me how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements.
Would you say that you strongly agree, somewhat agree, neither agree nor disagree,
somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree that: [RANDOMIZE].
A.
Energy efficient homes are more comfortable than standard new homes
B.
Most new homes are highly energy-efficient
C.
Energy efficient homes have lower energy bills
D.
Most newly built homes could be much more energy efficient
E.
New homes often allow heated or air-conditioned air from inside to escape to the outside
F.
New homes often have leaky air ducts
G.
Energy efficient homes have a greater resale value
CONTINUE IF THEY DO NOT OWN AN ENERGY STAR HOME (Q 35), ELSE SKIP TO
“DEMOGRAPHICS”
READ: Now I’d like to tell you more details about ENERGY STAR Homes. The ENERGY
STAR Label is awarded to homes that have been certified to be 15 percent more energy
efficient than required by state law. Buyers of ENERGY STAR homes enjoy lower energy
bills because the homes are constructed with high efficiency heating and cooling systems,
appliances, and windows.
ENERGY STAR CERTIFIED homes should be more comfortable because they are less
drafty. They also have better indoor air quality. These homes also require lower maintenance
due both to their construction, and because independent testing is required to earn the
ENERGY STAR LABEL.
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Think about the home you just purchased. Please tell me how much more, if anything, you
would have been willing to pay if your home had been an ENERGY STAR home that included
the features and benefits I just described.
Q 58. PROMPT IF RESPONDENT ASKS HOW MUCH THEY'LL SAVE IF THEY
HAD AN ENERGY STAR HOME - “It is expected you will save 15 percent off of your
energy bill.”
[Interviewer, select one option below for each interviewee]
1.
They DID NOT ask,
2.
They ASKED for percentage
Q 59. Enter dollar amount that they would pay:
1)
ES VALUE: $__________________
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 60. (If [ES VALUE] = $0) Why do you say that?
RECORD [LOWVAL REASON]
VI. Demographics
The following questions are for classification purposes only. All your answers will be kept
confidential.
Q 61. How many total people live in your home, including children, adults and yourself in the total?
1)
1
2)
2
3)
3
4)
4
5)
5
6)
6
7)
7
8)
8
9)
9
10)
10
11)
11
12)
12
13)
13
14)
14
15)
15
16)
More than 15
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
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Q 62. And how many of these people are children less than 18 years old?
1)
1
2)
2
3)
3
4)
4
5)
5
6)
6
7)
7
8)
8
9)
9
10)
10
11)
11
12)
12
13)
13
14)
14
15)
15
16)
More than 15
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 63. How old are you?
RECORD [RESPOND AGE]
8888) Refused
9999) Don’t know
Q 64. (IF Q 63 = REFUSED) Could you please tell me which of the following categories best
describes your age? (READ LIST)
1)
Between 18 and 24
2)
Between 25 and 34
3)
Between 35 and 44
4)
Between 45 and 54
5)
Between 55 and 64
6)
65 and older
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 65. Which of the following describes your educational background?
1)
Less than high school,
2)
High school or GED
3)
Some college
4)
Technical College (2 year degree)
5)
4 Year college
6)
Graduate degree
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88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 66. Please stop me when I read the price range that includes the price you paid for your new
home.
1)
Less than 150K
2)
150 – 199K
3)
200 – 249K
4)
250 – 299K
5)
300 – 399K
6)
400 – 499K
7)
500K and over
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
[Ask if they own an ENERGY STAR home (Q 35), else skip to Q 69]
Q 67. Did your house cost more because it was ENERGY STAR-certified?
1)
Yes
2)
No
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 68. (Ask if Q 67 = 1) How much more did you pay for your house because it was ENERGY
STAR-certified?
1)
$____________
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 69. Which of the following best represents your annual household income (IF NEEDED: from all
sources in 2010, before taxes)?
1)
< 40K
2)
Between 40K and 60K
3)
Between 61K and 80K
4)
Between 81K and 120K
5)
Over 120K
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 70. Do you consider yourself Hispanic or Latino?
1)
Yes
2)
No
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
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Q 71. Would you describe yourself as: (READ ALL, ACCEPT MULTIPLES)
1)
White
2)
Black or African American
3)
American Indian or Alaska Native
4)
Asian
5)
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
6)
Other, Specify
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 72. For your political affiliation, are you a Democrat, a Republican, an Independent or something
else?
1)
Democrat
2)
Republican
3)
Independent
4)
Libertarian
5)
Tea Party
6)
Other, Specify
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 73. (IF Q 72 = Democrat or Republican) Would you consider your support of the [Democratic/
Republican] party to be strong or weak?
1)
Strong
2)
Weak
3)
Neither
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 74. (IF Q 72 = Independent) Would you say you lean toward Democrat, Republican or neither?
4)
Democrat
5)
Republican
6)
Neither
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 75. For verification purposes only, may I have your name.
1)
Name: ________
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 76. [Interviewer: Record Gender.]
1)
Male
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2)
Female
99) Don’t know
Those are all the questions I have for you. Thank you very much for your time.
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Verifiers Phone Survey
FINAL April 7, 2011
Objectives:

Understand business practices

Assess effectiveness of program processes

Determine reaction to recent program changes (WA, ID, MT)

Obtain feedback on new ENERGY STAR Homes training on new requirements

Determine likelihood of verifier companies continuing to do business verifying ENERGY
STAR homes

Identify desired program assistance
Target Audience: 50 verifiers that verified at least 1 home in 2010, with a focus on “key” company
staff (1 per company) identified by Fluid.
Hello, my name is ______________ with ITRON CONSULTING, an energy market research firm
based in Berkeley, California. I want to assure you that this is not a sales call. The Northwest
Energy Efficiency Alliance has asked us to help them better understand how well their Northwest
ENERGY STAR Homes Program is working, and we are speaking with program verifiers (in Idaho:
Home Performance Specialists) to understand their business practices and get feedback to improve
NEEA’s program.
Could I speak to _______________________________________?
[IF NECESSARY:] This study will help NEEA to make its programs as successful as possible for
builders, homebuyers and verifiers like you. Our survey will take about 15 minutes and all your
answers are held confidential and we never link any information to a particular person or company.
Is now a good time?
Yes
No
DK/refused

[CONTINUE]
[SET UP CALLBACK]
[TERMINATE]

PROGRAMMER NOTE: Interviewees are called “Home Performance Specialists” in Idaho,
“verifiers” in other states. Adjust accordingly - only “verifiers” used below.
CATI NOTE: Earth Advantage verifier may say they verify Earth Advantage Homes. Remind them
that these homes are now also ENERGY STAR Homes, and we still want their feedback.
I.

Business Scope

First, I’d like to get some general information about your experience as a verifier and your
company or organization.
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Q 1. In what year did you first become a verifier with the ENERGY STAR Homes program?
1) START YEAR _________
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 2. Which of the following best describes your employment status? Are you: (READ LIST)
1)
A company owner or key manager
2)
An employee of a private company or organization
3)
A contractor to a private company or organization
4)
A utility employee
5)
Other (Specify)
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 3. Why did you decide to verify homes for the ENERGY STAR program? (ACCEPT
MULTIPLES)
1)
Increase business revenues
2)
Learn new technical skills/construction practices
3)
Get involved with green/energy efficient building
4)
Network with builders
5)
Required by my company/utility (i.e., job responsibility)
6)
Other (Specify)
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 4. Besides verifications, what other services does your company or organization offer to
builders or their contractors, if any? (ACCEPT MULTIPLES)
1)
HVAC installation/commissioning
2)
Duct sealing
3)
Duct testing
4)
Lighting
5)
Permitting
6)
Inspections for other building programs
7)
General construction consulting
8)
Green/EE construction consulting
9)
Other (Specify)
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 5. About how many ENERGY STAR home verifications have you done personally since
you first began verifying?
1) TOTAL ESHOMES _________
88888) Don’t know
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99999) Refused
Q 6. And approximately what percent of your company’s or organization’s revenues are from
ENERGY STAR home verifications? This would include revenues from other employees at your
company, if any.
(NOTE: may be 0 for utilities offering free verifications. Earth Advantage may struggle because EA
homes are also ENERGY STAR; they are combined. Or, they may know how much more they
charge to verify ENERGY STAR features.)
1)
CO VERIFY REVPCT__________
8888) Don’t know
9999) Refused
Q 7. Do you expect your company’s total revenues from ENERGY STAR verifications to
increase or decrease in 2011, or will they not change?
1)
No change
2)
Increase
3)
Decrease
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 8. (IF Q 7 = Increase or Decrease) About what percent do you think it will
(increase/decrease) in 2011 compared to 2010?
1)
REV PCT CHG _____________
8888) Don’t know
9999) Refused
Q 9. How many ENERGY STAR homes do you expect your company or organization to
verify in 2011?
1)
2011 ESHOMES _________
2)
As many as possible
8888) Don’t know
9999) Refused
Q 10. How much do you charge for your verification services per home, on average?
1)
AVG VER COST _________ (USE MIDPOINT IF RANGE GIVEN)
88888) Don’t know
99999) Refused
Q 11. Have your charges for verifications increased, decreased or stayed the same over the
past 12 months?
1)
Increased
2)
Decreased
3)
Stayed the Same
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88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 12. (IF Q 11 = Increased or Decreased) About what percent did your prices (increase/
decrease) over the past 12 months?
1)
OLD PRICE PCTCHG __________
8888) Don’t know
9998) Refused
Q 13. Do you plan to increase or decrease your charges for verifications in the next 12 months,
or will they remain the same?
1)
Increase
2)
Decrease
3)
Same (GO TO Q 16)
88) Don’t know (GO TO Q 16)
99) Refused (GO TO Q 16)
Q 14. Why is that? (ACCEPT MULTIPLES)
1)
Need or desire for more revenue
2)
To remain competitive
3)
More time required for new program requirements/specs
4)
Less time required for new program requirements/specs
5)
Travel costs changed (e.g., gas, distances)
6)
Labor costs changed
7)
Materials and equipment costs changed
8)
Other (Specify)
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 15. In percentage terms, how much will your prices increase or decrease?
1)
NEW PRICE PCTCHG ________
8888) Don’t know
9999) Refused

Q 16. How many different builders does your company or organization currently work with
as a verifier for the ENERGY STAR Homes program?
1)
BUILDERS _____________
8888) Don’t know
9999) Refused
Q 17. Has this number increased in the past year, decreased, or remained about the same over
the past 12 months?
1)
Increased
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2)
Decreased
3)
Same _____________
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 18. (IF [AVG VER COST] > 0) How satisfied are you with the overall revenues you are
generating from ENERGY STAR Home verifications? Would you say you are:
1)
Extremely satisfied
2)
Very satisfied
3)
Somewhat satisfied
4)
A little satisfied
5)
Not at all satisfied
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 19. How likely is it that your company will continue to offer verification services for
ENERGY STAR Homes for the next 3 years? Would you say it is: (READ LIST)
1)
Extremely likely
2)
Very likely
3)
Somewhat likely
4)
A little likely
5)
Not at all likely
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
II.

Technical Training

GO TO SECTION III IF STATE = OREGON
Next, I’d like to ask you some questions about your experience with the ENERGY STAR
Homes program training.
Q 20. Have you attended training on the new 2011 requirements for ENERGY STAR Homes?
1)
Yes
2)
No (GO TO Q 26)
88) Don’t know (SKIP TO SECTION III)
99) Refused (SKIP TO SECTION III)
Q 21. Thinking about the new requirements for ENERGY STAR Homes, how well would you
say you understand them? Would you say you understand the NEW requirements:
1)
Extremely well (GO TO Q 24)
2)
Very well (GO TO Q 24)
3)
Somewhat well
4)
Not very well
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88) Don’t know
99) Refused (GO TO Q 24)
Q 22. Are there aspects of the NEW requirements that are unclear or that you wish you
understood better?
1)
Yes
2)
No
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 23. (IF Q 22 = YES) Can you tell me more about that?
RECORD [SPEC UNCLEAR] – TRY TO POSTCODE
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 24. What aspect of the new requirements do you think will be the most challenging for
builders to implement, if any?
RECORD [B SPEC CHLG] – TRY TO POSTCODE
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 25. What additional support could Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes provide to help
implement the new requirements?
RECORD [SPEC ASSIST] – TRY TO POSTCODE
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
GO TO SECTION III
Q 26. I’m going to read a list of reasons why you may not have attended the training on the
new ENERGY STAR requirements. For each, please tell me if it was a major reason, a minor
reason or not a reason. (READ LIST, RANDOMIZE)
1)
Another staff member attended
2)
Training time not convenient
3)
Training location not convenient
4)
Got the information online or from other sources
5)
Did not think training would be useful
6)
Do not plan to verify ENERGY STAR Homes now
Q 27. Do you or other staff plan to attend a future training session?
1)
Yes
2)
No
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88) Don’t know
99) Refused
III.

Verification Process

Now I’d like to ask you some questions about the verification process.
Q 28. (IF [TOT ESHOMES] > 0) Please tell me how you plan your verification visits. Do you:
(READ LIST, RECORD YES/NO)
a)
Contact builders directly by phone or email to inquire about construction status
b)
Use schedules supplied by builders
c)
Select homes based on information in the program database
d)
Do random visits when traveling
e)
READ: Are there any other ways you plan visits to verify homes? (Specify)
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
IF STATE NOT OREGON, GO TO Q 31
Q 29. (IF [TOT ESHOMES] > 0) On average, about how many hours does it take for you to
verify each ENERGY STAR home, not including travel time? Please consider the total time
across multiple visits, if sometimes they are needed.
If you also certify Earth Advantage or Built Green homes, do not consider these homes, just
think about homes that are only ENERGY STAR.
RECORD [VER_DUR_OR], in 10ths of HOURS (e.g., 40 = 4.0 hours)
88888) Don’t know
99999) Refused
Q 30. (IF [TOT ESHOMES] > 0) And how long does it take for you or your staff to enter the
results for each home into the program database?
RECORD [VER_ENTRY_OR], in 10ths of HOURS (e.g., 40 = 4.0 hours)
88888) Don’t know
99999) Refused
IF STATE = OREGON, GO TO Q 41
Q 31. (IF [TOT ESHOMES] > 0) Have you verified any homes built to the new 2011 program
specifications yet?
(NOTE: if they say they are “in-process” on homes, or “just starting some”, direct them to the
Q 37 battery.)
1)
Yes
2)
No (GO TO Q 37)
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88) Don’t know (GO TO Q 41)
99) Refused (GO TO Q 41)
Q 32. How many of these homes have you verified?
RECORD [NEWSPEC HOMES]
8888) Don’t know
9999) Refused
Q 33. On average, about how many hours does it take for you to verify each ENERGY STAR
home built to the new 2011 program requirements? Please consider the total time needed
across multiple visits, if sometimes they are needed, but do not include travel time.
If you also certify Earth Advantage or Built Green homes, do not consider these homes, just
think about homes that are only ENERGY STAR.
RECORD [VER_DUR_ACT], in 10ths of HOURS (e.g., 40 = 4.0 hours)
88888) Don’t know
99999) Refused
Q 34. (IF [VER DUR ACT] > 0) How much longer does it take you to verify the 2011 homes,
compared to earlier homes?
Again, do not consider any Earth Advantage or Built Green homes.
RECORD [DUR_CHG ACT], in 10ths of HOURS (e.g., 40 = 4.0 hours)
88888) Don’t know
99999) Refused
Q 35. What aspect of the new requirements has been the most challenging for you to verify?
RECORD [SPEC CHLG ACT] – TRY TO POSTCODE
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 36. How long does it take for you or your staff to enter the results for each 2011 program
home into the program database?
RECORD [ENTRY_ACT], in 10ths of HOURS (e.g., 40 = 4.0 hours)
88888) Don’t know
999999) Refused

Q 37. On average, about how many hours do you think it will take for you to verify each
ENERGY STAR home built to the new 2011 program requirements? Please consider the total
time across multiple visits, if sometimes they are needed, but do not include travel time.
If you also certify Earth Advantage or Built Green homes, do not consider these homes. Just
think about homes that are only ENERGY STAR.
RECORD [VER_DUR EST], in 10ths of HOURS (e.g., 40 = 4.0 hours)
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88888) Don’t know
99999) Refused
Q 38. (IF [VER DUR EST] > 0) How much longer do you think it will take you to verify the
2011 homes, compared to earlier homes?
Again, do not consider any Earth Advantage or Built Green homes.
RECORD [DUR_CHG EST], in 10ths of HOURS (e.g., 40 = 4.0 hours)
88888) Don’t know
99999) Refused
Q 39. What aspect of the new requirements do you think will the most challenging for you to
verify?
RECORD [SPEC CHLG EST] – TRY TO POSTCODE
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 40. How long do you think it will take for you or your staff to enter the results for each 2011
program home into the program database?
RECORD [ENTRY_EST], in 10ths of HOURS (e.g., 40 = 4.0 hours)
88888) Don’t know
99999) Refused
Q 41. (IF [TOT ESHOMES] > 0) On average, how soon after completing your verifications do
you enter your information in the program database?
RECORD [VER_ELAPSE], AS DAYS (= 0 IF SAME DAY)
88888) Don’t know
99999) Refused

Q 42. (IF [TOT ESHOMES] > 0) What additional program database functions do you need, if
any, to help you enter or search for homes data?
RECORD [DBASE NEEDS] – TRY TO POSTCODE
88) Don’t know
99) Refused

IV.

Quality Assurance (QA) Process

Now I’d like to ask you some questions about your interactions with the agency that provides
quality assurance (QA) oversight for verifiers.
PROGRAMMER NOTE: In questions below, PROVIDER =
“WSU” if STATE = Washington and Idaho
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“ODOE” if STATE = Oregon
“NCAT” if STATE = Montana
Q 43. Approximately what percentage of your verified ENERGY STAR homes have received
quality assurance (QA) inspections?
1) QA PERCENT _________
8888) Don’t know
9999) Refused
Q 44. How does PROVIDER schedule its QA inspections with you and your builders?
(ACCEPT MULTIPLES)
1)
They schedule directly with builders
2)
They ask me if homes are ready for QA
3)
I tell them when homes are ready for QA
4)
They tell me when they will be visiting homes
5)
They do unscheduled visits when traveling
6)
Other methods (Specify)
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 45. (IF [QA HOMES] > 0) How do you receive information about the outcomes of the QA
inspections? (ACCEPT MULTIPLES)
1)
Don’t get this information
2)
From the builders
3)
QA staff tell me in person
4)
QA staff send me a report
5)
It is in a database
6)
Other methods (Specify)
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 46. (IF INFO RECEIVED IN PERSON, REPORT, DATABASE) How useful is the
inspection information you receive? Would you say it is:
1)
Extremely useful
2)
Very useful
3)
Somewhat useful
4)
Not very useful
5)
Not at all useful
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 47. (IF Q 46 = somewhat, not very, not at all useful) Why do you say that?
RECORD [QAINFO PROBS] – TRY TO POSTCODE
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88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 48. Do you have any suggestions for improving the QA process?
RECORD [QA IMPROVE] - TRY TO POSTCODE
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 49. Besides the comprehensive verifier training given to all program verifiers, have you
received any other technical support from PROVIDER?
1)
Yes
2)
No (GO TO Q 52)
88) Don’t know (GO TO Q 52)
99) Refused (GO TO Q 52)
Q 50. Regarding what issues?
RECORD [QATECH SUPPORT] – TRY TO POSTCODE
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 51. How thoroughly would you say your questions were addressed by PROVIDER? Would
you it was:
1)
Extremely thoroughly
2)
Very thoroughly
3)
Somewhat thoroughly
4)
Not very thoroughly
5)
Not at all thoroughly
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 52. Overall, how would you rate your satisfaction working with PROVIDER? Would you
say you are:
1)
Extremely satisfied
2)
Very satisfied
3)
Somewhat satisfied
4)
Not very satisfied
5)
Not at all satisfied
6)
Can’t say - Don’t have enough interaction with them
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
V.

Marketing and Builder Assistance
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Next I’d like to ask you some questions about your marketing and assistance to builders.
Q 53. Does your company specifically market its ENERGY STAR Homes verification services
to builders?
1)
Yes
2)
No (GO TO Q 56)
88) Don’t know (GO TO Q 56)
99) Refused (GO TO Q 56)
Q 54. Do you market your verification services by: ? (READ LIST, ACCEPT MULTIPLES)
a)
Calling builders to see if they need verification services
b)
Mailing or emailing verification information to builders
c)
Having information on your company website
d)
Having information in the yellow pages
e)
Attending builder meetings or workshops
f)
Having information in building trade publications
g)
READ: Any other methods (Specify)
Q 55. Which of the following program benefits do you emphasize to builders? (READ LIST,
ACCEPT MULTIPLES)
a)
Marketing/ Product differentiation benefits
b)
Higher home prices/profits
c)
Faster home sales
d)
Utility rebates for builders
e)
Promotion assistance available
f)
Reduced callbacks from homebuyers
g)
Are guaranteed to meet state energy code
h)
READ: Any other benefits (Specify)
Q 56. How comfortable are you marketing your verification services to builders you don’t
already know through personal meetings or phone calls? Would you say you are:
1)
Extremely comfortable
2)
Very comfortable
3)
Somewhat comfortable
4)
Not very comfortable
5)
Not at all comfortable
6)
NA – others in company do this
7)
NA – company policy prohibits
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 57. (IF Q 56 = somewhat, not very, not at all Comfortable) Why do you say that?
RECORD [NOT PROACTIVE] – TRY TO POSTCODE
88) Don’t know
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99) Refused
Q 58. (IF Q 56 = somewhat, not very, not at all Comfortable) Do you need support from the
program to recruit new builders?
1)
Yes
2)
No
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 59. (IF Q 58= YES) What type of assistance do you need?
RECORD [MARKET ASSIST] – TRY TO POSTCODE
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 60. Have you or other company staff convinced any new builders to start building
ENERGY STAR homes in the past 12 months?
1)
Yes
2)
No
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 61. (IF Q 60 = YES) How many builders?
RECORD [NEW RECRUITS]
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 62. The Verifier Toolkit was designed to help businesses like yours increase their business
revenues from verifications of ENERGY STAR Homes. Do you recall receiving the Verifier
Toolkit?
1)
Yes
2)
No
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 63. (IF Q 62 = YES) How useful would you say this Toolkit is in helping you to increase
your verification services? Would you say it is:
1)
Extremely useful
2)
Very useful
3)
Somewhat useful
4)
Not very useful
5)
Not at all useful
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
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Q 64. (IF Q 63 = somewhat, not very, not at all Useful) Why do you say that?
RECORD [TOOLKT PROBS] – TRY TO POSTCODE
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 65. What additional marketing assistance do you need from the ENERGY STAR Homes
program, if any?
RECORD [PRGSALES HELP] – TRY TO POSTCODE
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 66. Have any of your builders asked you for technical guidance before or during their
construction process to meet the program requirements?
1)
Yes
2)
No (GO TO SECTION IV)
88) Don’t know (GO TO SECTION IV)
99) Refused (GO TO SECTION IV)
Q 67. What construction issues have you assisted them with?
RECORD [BUILDER HELP] – TRY TO POSTCODE
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 68. How comfortable are you answering technical questions you receive from your
builders? Would you say you are:
1)
Extremely comfortable
2)
Very comfortable
3)
Somewhat comfortable
4)
Not very comfortable
5)
Not at all comfortable
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 69. Overall, would you say that you have provided (a):
1)
Significant amount of assistance
2)
Fair amount of assistance
3)
Relatively minor assistance
4)
Very little assistance
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 70. (IF Q 69 = 1 or 2) From the builders’ perspective, do you think your assistance has
been:
1)
Extremely valuable to them
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2)
Very valuable to them
3)
Somewhat valuable to them
4)
Not very valuable to them
5)
Not at all valuable to them
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
VI.

Overall Program Interaction/Conclusions

Finally, I’d like to conclude by asking you a few questions about the overall program.
Q 71. Where do you turn when you want to get the most current technical information about
the program? (ACCEPT MULTIPLES)
1)
State / Program Provider
2)
ENERGY STAR program – personal communications
3)
ENERGY STAR program – website/emails
4)
Program field staff/market development lead
5)
Utility staff
6)
Other (Specify)
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 72. How timely is this information? Would you say the information you get is:
1)
Extremely timely
2)
Very timely
3)
Somewhat timely
4)
Not very timely
5)
Not at all timely
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 73. And how consistent is the information you get? Would you say it is:
1)
Extremely consistent
2)
Very consistent
3)
Somewhat consistent
4)
Not very consistent
5)
Not at all consistent
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 74. Overall, how satisfied are you with the technical information provided to verifiers
through the program? Would you say you are:
1)

Extremely satisfied
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2)
Very satisfied
3)
Somewhat satisfied
4)
Not very satisfied
5)
Not at all satisfied
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 75. What changes, if any, would you recommend to improve program communications with
verifiers?
RECORD [COMMS IMPROVE] – TRY TO POSTCODE
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Those are all the questions I have for you today. Thank you very much for your time.
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Builder Phone Survey
FINAL February 24, 2011
Objectives:

Understand builder awareness of and participation in green/energy efficient building
programs

Identify builder reasons for programs participation and non-participation

Understand builder perceptions of benefits to themselves and homebuyers

Understand builder marketing practices and assistance needed

Obtain feedback on new ENERGY STAR Homes training on new requirements
Hello, my name is ______________ with Itron, an energy market research firm based in Berkeley,
California. First, I want to assure you that this is not a sales call. The Northwest Energy Efficiency
Alliance has asked us to help them better understand the market for energy-saving features in the
new home construction market. Could I speak to _______________________________________
or could I speak to the person responsible for making design and construction decisions affecting
energy use of the homes you build?
[WHEN CORRECT PERSON IS ON-LINE:]
Hello, my name is ______________ and I’m calling from Itron, an energy market research firm
based in Berkeley, California. First, I want to assure you that this is not a sales call. The Northwest
Energy Efficiency Alliance has asked us to help them better understand the market for energysaving features in the residential new home construction market. We are calling you to quickly get
your feedback to improve the program in the future. Can I confirm that you’re the person
responsible for making design and construction decisions affecting energy use of the homes you
build?
Yes
No/DK
Refused

[CONTINUE]
[ASK TO SPEAK WITH CORRECT PERSON, OR TERMINATE]
[TERMINATE]

This survey is important for our ability to make our construction programs as useful as possible to
builders like yourself. Our survey will take about 15 minutes and all your answers are held
confidential and we never link any information to a particular person or company.
[IF NECESSARY:] The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance is a non-profit corporation
supported by electric utilities, public benefits administrators, state governments, public interest
groups and energy efficiency industry representatives. These entities work together to make
affordable, energy-efficient products and services available in the marketplace. NEEA currently
offers a Northwest regional version of the national ENERGY STAR homes program. That’s why
they are looking for input from those involved in building new homes in the Pacific Northwest.
Is now a good time?
Yes
Evergreen Economics
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No
DK/refused
I.

[SET UP CALLBACK]
[TERMINATE]

Background / Firmographic Information

Q 1. First, how many new homes did you build in 2010?
1) Number built_________
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 2. Of all the homes you built in 2010, about what percentage were built in Washington,
Oregon, Idaho, and Montana combined?
1) Percent within states_________
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 3. Thinking about all the homes you built in these Northwestern states, what percentages
were: (READ LIST)
1)
Single family detached (If 0, TERMINATE)
2)
Single family attached (duplex, townhouse, rowhouse)
3)
Multifamily
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
For the remainder of this study, when we talk about homes you build, we are referring to the new
single family homes that you built in 2010 in the states of Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana.
Q 4. What is the approximate price range of the homes you build?
1)
Give Range:_____________________
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 5. What percent of your homes are “spec” built or have been almost completely built
without the customer’s direct involvement?
1)
Percent _________________
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 6. Do you sell your homes through your own sales representatives, or through real estate
agents?
1)
Sales reps
2)
Real estate agents
3)
Both
4)
Other, please specify:___________________
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88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 7. What methods do you use most frequently to promote your homes? (DO NOT READ)
1)
Newspaper ads
2)
TV/Radio
3)
Real estate ads
4)
Outdoor signs
5)
Model homes
6)
Brochures / Sales materials
7)
Internet
8)
Other________
88) Don’t Know
99) Refused
Q 8. What was your total marketing budget for homes in 2010, including all advertising and
staff?
RECORD [MRKT DOLS]
IF THEY SAY “DON’T KNOW” or will not give detailed answer: Maybe you have a general
idea of your 2010 marketing budget. Please stop me when I read the range that most likely
represents this spending.
(Programmer note: Post-code raw response above into ranges below also – new field.)
1)
Less than $10,000
2)
Between $10,001 and $20,000
3)
Between $20,001 and $30,000
4)
Between $30,001 and $50,000
5)
More than $50,000
II. Awareness/Knowledge/Participation in ES Homes Program and other Green Building
Programs
INITIALIZE [NOAWARE] = N
INITIALIZE [NOPARTS] = N
Next I would like to ask you a few questions about green building programs.
Q 9. Please tell me the names of any green or energy efficient home building programs you are
aware of. (PROBE: “ARE YOU AWARE OF ANY OTHERS?” UNTIL NO MORE)
RECORD [DNR-AWARE PROGRAMS]
88) Don’t know/Not aware of any
99) Refused
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Q 10. Have you ever heard of ________? (READ LIST, ONLY THOSE NOT ALREADY
MENTIONED, ACCEPT MULTIPLE RESPONSES)
1)
Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes
2)
Earth Advantage
3)
Built Green
4)
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (commonly called LEED)
5)
The National Association of Homebuilders National Green Building Program
RECORD [READ-AWARE PROGRAMS]
NOTES TO PROGRAMMER: Combine responses to above 2 questions into another field
[ALL-AWARE PROGRAMS]. Only include 5 programs listed in Q10 - do not include Other
programs that may have been mentioned for Q9, e.g., Federal Tax Credit Homes or
Environments for Living.
IF RESPONDENT HAS NO [ALL-AWARE PROGRAMS], SET [NOAWARE] = Y AND SKIP
TO “Building Practices/Components” SECTION
Define 2 “highest priority” programs - [KEYPROG1] [KEYPROG2] - using this ranking scheme,
choosing from [ALL-AWARE PROGRAMS]:
#1 = Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes
#2 = Earth Advantage
#3 = Built Green
#4 = LEED
#5 = NAHB National Green Building Program
READ FOR EACH [ALL-AWARE PROGRAMS]
Q 11. Earlier you said you have heard of the [ALL-AWARE PROGRAMS]? Do you currently
participate in the [ALL-AWARE PROGRAMS]?
RECORD [PART PROGRAMS]
NOTES TO PROGRAMMER:
Set [NOPARTS] = Y if not participating in any programs.
IF “ENERGY STAR” AMONG [PART PROGRAMS], SET [ENERGY STAR BUILDER] = Y,
ELSE = N
Record programs aware of but NOT participating in as [NONPART PROGRAMS]
IF [NOPARTS] = Y, SKIP TO Q 32
ASK NEXT 4 QUESTIONS, AS A BATTERY, FOR EACH [PART PROGRAMS]
Q 12. How many [PART PROGRAMS] homes did you build in 2010?
1)
Number of homes:_____________
88)
Don’t know
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99)

Refused

Q 13. And how many [PART PROGRAMS] homes do you plan to build in 2011?
1)
Number of homes:_____(IF GREATER THAN ZERO, SKIP TO Q 16)
88) Don’t know
99)
Refused
Q 14. What is the primary reason that you are not planning on building any [PART
PROGRAMS] homes in 2011? (DO NOT READ. IF A SECOND REASON GIVEN,
RECORD FOR NEXT QUESTION AND DO NOT ASK THAT ONE)
1)
New program requirements/specifications are too onerous
2)
Adds to home price/market won’t support home price
3)
Verification costs are too high
4)
Don’t want to have duct tests
5)
Too much hassle/too many requirements
6)
Process delays construction
7)
Customers don’t want it
8)
Already build to PROGRAM standard, don’t need label
9)
Already have unsold homes on the market
10)
Market is too slow/lack of demand
11)
Going/went out of business
12)
Appraisals are too low/won’t cover construction costs
13)
Other (SPECIFY):___________
88) Don’t know (SKIP TO Q 22)
99) Refused (SKIP TO Q 22)
Q 15. Is there another reason that you are not planning on building any [PART PROGRAMS]
homes in 2011? (DO NOT READ)
1)
New program specification too onerous
2)
Adds to home price/market won’t support home price
3)
Verification costs are too high
4)
Don’t want to have duct tests
5)
Too much hassle/too many requirements
6)
Process delays construction
7)
Customers don’t want it
8)
Already build to PROGRAM standard, don’t need label
9)
Already have unsold homes on the market
10)
Market is too slow/lack of demand
11)
Going/went out of business
12)
Appraisals are too low/won’t cover construction costs
13)
Other (SPECIFY):___________
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
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ASK NEXT 3 QUESTIONS IF ENERGY STAR/EARTH ADVANTAGE/BUILT GREEN
BUILDER, AND 2010 HOMES > 0.
Q 16. Thinking about the [PART PROGRAM] homes you built in the last year, how accurate
would you say the appraisals were on these homes? Would you say they were: (READ LIST)
1)
Very accurate (SKIP TO Q 19)
2)
Somewhat accurate
3)
Not very accurate
88)
Don’t know (SKIP TO Q 19)
99) Refused (SKIP TO Q 19)
Q 17. In general, were the appraisals usually too high, too low or a mixture of both:
1)
Too high
2)
Too low
3)
Mix
88)
Don’t know (SKIP TO Q 19)
99) Refused (SKIP TO Q 19)
Q 18. How much did these appraisals affect your sales? Would you say the appraisals resulted
in your selling: (READ LIST)
1)
Many more homes
2)
More homes
3)
Fewer homes
4)
Many fewer homes
5)
Did not affect your sales
88)
Don’t know
99) Refused
ASK NEXT 2 QUESTIONS IF ENERGY STAR OR EARTH ADVANTAGE BUILDER, AND
2010 HOMES > 0.
Q 19. Thinking back to last year, if utility rebates had not been available to you for [PART
PROGRAM] homes, would it have affected the number of those homes you built, or not
really?
1)
Yes
2)
No/Not Really
3)
Don’t get rebates
88)
Don’t know
99) Refused

Q 20. (IF Q 19 = YES) I recorded that you built [Q 12 ES HOMES] in 2010. How many
would you estimate you would have built if there had not been rebates offered?
RECORD [NOREBATE HOMES]
88)
Don’t know
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99) Refused
Q 21. (IF PART PROGRAMS includes EARTH ADVANTAGE) Were you aware that by
building an Earth Advantage Home you are also building a Northwest ENERGY STAR
Home?
1)
Yes
2)
No
89)
Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 22. (IF AWARE OF ENERGY STAR HOMES) Have more homebuyers inquired with you
about ENERGY STAR Homes in the past year than in the previous year?
1)
Yes
2)
No (SKIP TO Q 24)
3)
Haven’t been building ENERGY STAR very long/Doesn’t apply (SKIP TO Q 24)
88) Don’t know (SKIP TO Q 24)
99) Refused (SKIP TO Q 24)
Q 23. Why do you think this is? (DO NOT READ, ACCEPT MULTIPLE RESPONSES)
1)
They are more aware of the program now
2)
There is more marketing of the program now (by others, generally)
3)
I am marketing these homes more now
4)
Energy prices are increasing
5)
More realtors are marketing these homes now
6)
Other (Specify)
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
IF NOT AWARE OF ENERGY STAR HOMES, GO TO Q 32
Q 24. (IF STATE NOT = OREGON) Have you attended training on the new requirements for
ENERGY STAR Homes?
1)
Yes (GO TO Q 25)
2)
No (GO TO Q 30)
88) Don’t know (SKIP TO Q 32)
99) Refused (SKIP TO Q 32)
Q 25. Thinking about the new requirements for ENERGY STAR Homes, would you say you
understand the requirements: (READ LIST)
1)
Extremely well (GO TO Q 28)
2)
Very well (GO TO Q 28)
3)
Somewhat well
4)
Not very well
88) Don’t know
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99) Refused (GO TO Q 28)
Q 26. Are there aspects of the requirements that are unclear or that you wish you understood
better?
1)
Yes
2)
No
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 27. (IF Q 26 = YES) Can you tell me more about that?
RECORD [SPEC UNCLEAR] – TRY TO POSTCODE
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 28. What aspect of the new requirements do you think will be the most challenging to
implement?
RECORD [SPEC CHALLENGE] – TRY TO POSTCODE
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 29. What additional support could Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes provide to help
implement the new requirements?
RECORD [SPEC ASSIST] – TRY TO POSTCODE
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
GO TO (GO TO Q 32)
Q 30. I’m going to read a list of reasons why you may not have attended the ENERGY STAR
training on new requirements. For each, please tell me if it was a major reason, a minor
reason or not a reason. (READ LIST, RANDOMIZE)
1)
Sent another staff member to attend the training
2)
The training time was not convenient
3)
The training location was not convenient
4)
I was able to get the information online or from other sources
5)
I did not think the training would be useful
6)
Do not plan to build ENERGY STAR Homes now
Q 31. Do you or other staff plan to attend a future training session?
1)
Yes
2)
No
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
ASK NEXT 5 QUESTIONS, AS A BATTERY, FOR EACH [NONPART PROGRAMS]
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Now I’m going to ask you a little about the programs you don’t participate in.
Q 32. Have you ever been approached about participating in the [NONPART PROGRAMS]
program?
1)
Yes
2)
No
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 33. What is the primary reason you don’t participate in the [NONPART PROGRAMS]
program for the homes you build? (DO NOT READ. IF A SECOND REASON GIVEN,
RECORD FOR NEXT QUESTION AND DO NOT ASK THAT ONE)
1)
Adds to home price
2)
Price places home in different market segment
3)
Can’t recover increased costs
4)
There is no local verifier/rater/HPS
5)
Customers more interested in other green homes programs
6)
Don’t fully understand program
7)
Don’t want to have duct tests
8)
Too much hassle/Too hard to meet requirements
9)
Process delays construction
10)
Customers don’t want it
11)
Already build to PROGRAM standard, don’t need label
12)
Utility incentive payment problems
13)
Plan to begin building these homes (SKIP TO Q 37)
14)
Program is not available in my area/state (SKIP TO Q 37)
15)
Other (specify)_____________________
88)
Don’t know (SKIP TO Q 35)
99)
Refused (SKIP TO Q 35)
Q 34. Is there another reason you don’t participate in the [NONPART PROGRAMS] program
for the homes you build? (DO NOT READ)
1)
Adds to home price
2)
Price places home in different market segment
3)
Can’t recover increased costs
4)
There is no local verifier/rater/HPS
5)
Customers more interested in other green homes programs
6)
Don’t fully understand program
7)
Don’t want to have duct tests
8)
Too much hassle/Too hard to meet requirements
9)
Process delays construction
10)
Customers don’t want it
11)
Already build to PROGRAM standard, don’t need label
12)
Utility incentive payment problems
13)
Plan to begin building these homes (SKIP TO Q 37)
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14)
Program is not available in my area/state (SKIP TO Q 37)
15)
Other (specify)_____________________
88)
Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 35. Do you plan to participate in the [NONPART PROGRAMS] program in the next 12
months?
1)
Yes
2)
No
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 36. (IF Q 35 = YES) Why is that? (DO NOT READ, ACCEPT MULTIPLES)
1)
Marketing/ Product differentiation
2)
Higher price/profit
3)
Sells faster
4)
Rebate from utility
5)
Promotion assistance available
6)
Reduced callbacks from homebuyers
7)
Other, please specify:_________________
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
ASK NEXT 3 QUESTIONS AS A BATTERY
Q 37. (ASK FOR EACH [ALL-AWARE PROGRAMS]) To the best of your knowledge, what
do you believe is the primary benefit to the builder, if any, of building [ALL-AWARE
PROGRAMS] homes? (DO NOT READ. IF A SECOND REASON GIVEN, RECORD FOR
NEXT QUESTION AND DO NOT ASK THAT ONE)
1)
Marketing/ Product differentiation
2)
Higher quality
3)
Higher price/profit
4)
Sells faster
5)
Rebate from utility
6)
Promotion assistance available
7)
Reduced callbacks from homebuyers
8)
No benefit (SKIP TO Q 39)
9)
Other, please specify:_________________
88) Don’t know (SKIP TO Q 39)
99) Refused (SKIP TO Q 39)

Q 38. Is there another important benefit to the builder of building [ALL-AWARE
PROGRAMS] homes? (DO NOT READ)
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1)
Marketing/ Product differentiation
2)
Higher quality
3)
Higher price/profit
4)
Sells faster
5)
Rebate from utility
6)
Promotion assistance available
7)
Reduced callbacks from homebuyers
8)
Other, please specify:_________________
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 39. (ASK ONLY FOR [KEYPROG1] AND [KEYPROG2]) Now, please tell me how much
you agree or disagree with each of the following statements. Would you say that you strongly
agree, somewhat agree, neither agree nor disagree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree
that: [RANDOMIZE BY RESPONDENT BUT USE SAME ORDER FOR MULTIPLE
PROGRAMS].
The [KEYPROG1,2] label makes homes more marketable to homebuyers
[KEYPROG1,2]-certified homes tend to be higher quality overall
[KEYPROG1,2]-certified homes sell faster than other non-green homes
[KEYPROG1,2]-certified homes sell for a higher price than other non-green homes
Builders of [KEYPROG1,2] homes enjoy a competitive advantage in the market
Homes built to code are energy efficient enough
Homebuyers ask for [KEYPROG1,2] homes.
III. Building Practices/Components: Awareness, Knowledge, Practices, Perceptions
(NOTE: ALL RESPONDENTS GO THROUGH THIS SECTION, ALTHOUGH SOME SKIP
VARIOUS QUESTIONS DUE TO FILTERS)
Next I want to ask you about some of your standard practices regarding specific home features and
their design.
ASK NEXT 2 QUESTIONS FOR EACH [PART PROGRAMS]
Q 40. In your opinion, what is the most beneficial feature of [PART PROGRAM] homes to the
homebuyer? [DO NOT READ. IF A SECOND REASON GIVEN, RECORD FOR NEXT
QUESTION AND DO NOT ASK THAT ONE]
If respondent needs help, say: For instance, a beneficial feature might be a heat pump or
additional insulation.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

High-efficiency air conditioner/HVAC
Construction tightness, air seal, building envelope (not window envelope)
Heat recovery ventilator
Reduced energy bills
High-efficiency appliances
Clock/programmable thermostat
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7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
88)
99)

Daylighting
Ducts – tight ducts, insulated ducts
Fans (attic, whole-house)
High-efficiency furnace
Using more gas or electric
High efficiency heat pump
Insulation (Roof)
Insulation (Walls)
Insulation (Overall)
High-efficiency windows
Low volatile organic compounds/VOCs
High-efficiency/ENERGY STAR lighting
High-efficiency water heater
Whole-house design
Higher overall quality
Increased durability
Program brand name/resale advantages
Air exchanger/better air quality
Recycled/sustainable building materials
Water conservation/reduced water use
Good for environment/planet
Other ________________
Don’t Know (SKIP TO Heating and Cooling)
Refused (SKIP TO Heating and Cooling)

Q 41. Is there another very important feature of [PART PROGRAM] homes to the
homebuyer? [DO NOT READ]
1)
High-efficiency air conditioner/HVAC
2)
Construction tightness, air seal, building envelope (not window envelope)
3)
Heat recovery ventilator
4)
Reduced energy bills
5)
High-efficiency appliances
6)
Clock/programmable thermostat
7)
Daylighting
8)
Ducts – tight ducts, insulated ducts
9)
Fans (attic, whole-house)
10)
High-efficiency furnace
11)
Using more gas or electric
12)
High efficiency heat pump
13)
Insulation (Roof)
14)
Insulation (Walls)
15)
Insulation (Overall)
16)
High-efficiency windows
17)
Low volatile organic compounds/VOCs
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18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
89)
100)

High-efficiency/ENERGY STAR lighting
High-efficiency water heater
Whole-house design
Higher overall quality
Increased durability
Program brand name/resale advantages
Air exchanger/better air quality
Recycled/sustainable building materials
Water conservation/reduced water use
Good for environment/planet
Other ________________
Don’t Know
Refused

Guaranteed Performance
IF [ENERGY STAR BUILDER] = N, GO TO Heating and Cooling
Now I would like to read you a description of a potential new program feature for ENERGY STAR
Homes, called Guaranteed Performance. Guaranteed Performance would offer homebuyers a 3-year
guarantee that monthly heating and cooling bills would not exceed some amount, and that no room
would be more or less than 3° different than the thermostat reading. Through this option, ENERGY
STAR builders would also receive marketing materials to promote the guaranteed performance of
their homes. The program is currently considering a price of $150/home, paid by the builder, for a
third-party to back the guarantee. This option would only be available for Northwest ENERGY
STAR Homes.
Q 42. Would you be interested in utilizing this program option?
1)
Yes (GO TO Heating and Cooling)
2)
Yes, but at a different price (GO TO Q 43)
3)
No (GO TO Q 44)
88) Don’t know (GO TO Heating and Cooling)
99) Refused (GO TO Heating and Cooling)
Q 43. What price would you pay for this program option?
RECORD [GP PRICE]
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 44. Why do you say that? (DO NOT READ, ACCEPT MULTIPLES)
1)
Homebuyers will not value/pay for this
2)
Homebuyers not concerned about energy bills
3)
Homebuyers not concerned about varying room temperatures
4)
Will be hassles proving compliance, noncompliance
5)
Other, please specify ____________
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88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Heating and Cooling
The next three questions refer to high efficiency heating and cooling equipment. For gas heating,
“high efficiency” is defined as having an AFUE rating of 90 or higher. With an electric heat pump,
“high efficiency” is defined as having an HSPF rating of 8.5 or higher. With a propane or oil
furnace, “high efficiency” is defined as having an AFUE rating of 80 or higher. For cooling, “high
efficiency” is defined as the air conditioner having a SEER rating of 14.0 or higher.
Q 45. Which of the following types of heating systems do you install in the standard homes you
build, which don’t meet all the requirements for green or energy efficient home building
programs? [READ and CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]
1)
Standard efficiency gas
2)
High efficiency gas (AFUE 90 or higher)
3)
Electric Resistance
4)
Standard Efficiency Heat Pump
5)
High Efficiency Heat Pump (HSPF of 8.5 or higher)
6)
Standard efficiency propane or oil furnace
7)
High efficiency propane or oil furnace (AFUE 80 or higher)
8)
Hot water heating
9)
Gas/oil fired boiler
10)
Wood burning stove
11)
Other, please specify:_______________
66) (DO NOT READ) Only build green/energy efficient homes (DO NOT READ OTHER
CHOICES - SKIP TO Lighting SECTION)
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 46. Which of the following types of cooling systems do you install in the standard homes you
build, which don’t meet all the requirements for green or energy efficient home building
programs? [READ and CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]
1)
Standard Efficiency Heat Pump
2)
High Efficiency Heat Pump (SEER 14.0 or higher)
3)
Standard Efficiency air conditioner
4)
High efficiency air conditioner (SEER of 14.0 of higher)
5)
Room air conditioners only
6)
No cooling system
66) (DO NOT READ) Only build green/energy efficient homes (DO NOT READ OTHER
CHOICES - SKIP TO Lighting SECTION)
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
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IF HIGH EFFICIENCY INSTALLED IN Q 45 AND Q 46 OR ONLY BUILD GREEN/ENERGY
EFFICIENT HOMES, THEN SKIP TO Lighting SECTION
Q 47. Why do you choose not to install high efficiency heating and/or cooling equipment in the
standard homes you build? (DO NOT READ. CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)
1)
Cost
2)
Install high efficiency heat, but customers don’t demand cooling
3)
Customers don’t demand it
4)
Poor equipment performance/reliability
5)
Energy savings not high enough to justify extra cost
6)
Other, please specify:___________________
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Lighting
The next set of questions refers to high efficiency lighting. For these questions, “high efficiency” is
defined as any fixtures or lamps with the ENERGY STAR label. This includes various types of
compact fluorescent light bulbs (CFLs) and dedicated CFL fixtures that use only fluorescent light
bulbs, and any fixtures and lamps with the ENERGY STAR label.
Q 48. Do you install high efficiency lighting in your standard homes?
1)
Yes (CONTINUE)
2)
No (SKIP TO Q 51)
3)
Do not build standard homes (SKIP TO Q 53)
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 49. Which of the following types of lighting, if any, do you install in the standard homes you
build? [READ LIST AND CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]
1)
General purpose compact fluorescent light bulbs (CFLs)
2)
Specialty CFLs (e.g., 3-way, dimmable, globes)
3)
Dedicated compact fluorescent fixtures
4)
Halogen lighting
5)
T-5’s (long slender fluorescent tubes)
6)
T-8’s (long slender fluorescent tubes)
7)
T-12’s (long slender fluorescent tubes)
8)
Other, please specify:______________________
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 50. (FOR EACH TYPE INSTALLED) In roughly what percent of applications do you
install [EFFICIENT LIGHTING TYPE]? [RECORD PERCENTAGES, OR DON’T
KNOW/REFUSED]
SKIP TO Q 52
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Q 51. Why do you choose not to install high efficiency lighting in the standard homes you
build [DO NOT READ. CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]?
1)
Adds too much to home price
2)
Bulbs burn out
3)
Can’t find fixtures/Not available where I build
4)
Poor light quality / weak light
5)
Don’t look good
6)
Start up too slow
7)
Customers don’t demand it
8)
It is not required
9)
Equipment problems with fixtures
10)
Energy savings not high enough to justify extra cost
11)
Other, please specify:___________________
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 52. (ASK IF Q 49 NOT 1, 2 or 3) Are there specific performance problems with either
compact fluorescent light bulbs or fixtures that keep you from using them in the standard
homes you build? [PROBE FOR PROBLEMS WITH BOTH CFL LIGHT BULBS AND
FIXTURES.]
1)
Yes (Specify:_________________________)
2)
No
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Duct Testing and Sealing
Q 53. Are you familiar with duct tightness testing and duct sealing for new homes?
1)
Yes
2)
No (SKIP TO Q 63)
88) Don’t Know (SKIP TO Q 63)
99) Refused (SKIP TO Q 63)
Q 54. Do you have duct tightness tests performed for the homes you build?
1)
Yes
2)
Sometimes
3)
Yes - for ENERGY STAR Homes only (SKIP TO Q 56)
4)
No (SKIP TO Q 59)
88) Don’t Know (SKIP TO Q 59)
99) Refused (SKIP TO Q 59)
Q 55. (IF [ENERGY STAR BUILDER] = N) What percentage of your homes are duct tested?
(IF [ENERGY STAR BUILDER] = Y) What percentage of your non-ENERGY STAR homes
are duct tested?
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1)
Percentage of homes_________________
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 56. Who performs the duct testing for your homes? (DO NOT READ)
1)
HVAC contractor
2)
Third Party Company or Consultant
3)
Utility staff
4)
Alliance / ENERGY STAR homes program staff
5)
Other, please specify:_____________________________
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 57. What problems, if any, have you experienced with duct testing? (DO NOT READ)
1)
Time consuming
2)
Tests inaccurate, do not reflect actual equipment performance
3)
Too expensive
4)
Delays in scheduling testers
5)
Testers not available in area
6)
Lack of competence among testers
7)
Other, please specify:______________________________
8)
No problems
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 58. What do you view as the benefits to the builder, if any, of duct testing and sealing (DO
NOT READ)
1)
Reduced callbacks (liability, warranty issues)
2)
Verification that HVAC done correctly
5)
Verification that ducts do not leak
6)
Catches some problems before customer moves in
7)
Other, please specify:_______________________
8)
No benefit
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
[IF Q 54 = 1, 3, or 4 THEN SKIP TO Q 60]
Q 59. Why do you choose not to have the ducts tested in the homes you build?
1)
Time consuming
2)
Tests inaccurate, do not reflect actual equipment performance
3)
Too expensive
4)
Not worth hassle
5)
Customers do not consider testing valuable
6)
Delays in scheduling testers
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7)
Certified testers not available in my area
8)
Lack of competence among testers
9)
Other, please specify:______________________________
10)
No problems
11)
Don’t know who to call
12)
Not familiar with duct testing
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 60. Do you expect duct testing to become standard practice?
1)
Yes
2)
No
88)
Don’t know
99)
Refused
Q 61. Do you currently locate ducts inside conditioned spaces?
1)
Yes (SKIP TO Q 63)
2)
No
88)
Don’t know
99)
Refused
Q 62. Do you plan to do this in the future?
1)
Yes
2)
No
88)
Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 63. How frequently do you change the structural designs of the homes you build? Is it …?
(READ LIST UNTIL ANSWERED)
1)
Each year
2)
Every 1 to 2 years
3)
Every 2 to 3 years
4)
More than 3 years
5)
A continuous process
6)
Other (specify)
88)
Don’t know
99) Refused
IV. Participant Attitudes and Marketing Practices
IF [NOAWARE] = Y OR [NOPARTS] = Y, TERMINATE.
ASK REMAINING QUESTIONS, AS A BATTERY, FOR EACH [PART PROGRAMS].
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READ ONCE: Now, I’m going to ask you about your promotion and marketing for each of
the programs you participate in.
Q 64. Do you actively promote the fact that your homes are [PART PROGRAMS]?
1)
Yes
2)
No (Skip to Q 67)
88) Don’t know (Skip Q 67)
99) Refused (Skip to Q 67)
Q 65. What specific BENEFITS, if any, do you promote about your [PART PROGRAMS]
homes? (DO NOT READ, CHECK ALL THAT ARE MENTIONED)
1)
Energy savings
2)
Better air quality
3)
Increased comfort
4)
Overall construction/durability
5)
Environmental stewardship/protection
6)
Sustainable/recycled materials
7)
Water conservation
8)
QA/Third party certification
9)
Other (Specify):_______________________
10)
Don’t promote any particular benefit, just general label
11)
Do not promote
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 66. From whom do you receive financial assistance for marketing [PART PROGRAMS]
components of your homes to homebuyers.
1)
No one, advertising expenses entirely out-of-pocket
2)
Yes, receive coop marketing funds from program
3)
Yes, share promotion expenses with utility or other agency
4)
Other (Specify)_______________________
88) Don’t Know
99) Refused
READ ONCE: Now I just have some final questions your experience participating in green
and energy efficient building programs.
Q 67. I am going to ask you to rate your satisfaction with each of the following aspects of the
[PART PROGRAMS] program. For each, please rate your satisfaction on a 1 to 5 scale, with
5 indicating extremely satisfied and 1 indicating extremely dissatisfied. You can also say if it
does not apply:
Q 67a) Cost of participation
Q 67b) Quality of marketing support materials
Q 67c) Certification and verification process
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Q 67d) Duct Testing
Q 67e) Ease of participation
Q 67f) Responsiveness of program staff
Q 67g) Amount of co-op advertising support
Q 67h) Amount of paperwork required to participate
Q 67i) The program overall
Q 68. Please tell me how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements.
Would you say that you strongly agree, somewhat agree, neither agree nor disagree,
somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with the following statements [RANDOMIZE
ORDER]:
a) Homebuyers understand the benefits of the [PART PROGRAMS] label
b) Homebuyers understand the value of duct testing and duct sealing
c) Homebuyers link the [PART PROGRAMS] home label with home value
d) Homebuyers link the [PART PROGRAMS] label with home comfort
e) The certification process for [PART PROGRAMS] homes does not delay home construction
Q 69. What single aspect of the [PART PROGRAMS] program do you like the most?
Q 70. (ASK ONLY IF [ENERGY STAR BUILDER] = Y) And what single aspect of the
ENERGY STAR Homes program do you like the least?
Q 71. (IF PARTICIPATE IN ENERGY STAR OR EARTH ADVANTAGE) What can Earth
Advantage/Northwest ENERGY STAR do to help you differentiate and sell your homes? (DO
NOT READ, ACCEPT MULTIPLES)
1)
Give builders more marketing funding directly
2)
Conduct more general advertising about Earth Advantage/ES homes
3)
Provide more marketing materials to builders
4)
Provide marketing training to builders/their sales staff
5)
Conduct promotions that bring prospective buyers to homes
6)
Publish articles, case studies on Earth Advantage/ES homes
7)
Other (Specify):_______________________
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 72. (ASK ONLY IF [ENERGY STAR BUILDER] = Y) Of the following activities, which 2
are the most important for Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes to focus on in the current
building environment? (READ LIST, RANDOMIZE)
1)
Realtor training on ENERGY STAR Homes
2)
Appraiser training on ENERGY STAR Homes
3)
Working with lenders to develop special mortgages for energy efficient homes
4)
More marketing of ENERGY STAR homes to homebuyers
5)
More technical training for ENERGY STAR builders
6)
More technical training for ENERGY STAR subcontractors
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RECORD [ESFOCUS1, ESFOCUS2]
Q 73. What changes, if any, would you recommend for the [PART PROGRAMS] program?
Q 74. (ASK ONLY IF [ENERGY STAR BUILDER] = Y) Do you have any final comments
about the ENERGY STAR Homes program?
Those are all the questions I have for you today. Thank you very much for your time.
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Realtors Phone Survey
FINAL March 3, 2011
Objectives:

Understand realtors’ awareness of and experience with green/energy efficient homes,
including marketing practices

Understand realtors’ perceptions of green/energy efficient homes, including purchase
barriers

Identify homebuyers key preferences for new construction homes

Identify ways ENERGY STAR Homes program can improve realtor training, marketing to
homebuyers, and or other activities.
Hello, my name is ______________ with ITRON CONSULTING, an energy market research firm
based in Berkeley, California. I want to assure you that this is not a sales call. The Northwest
Energy Efficiency Alliance has asked us to help them better understand the market for energysaving homes. As part of our study, we are speaking with residential Realtors in your area to learn
about their perceptions of these homes, and how they are perceived and valued by prospective
homebuyers.
Could I speak to __________, or the person in your organization most knowledgeable about your
organization’s sales of single-family detached homes?
[WHEN CORRECT PERSON IS ON-LINE:]
Hello, my name is ______________ and I’m calling from ITRON CONSULTING, an energy
market research firm based in Berkeley, California. I want to assure you that this is not a sales call.
The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance has asked us to help them better understand the market
for energy-saving homes. Are you involved in the selling of single-family detached homes in the
Pacific Northwest?
Yes
No/DK
Refused

[CONTINUE]
[ASK TO SPEAK WITH CORRECT PERSON, OR TERMINATE]
[TERMINATE]

This study will help NEEA to make its programs as successful as possible for builders, homebuyers
and realtors like yourself. Our survey will take 15 minutes to complete. All your answers are held
confidential and we never link any information to a particular person or company.
[IF NECESSARY:] The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance is a non-profit corporation
supported by electric utilities, public benefits administrators, state governments, public interest
groups and energy efficiency industry representatives. These entities work together to make
affordable, energy-efficient products and services available in the marketplace. NEEA currently
offers a Northwest regional version of the national ENERGY STAR homes program. That’s why
they are looking for input from those involved in selling new homes in the Pacific Northwest.
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Is now a good time?
Yes
[CONTINUE]
No
[SET UP CALLBACK]
DK/refused [TERMINATE]
I.

Background / Firmographic Information

Q 1. First, how long have you been licensed to help buy and sell homes?
RECORD [YEARS], [MONTHS] AS APPLICABLE
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 2. About how many detached single-family homes have you sold or helped customers
purchase in the past [YEARS/MONTHS, up to 2 years]?
1) Number TOTHOMES_________
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
TERMINATE IF [TOTHOMES] LESS THAN 10
Q 3. Do you specialize in any particular types of homes? (DO NOT READ, ACCEPT
MULTIPLES)
1)
No specialty
2)
Condominiums
3)
Townhomes
4)
Apartment buildings
5)
Energy efficient/green homes
6)
Suburban homes
7)
Urban homes
8)
Old/historic homes
9)
New construction
10)
Custom homes
11)
Exclusive/very expensive homes
12)
Starter/entry level homes
13)
Foreclosures
14)
Other _______
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 4. What methods do you use to promote homes you are selling? (DO NOT READ, ACCEPT
MULTIPLES)
1)
Multiple Listing Service
2)
General newspaper ads
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3)
Real estate papers/magazines
4)
Outdoor signs
5)
Company brochures/sales materials
6)
Website
7)
Other________
88) Don’t Know
99) Refused
II. Awareness/Experience with ES Homes Program and other Green Building Programs
INITIALIZE [NOAWARE] = N
INITIALIZE [NOPARTS] = N
Next I would like to ask you a few questions about homes that are labeled as being “energy
efficient” or “green.”
Q 5. Please tell me the names of any green or energy efficient home building programs you are
aware of. (PROBE: “ARE YOU AWARE OF ANY OTHERS?” UNTIL NO MORE)
RECORD [DNR-AWARE PROGRAMS]
88) Don’t know/Not aware of any
99) Refused
Q 6. Have you ever heard of ________? (READ LIST, ONLY THOSE NOT ALREADY
MENTIONED, ACCEPT MULTIPLE RESPONSES)
1)
Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes
2)
Earth Advantage
3)
Built Green
4)
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (commonly called LEED)
5)
The National Association of Homebuilders National Green Building Program
RECORD [READ-AWARE PROGRAMS]
NOTES TO PROGRAMMER: Combine responses to above 2 questions into another field
[ALL-AWARE PROGRAMS]. Only include 5 programs listed in Q6 - do not include Other
programs that may have been mentioned for Q6, e.g., Federal Tax Credit Homes or
Environments for Living.
IF RESPONDENT HAS NO [ALL-AWARE PROGRAMS], SET [NOAWARE] = Y
Define 2 “highest priority” programs - [KEYPROG1] [KEYPROG2] - using this ranking scheme,
choosing from [ALL-AWARE PROGRAMS]:
#1 = Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes
#2 = Earth Advantage
#3 = Built Green
#4 = LEED
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#5 = NAHB National Green Building Program
FOR EACH [ALL-AWARE PROGRAMS]:
Q 7. Have you ever sold or helped purchase a/an [ALL-AWARE PROGRAMS] home?
RECORD [PART PROGRAMS]
FOR EACH [PART PROGRAMS]:
Q 8. How many [PART PROGRAMS] homes have you bought or sold overall?
1)
Number of PART PRG HOMES:_____________
88)
Don’t know
99)
Refused
NOTES TO PROGRAMMER:
Set [NOPARTS] = Y if not buying/selling any green/energy efficient homes.
IF “ENERGY STAR” AMONG [PART PROGRAMS], SET [ESTAR REALTOR] = Y, ELSE = N
IF “EARTH ADVANTAGE” AMONG [PART PROGRAMS], SET [EA REALTOR] = Y, ELSE =
N
Record programs aware of but NOT participating in as [NONPART PROGRAMS]
Q 9. (IF AWARE OF EARTH ADVANTAGE HOMES) Were you aware that the Earth
Advantage Homes that were constructed since July 2008 are also considered ENERGY STAR
Homes?
1)
Yes
2)
No
88)
Don’t know
99) Refused
IF ALL_AWARE INCLUDES ENERGY STAR: ASK NEXT 3 QUESTIONS AS A BATTERY
Q 10. What percentage of your potential homebuyers ask you about ENERGY STAR Homes,
either to see them or learn more about them?
RECORD [ESASKPCT]
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 11. (IF [YEARS] = 3 OR MORE) Are more homebuyers inquiring with you about
ENERGY STAR Homes now than 3 years ago?
1)
Yes
2)
No (SKIP TO Training)
88) Don’t know (SKIP TO Training
99) Refused (SKIP TO Training)
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Q 12. I’ll read a list of reasons why people might more frequently be asking about ENERGY
STAR Homes. For each, please tell me if you think it is a major factor, moderate factor, minor
factor, or not a factor: (READ LIST, RANDOMIZE)
1)
There is more general information available on these home now
2)
There are more ENERGY STAR Homes available to buy
3)
You are marketing ENERGY STAR Homes more now
4)
Energy prices are increasing
5)
Homebuyers value energy efficiency more now
6)
More realtors are marketing ENERGY STAR Homes now
III. Training
SKIP THIS SECTION IF [NOAWARE] = Y
FOR EACH [ALL_AWARE PROGRAMS] ASK AS A BATTERY:
Q 13. Have you attended training on [ALL_AWARE PROGRAMS] homes?
1)
Yes (RECORD [TRAININGS], GO TO Q 16)
2)
No (GO TO Q 14)
88) Don’t know (RESTART/END BATTERY)
99) Refused (RESTART/END BATTERY)
Q 14. Do you plan to attend this training?
1)
Yes (RESTART/END BATTERY)
2)
No
88) Don’t know (RESTART/END BATTERY)
99) Refused (RESTART/END BATTERY)
Q 15. Why not? (DO NOT READ, ACCEPT MULTIPLES)
1)
It is not offered
2)
I don’t know how to get this training/where it is/when it is
3)
Not convenient for me
4)
I’m too busy
5)
Can get information online
6)
Can get information from other realtors
7)
Low buyer demand
8)
Buyers don’t care about these homes
9)
Other, please specify: _____________
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 16. Thinking about the features and requirements of these homes, would you say that you
understand the requirements: (READ LIST)
1)
Extremely well (GO TO Q 19)
2)
Very well (GO TO Q 19)
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3)
Somewhat well
4)
Not very well
5)
Not at all
88) Don’t know
99) Refused (GO TO Q 19)
Q 17. Are there aspects of the requirements that are unclear or that you wish you understood
better?
1)
Yes
2)
No
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 18. (IF Q 17 = YES) Can you tell me more about that?
RECORD [SPEC UNCLEAR] – TRY TO POSTCODE
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 19. How would you rate the training you received on [TRAININGS]? Would you say it was:
(READ LIST)
1)
Extremely valuable
2)
Very valuable
3)
Somewhat valuable
4)
A little valuable
5)
Not at all valuable
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 20. (IF [TRAININGS] INCLUDES EARTH ADVANTAGE) Did you get a STAR
certification for attending the Earth Advantage training?
1)
Yes
2)
No
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 21. (IF [TRAININGS] INCLUDES ENERGY STAR) How could the training on Northwest
ENERGY STAR Homes be improved?
RECORD [ESTRAIN IMPROVE] – TRY TO POSTCODE
88) Don’t know
99) Refused

Q 22. (IF [TRAININGS] INCLUDES ENERGY STAR) How many ENERGY STAR homes
have you sold or helped purchase since you attended the training?
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RECORD [ESTRAIN HOMES]
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
RESTART BATTERY
IV. Market Perceptions
Next I want to ask you some questions about green and energy efficient homes.
ASK NEXT 3 QS FOR EACH [ALL_AWARE]
Q 23. In your opinion, what are the key, distinguishing features of [ALL_AWARE] homes?
[DO NOT READ, ACCEPT MULTIPLES. ASK “ARE THERE ANY MORE” UNTIL
DONE.]
If respondent needs help, say: For instance, a key feature might be a heat pump or additional
insulation that is not in standard homes.
1)
High-efficiency air conditioner/HVAC
2)
Construction tightness, air seal, building envelope (not window envelope)
3)
Heat recovery ventilator
4)
Reduced energy bills
5)
High-efficiency appliances
6)
Clock/programmable thermostat
7)
Daylighting
8)
Ducts – tight ducts, insulated ducts
9)
Fans (attic, whole-house)
10)
High-efficiency furnace
11)
Using more gas or electric
12)
High efficiency heat pump
13)
Insulation (Roof)
14)
Insulation (Walls)
15)
Insulation (Overall)
16)
High-efficiency windows
17)
Low volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
18)
High-efficiency/ENERGY STAR lighting
19)
High-efficiency water heater
20)
Whole-house design
21)
Higher overall quality
22)
Increased durability
23)
Program brand name/resale advantages
24)
Air exchanger/better air quality
25)
Recycled/sustainable building materials
26)
Water conservation/reduced water use
27)
Good for environment/planet
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28)
29)
88)
99)

Do not work with these homes
Other ________________
Don’t Know
Refused

Q 24. Which of those features do you promote to homebuyers or on behalf of home sellers?
[DO NOT READ, ACCEPT MULTIPLES]
1)
None
2)
None – do not work with these homes
3)
High-efficiency air conditioner/HVAC
4)
Construction tightness, air seal, building envelope (not window envelope)
5)
Heat recovery ventilator
6)
Reduced energy bills
7)
High-efficiency appliances
8)
Clock/programmable thermostat
9)
Daylighting
10)
Ducts – tight ducts, insulated ducts
11)
Fans (attic, whole-house)
12)
High-efficiency furnace
13)
Using more gas or electric
14)
High efficiency heat pump
15)
Insulation (Roof)
16)
Insulation (Walls)
17)
Insulation (Overall)
18)
High-efficiency windows
19)
Low volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
20)
High-efficiency/ENERGY STAR lighting
21)
High-efficiency water heater
22)
Whole-house design
23)
Higher overall quality
24)
Increased durability
25)
Program brand name/resale advantages
26)
Air exchanger/better air quality
27)
Recycled/sustainable building materials
28)
Water conservation/reduced water use
29)
Good for environment/planet
30)
Other ________________
89)
Don’t Know
100) Refused
Q 25. (IF Q 24 = 1) Why do you choose not to promote any of the features you listed?
RECORD [NOPROM REASON] - TRY TO POSTCODE
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
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Q 26. Are you familiar with something called duct tightness testing and duct sealing for new
homes?
1)
Yes
2)
No (SKIP TO Q 29)
88) Don’t Know (SKIP TO Q 29)
99) Refused (SKIP TO Q 29)
Q 27. Do you discuss the benefits of duct sealing and testing with prospective buyers of homes
that have this done?
1)
Yes
2)
Sometimes
3)
Yes - for ENERGY STAR Homes only
4)
No
5)
Don’t have duct tested homes
88) Don’t Know
99) Refused
Q 28. (IF Q 27 = NO) Why do you choose not to discuss ducts tightness with your prospective
homebuyers? Is it because you feel you don’t understand it enough, because buyers don’t
understand it, because buyers don’t care about it, or some other reason? (ACCEPT
MULTIPLES)
1)
I don’t understand it well enough
2)
Buyers don’t understand this
3)
Buyers don’t care about tight ducts
4)
Other, specify: _______________
88) Don’t Know
99) Refused
Q 29. Do you ever give appraisers information showing how green or energy efficient features
improve the value of homes?
1)
Yes
2)
No
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 30. (IF Q 29 = YES) How often do you do this? Would you say it is: (READ LIST)
1)
Always
2)
Frequently
3)
Sometimes
4)
Rarely
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
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Q 31. (IF Q 29 = NO) Why not? (DO NOT READ, ACCEPT MULTIPLES)
1)
I don’t believe the information/claims
2)
I don’t have this info
3)
Appraisers don’t use it
4)
Lenders don’t use/accept it
5)
Appraisers can’t accept it/can’t talk to them
6)
Other (Specify)
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 32. How important is having an energy efficient home to homeowners? Would you say it is
(READ LIST):
1)
Extremely important?
2)
Very important?
3)
Somewhat important?
4)
Not very important?
5)
Not at all important?
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 33. How often do homebuyers ask for energy efficient homes? Would you say it is (READ
LIST):
1)
Extremely often?
2)
Very often?
3)
Somewhat often?
4)
Not very often?
5)
Never?
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 34. Would you say that homebuyer interest in energy efficiency is (READ LIST):
1)
Increasing a lot?
2)
Increasing a little?
3)
Not changing?
4)
Declining a little?
5)
Declining a lot?
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 35. Please tell me how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements.
Would you say that you strongly agree, somewhat agree, neither agree nor disagree,
somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with the following statements [RANDOMIZE
ORDER]:
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a) Builders and sellers can charge more for energy efficient and green homes
b) Appraisers are good at incorporating energy efficiency into home values
c) Homebuyers are more interested in homes labeled as energy efficient than green
ASK NEXT 3 QUESTIONS IF AWARE OF ENERGY STAR HOMES
Now I’d like to ask you some questions specifically about ENERGY STAR Homes.
Q 36. How well do homebuyers understand the benefits of the ENERGY STAR label? Would
you say it is (READ LIST):
1)
Extremely well?
2)
Very well?
3)
Somewhat well?
4)
Not very well?
5)
Not at all well?
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 37. How well do homebuyers understand the value of duct testing and duct sealing? Would
you say it is (READ LIST):
1)
Extremely well?
2)
Very well?
3)
Somewhat well?
4)
Not very well?
5)
Not at all well?
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 38. Please tell me how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements.
Would you say that you strongly agree, somewhat agree, neither agree nor disagree,
somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with the following statements [RANDOMIZE
ORDER]:
a) Homebuyers link the ENERGY STAR home label with home value
b) Homebuyers link the ENERGY STAR label with home comfort
c) ENERGY STAR Homes enjoy a competitive advantage in the market

Q 39. Aside from things like location or schools, what do you think are the most important
features that homebuyers are looking for in the home itself for a newly constructed home?
(DO NOT READ, ACCEPT MULTIPLES)
PROMPT THEM FOR A SPECIFIC HOME FEATURE.
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DO NOT ACCEPT OTHER NON-HOME FEATURES SUCH AS: amount of noise/street
traffic, schools, commuting distance/proximity to work, local taxes, crime or desirable
neighborhood.
1)
# of bedrooms
2)
Size of kitchen
3)
Large yard
4)
Small yard
5)
Affordable price
6)
Interior finishes (countertops, cabinets, built-ins, etc.)
7)
Energy efficiency
8)
Green/environmental features
9)
Home office
10)
Bonus room(s)
11)
Specific layout/design/floor plan
12)
Builder reputation
13)
Overall home size
14)
Home entertainment/media room
15)
Pool/hot tub
16)
Attractive house style/appearance
17)
Porches
18)
Landscaping
77) Other (Specify) ______________
88) Refused
99) Don’t know
Q 40. What do you think are the main barriers preventing customers from buying green or
energy efficient homes? (DO NOT READ, ACCEPT MULTIPLES)
1)
Are no barriers
2)
Availability
3)
Credibility of green/ee claims
4)
Not in preferred locations
5)
Cost
6)
Lack of buyer knowledge
7)
Financing
8)
Perceived government involvement
9)
Other (Specify):_______________________
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
V. Marketing and Participant Attitudes
ASK NEXT 2 QUESTIONS AS A BATTERY, FOR EACH [PART PROGRAMS].
Q 41. Do you actively advertise the fact that you work with [PART PROGRAMS] homes?
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1)
Yes
2)
No
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 42. (ASK IF Q 41 = YES) What specific BENEFITS, if any, do you promote about your
[PART PROGRAMS] homes? (DO NOT READ, ACCEPT MULTIPLES)
1)
Energy savings
2)
Better air quality
3)
Increased comfort
4)
Good construction/durability
5)
Environmental stewardship/protection
6)
Sustainable/recycled materials
7)
Water conservation
8)
QA/Third party certification
9)
Higher overall value
10)
Other (Specify):_______________________
11)
Just general label
12)
Do not promote
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 43. (DO NOT ASK IF THEY HAVE EARTH ADVANTAGE “STAR” CERTIFICATE)
Would you be interested in receiving a special credential for selling green and energy efficient
homes?
1)
Yes
2)
Maybe
3)
No (GO TO Q 45)
88) Don’t know (GO TO Q 46)
99) Refused (GO TO Q 46)
Q 44. How much would you pay for a half-day course to get this credential?
[RECORD CREDFEE, mid-point if range given]
88) Don’t know
99) Refused
Q 45. Is this because you don’t particularly care about getting a credential, because your
clients won’t care about the credential, because of a lack of interest in green and energy
efficient homes, or some other reason? (MULTIPLES ACCEPTED)
1)
I don’t care
2)
Customers won’t care
3)
Not interested in green/ee homes
4)
Other, specify: _________________
88) Don’t know
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99) Refused
CONTINUE IF AWARE OF ENERGY STAR HOMES, ELSE TERMINATE
Q 46. I’m going to read a list of potential priorities for ENERGY STAR Homes to focus on in
the current building environment. After I’m done, I’d like you tell me which of these should
be the program’s top priority. (READ and RANDOMIZE)
THEN: And what should be the next highest priority?
1)
Realtor training on ENERGY STAR Homes
2)
Appraiser training on ENERGY STAR Homes
3)
Working with lenders to develop special mortgages for ENERGY STAR homes
4)
More marketing of ENERGY STAR homes to homebuyers
5)
More quality control of MLS listings of energy efficient and green homes
RECORD [ESFOCUS1, ESFOCUS2]
Q 47. Do you have any recommendations for the Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes Program
about marketing these homes to the general homebuyer population?
[RECORD ESTAR MRKRECCS]
Q 48. Do you have any final comments about ENERGY STAR Homes?
[RECORD ESTAR COMMS]
Those are all the questions I have for you today. Thank you very much for your time.
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ENERGY STAR NW Utilities Interview Guide
FINAL 12/19/10
Objectives:
 Understand utility program offerings and promotions, and expected changes in response to
NWESH program specifications changes or other factors
 Understand satisfaction with NEEA’s NWESH program and if needs are adequately met
 Determine how NEEA can improve its assistance to utilities with their current or anticipated
programs
Target Audience: 15 large, medium and small utilities with ENERGY STAR Homes programs.
Hello, my name is ______________ calling from Evergreen Economics, an energy research firm based in
Portland. My company is evaluating the ENERGY STAR Homes program for the Northwest Energy
Efficiency Alliance. Right now we’re interviewing a group of utility contacts to better understand how
well the program is operating and to gather feedback regarding how the program could potentially be
improved. This interview should take 30 minutes or less and your answers will be kept confidential
and will be grouped with other respondents for reporting in aggregate form only. Your name will not
be used in any reports or documents.
First I’m going to ask you some specific questions about your own utility’s residential new construction
programs. Then I’ll ask you some questions about NEEA’s Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes Program.
1) (FOR UTILITIES THAT JOINED IN 2010) What made your utility start an ENERGY STAR Homes
program in 2010?
2) Who is your primary program target market? (Probe for builders, residential customers, both,
other)
3) What services or incentives is your utility currently providing to ENERGY STAR program
participants? Ask about/get some details:
a) Whole house incentives
b) Component incentives
c) Verification services (find out what they charge)
d) Performance testing services
e) Marketing services
f) Subsidized technical training
g) Other
4) Have any of these services changed in the last year? How so/Why not?
5) Does your utility work with any other green home building programs? If YES, ask: In what ways?
(Probe to see if incentives, services offered to other building programs too)
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6) (If verification services are provided) Briefly, tell me about the verification services you offer?
(Probe for cost to builders, reporting issues, if things are working well, desired changes)
a) If verifications are free or low cost: How long do you expect to provide verification services?
7) Which methods do you use to promote your ENERGY STAR homes program? Probe for:
Direct mailings
Newspaper ads
TV/Radio
Real estate ads
Internet
Other
8) Have your promotion efforts increased or decreased in the past year? Why, and how so?
9) Would you say that you have achieved your 2010 goals? Why or why not? (Probe on program
challenges, successes)
10) Will your goals for 2011 be different? If so, why? (Probe to determine impacts of program
specifications changes, residential market downturn, other factors)
11) Will you be increasing your efforts to increase participation in your program? If so, how? (Probe to
see if, how much they value ES Homes)
12) How important is the residential new construction market to your utility now?
13) (If they will retain ES Homes incentives, services) What do you consider to be the biggest
advantages to you from having an ENERGY STAR Homes program?
14) Does your utility work with other green home building programs besides ENERGY STAR?
If YES: In what ways?
15) How could NEEA’s program better support your endeavors with ENERGY STAR Homes (and other
green homes)?
Now I’d like to ask you some questions regarding your opinions about NEEA’s Northwest ENERGY STAR
Homes program.
16) First, what are your overall impressions of NEEA’s program?
17) What features of the program do you like best and have worked well for you?
18) What has not worked well? Why do you say that?
19) How satisfied have you been with the support and technical resources that are available through
the program?
20) How would you describe your relationship with your primary contact from the Fluid team? (Find
out who this is)
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21) Are you satisfied with the level of support you receive from your contact person?
22) Do you use the program database to track completed homes that are eligible for rebates?
If YES: How is this going?
If NO: Why not?
23) What do you need more or less of from the program?
24) (Not OR) How did you communicate with the program during the specifications update process?
a) Were these communications effective? Would you change anything?
b) Do you need any more information about the specifications changes?
25) Have you visited the ENERGY STAR Homes Program website in the past 6 months?
If YES, ask:
a) How many times?
b) For what purposes?
c) Did you find the information you were looking for?
i) If NO, ask: What other resources did you use to find the information you needed?
d) Do you have any recommendations for improving the website?
If NO: Why not?
26) What do you think are the biggest challenges for ENERGY STAR homes?
27) Should NEEA continue to implement a regional ENERGY STAR homes program? Why do you say
that?
28) Do you have any suggestions for promoting the program to builders and consumers in your
territory?
29) What is the most critical support the program could provide to program builders and verifiers in
the near future? (Probe to see if technical/field support, consumer marketing, more subcontractor
training, other preferred) Why do you say that?
Those are all the questions I have for you today. Thank you very much for your time and good
information.
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ENERGY STAR State Energy Office Staff Interview Guide
FINAL 2/21/11
Objectives:
 Conduct process check-in to determine if SCO responsibilities and outcomes have changed, in what
ways.
 Assess if program changes have affected the SCOs and/or program participants.
 Identify areas for program improvement.
Target Audience:

4 State Certification Offices.

Hello, my name is ______________ calling on behalf of Evergreen Economics, an energy market research firm based
in Portland. We are working with the ENERGY STAR Homes Northwest program and the Northwest Energy
Efficiency Alliance to help them to better understand how well the current program is operating. Could I speak
to ___________________________?
[WHEN CORRECT PERSON IS ON-LINE:]
Name:
_________________________________
Company:
_________________________________
Title:
_________________________________
Phone:
_________________________________
I. BACKGROUND
1.

What are your primary responsibilities regarding quality assurance for the ENERGY STAR homes
program?

2.

How many homes/builders are you working with right now? How many different verifiers/BPS’s does
this involve?

3.

How balanced is the demand for your QA services compared to your budget and staffing levels? Has
anything changed in your organization related to the ES Homes QA function in the past year? What has
changed?

4.

Approximately how many ENERGY STAR homes have you done the QA for to date? And how many of
these were completed in 2010?

5.

What percentage of ENERGY STAR homes has passed/failed the QA inspection process in the past year?
(Probe for differences by builder, option path)
 Has the failure rate changed significantly from previous years?

What have been the primary reasons that homes have failed QA in the past year? Why do you think this is?
II. QA PROCESS
I’d like to ask you a few questions regarding the QA process.
6.

In the past year, what if any changes have occurred in your QA process?
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7.

Overall, how would you characterize the coordination between you and the builders? Any issues? Is there
anything the program can do to improve coordination and communication between you and the builders?

8.

How do builders react to the QA process? Do builders believe in the benefits of the QA process? Do they
understand the distinction between verification and QA?

9.

On average, once a home has been verified, how long does it take your office to do the final paperwork to
complete the ENERGY STAR certification? Are there any issues with this process? Any suggestions for
improving the process?

10. Do you use the online database for your work? If so, does it help you? (Probe for details and any
suggestions for improving the database)
11. Is the database sufficiently up to date with builder and verification information?
12. Overall, how well is the QA process is working?
 What is working particularly well?
 What have been the most challenging aspects of the QA process?
13. (WA, ID, MT only) What are you doing to facilitate the transition to the new ENERGY STAR specification,
and get builders and verifiers knowledgeable on the new requirements?
14. (WA, ID, MT only) What are your impressions of the new requirements? Do you have any concerns that
builders are not implementing the new requirements correctly?
15. What do you anticipate will be the greatest future challenges for the ES Homes QA process?
16. Any other suggestions as to how the ENERGY STAR Homes program can improve the QA process?

III. VERIFICATION PROCESS
Next I’d like to ask you some questions about the ENERGY STAR Homes verification as a separate process from
the QA.
17. First, how would you characterize your relationship with the verifiers you work with? What kind of
interaction do you have with verifiers? (Probe for issues relating to coordination and communication.)
Has this changed in the past year to allow you to work more efficiently or effectively?
18. How would you characterize the technical training that verifiers have received prior to working for the
ENERGY STAR Homes program. Have the verifiers been adequately trained? Any areas where more
training might be needed?
 For WA/ID/MT, probe on differences between 2010 and new 2011 specifications.
19. Do you feel sufficiently coordinated with the program trainings?
20. What else do you feel the program could provide the verifier/BPS companies?
21. Based on your experience with QA so far, how are the verifiers doing? What are the biggest challenges
facing verifiers? (Probe for specific problems with verifiers)
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IV. OTHER COORDINATION ISSUES
Next I’d like to ask you about your interactions with other agencies involved with the ENERGY STAR Homes
program.
22. Have you worked with staff from the Fluid? If so, please describe your interaction with them.
 What has worked well?
 What, if anything, hasn’t worked well? (probe for details on coordination and communication)
23. How about utilities, have you had any interaction with them regarding the ENERGY STAR Homes program?
If so, please describe your interaction.
 What has worked well?
 What, if anything, hasn’t worked well? (probe for details on coordination and communication)
24. How about the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance, have you worked with any of their staff? If so, please
describe your interaction with them.
 What has worked well?
 What, if anything, hasn’t worked well? (probe for details on coordination and communication)
25. Do you think that the coordination between the many program parties is working effectively? If not,
why?
26. Overall, how would you rate your experience with the ENERGY STAR Homes program? Why do you say
that?
27. What kinds of assistance from the ENERGY STAR program would help you do your job more effectively?
28. In which areas should the program focus its resources going forward? (Probe to see if technical field support,
consumer marketing, builder training, subcontractor training, etc.)
29. Do you have any final comments on the ENERGY STAR homes program?

Those are all the questions I have for you today. Thank you very much for your time.
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Appendix E: Monthly Certified and Initiated Homes
Below are charts showing the total number of certified and initiated homes by month and by
state.
Figure 5. Certified and Initiated Homes by Month – Total
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Figure 6. Certified and Initiated Homes by Month - ID
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Figure 8. Certified and Initiated Homes by Month - OR
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Appendix F: Urban/Rural Market Share Analysis
Table 35. ENERGY STAR Homes 2010 Market Share by State and Population Density
Area
Idaho
Urban
Higher-Density Rural
Lower-Density Rural
Idaho Total
Montana
Urban
Higher-Density Rural
Lower-Density Rural
Montana Total
Oregon
Urban
Higher-Density Rural
Lower-Density Rural
Oregon Total
Washington
Urban
Higher-Density Rural
Lower-Density Rural
Washington Total

ENERGY STAR
Units

Total SingleFamily Permits

ENERGY STAR
Market Share

685
36
11
732

2,594
396
156
3,146

26.4%
9.1%
7.1%
23.3%

71
69
1
141

578
561
35
1,174

12.3%
12.3%
2.9%
12.0%

493
26
0
519

3,915
779
101
4,795

12.6%
3.3%
0.0%
10.8%

1,674
11,055
15.1%
132
971
13.6%
1
109
0.9%
1,807
12,135
14.9%
Sources: USDA Rural-Urban Continuum Codes (RUCC) classifications adopted by NEEA;
Fluid data on certified homes;
Evergreen Economics analysis of HUD single-family permit data.
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2003 Rural-Urban Continuum Codes
Code Description
Urban Counties:
1

Counties in metro areas of 1 million population or more

2

Counties in metro areas of 250,000 to 1 million population

3

Counties in metro areas of fewer than 250,000 population

Higher-Density Rural Counties:
4

Urban population of 20,000 or more, adjacent to a metro area

5

Urban population of 20,000 or more, not adjacent to a metro
area

6

Urban population of 2,500 to 19,999, adjacent to a metro area

Lower-Density Rural Counties:

7

Urban population of 2,500 to 19,999, not adjacent to a metro
area

8

Completely rural or less than 2,500 urban population, adjacent
to a metro area

9

Completely rural or less than 2,500 urban population, not
adjacent to a metro area
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Appendix G: Supplemental Realtors Survey Tables

Table 36.

Average Years in Business and Homes Sold/Purchased in Past Two Years

State (n)

Idaho (17)
Montana (9)
Oregon (34)
Washington (42)
Total (102)

Average
Years in
Business
16
12
17
18
17

Homes
Transactions–
Avg.
36
40
44
49
44

Homes
Transactions
– Min.
10
10
12
10
10

Homes
Transactions –
Max.
100
150
300
500
500

Q1. First, how long have you been licensed to help buy and sell homes? Q2. About how many detached single-family
homes have you sold or helped customers purchase in the past (up to two years)?

Table 37. Awareness of ENERGY STAR Homes Program and other Green Building Programs
State (n)

Idaho (17)
Montana (9)
Oregon (34)
Washington (42)
Total (102)

Northwest
ENERGY STAR
Homes
29%
33%
56%
64%
53%

Earth
Advantage

Built Green

LEED

6%
11%
59%
5%
24%

35%
11%
35%
74%
49%

29%
22%
41%
45%
39%

NAHB National
Green Building
Program
29%
33%
21%
36%
29%

Q5/Q6: Please tell me the names of any green or energy efficient home building programs you are aware of.

Table 38.

Reasons for Not Discussing Duct Tightness With Prospective Home Buyers
Reason
I don't understand it well enough
Buyers don't understand this
Buyers don't care about tight ducts
This type of home is not my specialty
Other reasons-explain

Percent (n = 23)
36%
29%
43%
7%
14%

Q 28. Why do you choose not to discuss ducts tightness with your prospective homebuyers?
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Table 39. Reasons Why Green/Energy Efficiency Information not Given to Appraisers
ID
(n=17)
0%
24%
0%
24%
12%
29%
6%
0%

Reason
I don't believe the information/claims
I don't have this info
Lenders don't use it
Appraisers can’t accept it/ can't talk to them
Not my primary focus
Have not been asked
Other
Don't know

MT
(n=7)
0%
29%
0%
57%
14%
14%
0%
0%

OR
WA
(n=28) (n=30)
4%
7%
21%
17%
0%
0%
32%
30%
18%
23%
4%
17%
21%
3%
4%
3%

Total
(n=82)
4%
21%
0%
32%
18%
15%
10%
2%

Q 31. Why don’t you ever give appraisers information showing how green or energy efficient features improve the value of homes?

Table 40.

Homebuyer Interest in Energy Efficient Homes/Direction of Homebuyer Interest

Frequency of energy
efficient homes inquiries
Extremely Often
Very Often
Somewhat Often
Not Very Often
Never
Don’t Know

Percent (n=102)
1%
13%
18%
44%
24%
1%

Percent
(n=102)
27%
54%
15%
2%
2%
1%

Homebuyer interest is…
Increasing a lot
Increasing a little
Not changing
Declining a little
Declining a lot
Don’t Know

Q33. How often do homebuyers ask for energy efficient homes? Q34. Would you say that homebuyer interest in energy efficiency is…?

Neither (3)

Somewhat
Disagree (2)

Strongly
Disagree (1)

Don’t know

Mean

Statement
Builders and sellers can charge more for
energy efficient and green homes.
Appraisers are good at incorporating
energy efficiency into home values.
Homebuyers are more interested in
homes labeled as energy efficient than
green.

Somewhat
Agree (4)

Perceptions of Energy Efficient and Green Homes in Market (n=102)
Strongly
Agree 5)

Table 41.

13%

46%

7%

19%

14%

2%

3.3

4%

15%

16%

25%

30%

11%

2.3

27%

40%

14%

8%

6%

6%

3.8

Q35. Please tell me how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements.
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Table 42. Homebuyer Understanding of ENERGY STAR Label Benefits
Level of Understanding
Extremely well
Very well
Somewhat well
Not very well
Not at all well
Don’t know

Percent (n=54)
0%
7%
30%
50%
11%
2%

Q36. (If aware of ENERGY STAR homes) How well do homebuyers understand the benefits of the ENERGY STAR label?

Strongly
Disagree (1)

46%

7%

26%

7%

2%

3.3

13%

46%

11%

17%

7%

6%

3.4

13%

39%

6%

24%

15%

4%

3.1

Mean

Don’t know

Somewhat
Disagree (2)

11%

Neither (3)

Statement
Homebuyers link the ENERGY STAR home
label with home value
Homebuyers link the ENERGY STAR label
with home comfort
ENERGY STAR homes enjoy a competitive
advantage in the market

Somewhat
Agree (4)

Opinions Regarding ENERGY STAR Homes (n=54)
Strongly
Agree (5)

Table 43.

Q38. Please tell me how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements.

Table 44. Most Commonly Desired Features in Newly Constructed Homes
Feature
Specific layout/design/floor plan
Energy efficiency
Interior finishes (countertops, cabinets, built-ins, etc.)
Affordable price
Overall home size

Percent (n=102)
48%
26%
23%
21%
20%

Q39. Aside from things like location or schools, what do you think are the most important features that homebuyers are looking for in the
home itself for a newly constructed home?

Table 45.

Main Barriers to Green or Energy Efficient Homes Purchases
Response
Cost
Availability
Lack of buyer knowledge

Percent (n=102)
59%
20%
20%

Q40. What do you think are the main barriers preventing customers from buying green or energy efficient homes?
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Table 46.

ENERGY STAR’s Top Priority Should be…

Response
Realtor training on ENERGY STAR homes
More marketing of ENERGY STAR homes
Working with lenders to develop special
mortgages for ENERGY STAR homes

Percent (n=54)
39%
28%
20%

Q46. What should be ENERGY STAR Home’s priority in the current building environment?
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Appendix H: Supplemental Builders Survey Tables
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Table 47.

State
Idaho (n = 28)
Montana (n = 21)
Oregon (n = 57)
Washington (n = 75)
Total

Program Awareness by State

ENERGY
STAR
Percent
Aware
(n = 181)
Weighted
to Builder
Population
79%
71%
81%
70%
75%

Earth
Advantage
Percent
Aware
(n = 181)
Weighted
to Builder
Population
18%
29%
64%
32%
39%

Built
Green
Percent
Aware
(n = 181)
Weighted
to Builder
Population
43%
48%
33%
81%
56%

LEED
Percent
Aware
(n = 181)
Weighted
to Builder
Population
50%
50%
78%
70%
67%

NAHB
Green
Percent
Aware
(n = 181)
Weighted
to Builder
Population
61%
64%
47%
67%
59%

Q9 and Q10. Please tell me the names of any green or energy efficient home building programs you are aware of. Have you ever heard
of…?

Table 48.

State (N’s vary by
program)
Idaho
Montana
Oregon
Washington
Total

ENERGY
STAR Percent
Participating
(n = 137)
Weighted to
Builder
Population
32%
13%
53%
40%
40%

Program Participation by State
Earth Advantage
Percent
Participating
(n = 61)
Weighted to
Builder
Population
0%
0%
38%
25%
33%

Built Green
Percent
Participating
(n = 102)
Weighted to
Builder
Population
8%
0%
0%
32%
20%

LEED Percent
Participating
(n = 121)
Weighted to
Builder
Population
21%
20%
9%
4%
9%

NAHB Green
Percent
Participating
(n = 103)
Weighted to
Builder
Population
13%
15%
0%
10%
9%

Q11. (If aware of PROGRAM) Do you currently participate in the PROGRAM?
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Table 49.

2010 Actual and 2011 Expected Home Construction Volumes
ENERGY
STAR (n=57)

Response
2010 Homes – Minimum
2010 Homes – Maximum
2010 Homes – Average
2011 Homes – Minimum
2011 Homes – Maximum
2011 Homes – Average

Weighted
to Builder
Population
0
200
14
0
200
23

Earth
Advantage
(n=20)
Weighted
to Builder
Population
0
90
7
0
200
18

Built
Green
(n=20)
Weighted
to Builder
Population
0
120
19
0
150
32

LEED (n=11)
Weighted
to Builder
Population
0
20
2
0
72
13

NAHB
Green
(n=9)
Weighted
to Builder
Population
0
100
14
0
110
15

Q12 and Q13. How many PROGRAM homes did you build in 2010? How many PROGRAM homes do you plan to build in 2011?

Figure 10. Builder Perceptions Regarding Increasing ENERGY STAR Homes Inquiries (n=37)
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
More aware of
More
Save money on Want energy
program
marketing of
bills
efficiency
program by
others

Help
environment

Energy prices
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Rebates &
incentives

More
Want indoor air
marketing by
quality
builder

Q23. Why do you think more homebuyers have inquired with you about ENERGY STAR homes in the past year?
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Table 50.

Understanding of ENERGY STAR Homes Requirements
Percentage (n=34)
Extremely well
Very well
Somewhat well
Not very well

15%
45%
37%
3%

Q25. Thinking about the new requirements for ENERGY STAR Homes, would you say you understand the requirements: (weighted to
builder population).
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Benefits from Program Homes to Builder

Benefit
Marketing/product
differentiation
No benefit
Higher quality
Sells faster
Environmental/sustainability/soc
ietal
Energy efficiency
Higher price
Rebate from utility
Promotion assistance
Reduced callbacks
Cost savings
Program recognition
Consumer demand
Other
Don’t know

ENERGY
STAR
(n=137)
Weighted to
Builder
Population

Earth
Advantage
(n=61)
Weighted
to Builder
Population

Built
Green
(n=102)
Weighted
to Builder
Population

Weighted
to Builder
Population

NAHB
Green
(n=107)
Weighted
to Builder
Population

42%

31%

41%

32%

33%

14%
16%
8%

20%
14%
5%

17%
5%
7%

22%
12%
3%

16%
4%
2%

19%

16%

22%

13%

11%

14%
1%
10%
0%
7%
2%
13%
0%
12%
1%

14%
2%
7%
0%
0%
2%
2%
4%
5%
14%

7%
2%
2%
1%
1%
3%
4%
5%
6%
11%

6%
2%
5%
0%
1%
2%
2%
3%
8%
22%

6%
1%
2%
1%
1%
3%
5%
3%
8%
29%

LEED
(n=121)

Q37 and Q38. (If aware of PROGRAM) To the best of your knowledge, what do you believe are the primary benefits to the builder, if
any, of building ENERGY STAR homes? Is there another important benefit to the builder of building ENERGY STAR homes?
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Table 51.

Reasons for Not Participating in Homes Programs

Reason
Adds to home price
Don’t fully understand program
Already build to program standard,
don’t need label
Can’t recover increased costs
Price puts home in different market
segment
Too much hassle/too hard to meet
requirements
Process delays construction
Customers don’t want it
Plan to begin building these homes
Program not in my area/state
Don’t want government involvement
Involved with other programs
Slow housing market
Don’t want to change current
methods
Current code is good enough
Other
Don't know

ENERGY
STAR
(n=79)
Weighted
to Builder
Population
16%
1%

Earth
Advantage
(n=41)
Weighted
to Builder
Population
15%
5%

Built
Green
(n=81)
Weighted
to Builder
Population
17%
18%

Weighted
to Builder
Population
13%
19%

15%

0%

8%

3%

7%

33%

48%

28%

39%

32%

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

9%

0%

11%

11%

8%

4%
20%
1%
0%
0%
5%
5%

0%
28%
0%
3%
0%
10%
0%

5%
17%
1%
5%
0%
0%
1%

3%
19%
1%
3%
0%
14%
0%

5%
21%
2%
4%
0%
26%
0%

2%

7%

2%

2%

0%

4%
9%
3%

0%
2%
0%

1%
9%
1%

0%
18%
12%

0%
22%
25%

LEED
(n=108)

NAHB
Green
(n=94)
Weighted
to Builder
Population
17%
27%

Q33 and Q34. What is the primary reason you don’t participate in the PROGRAM for the homes you build? Is there another reason you
don’t participate in the PROGRAM?
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Table 52.

Feature
Overall insulation
High efficiency AC/HVAC
Construction tightness, building
envelope
Energy bill savings
High efficiency furnace
High efficiency appliances
Whole-house design
Air exchange/better air quality
Recycled/sustainable building
materials
Sustainability/environmental/soci
etal
Reduced maintenance
Other
Don’t know

Most Beneficial Home Features
ENERGY
STAR
(n=57)
Weighted
to Builder
Population
41%
10%

Earth
Advantage
(n=21)
Weighted
to Builder
Population
26%
16%

Built
Green
(n=20)
Weighted
to Builder
Population
22%
0%

Weighted
to Builder
Population
39%
10%

NAHB
Green
(n=9)
Weighted
to Builder
Population
34%
34%

16%

19%

5%

0%

0%

33%
15%
8%
7%
4%

29%
13%
5%
0%
5%

29%
5%
0%
6%
14%

22%
10%
0%
20%
26%

0%
0%
0%
11%
0%

2%

5%

22%

10%

22%

4%

3%

17%

0%

0%

2%
32%
0%

11%
21%
11%

0%
49%
0%

0%
45%
10%

0%
34%
33%

LEED
(n=11)

Q40 and Q41. In your opinion, what is the most beneficial feature of PROGRAM homes? Is there another very important feature of
PROGRAM homes?

Table 53.

Testing Performed
Yes
Yes – for ENERGY STAR only
Sometimes
No
Don’t know
Not aware of duct testing
Total

Duct Testing Performed

2007 (n=200)
Weighted to Builder
Population
9%
5%
4%
43%
0%
39%
100%

2009 (n=184)
Weighted to
Builder Population
16%
3%
7%
44%
1%
30%
100%

2011 (n=181)
Weighted to Builder
Population
31%
7%
12%
37%
1%
13%
100%

Q53 and Q54. Are you familiar with duct tightness testing and duct sealing for new homes? Do you have duct tests performed on the
homes you build?
Note: Shading signifies that the responses from the 2009 and 2011 surveys are significantly different at the 90 percent confidence level
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Table 54.

Problems with Duct Testing

Reason
No problems
Too time consuming
Too expensive
Lack of competence with testers
Tests inaccurate, do not reflect true
equipment performance
Delays in scheduling testers
Other

2009 (n=48)
Weighted to
Builder
Population
83%
4%
2%
0%

2011 (n=93)
Weighted to
Builder
Population
83%
1%
5%
1%

0%

1%

2%
8%

5%
0%

Q57. What problems, if any, have you experienced with duct testing?
Note: Shading signifies that the responses from the 2009 and 2011 surveys are significantly different at the 90 percent confidence level

Table 55.

Builder Benefits from Duct Testing

Reason
Verification HVAC correct
Verification that ducts don’t leak
Reduced callbacks
No benefit
Catch problems before customer
Marketing benefit
Beneficial to customer satisfaction
Other
Don’t know

2009 (n=48)
Weighted to
Builder Population
36%
34%
16%
0%
5%
12%
10%
11%
16%

2011 (n=93)
Weighted to Builder
Population
29%
26%
10%
17%
2%
14%
13%
30%
0%

Q58. What do you view as the benefits to the builder, if any, of duct testing and sealing?
Note: Shading signifies that the responses from the 2009 and 2011 surveys are significantly different at the 90 percent confidence level
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Table 56.

Reasons For Not Having Ducts Tested

Reason
Too expensive
Not required
Ducts not present
Customers don’t consider valuable
Not worth hassle
Time consuming
No certified testers in my area
Contractors don’t provide service
Other
Don’t know

2009 (n=82)
Weighted to
Builder
Population
49%
27%
10%
9%
9%
0%
4%
4%
9%
4%

2011 (n=87)
Weighted to
Builder
Population
42%
31%
10%
7%
4%
1%
1%
0%
23%
1%

Q59. (Of those aware of duct testing) Why do you choose not to have the ducts tested in the homes you build?
Note: Shading signifies that the responses from the 2009 and 2011 surveys are significantly different at the 90 percent confidence level

Table 57.

Home Benefits Promoted

Benefit
Energy savings
Overall home construction
Better air quality
Sustainable/recycled materials
Increased comfort
Environmental stewardship
Water conservation
Third party certification
No specific benefit, just label
Other

2009 (n=23)

2011 (n=51)

Unweighted
83%
22%
17%
13%
9%
9%
4%
4%
17%
4%

Unweighted
63%
12%
18%
2%
22%
16%
4%
8%
2%
35%

Q65. What specific benefits, if any, do you promote about your PROGRAM homes?

Table 58.

Resources Used to Promote ENERGY STAR Homes

Funding Source
No one else
Receive co-op marketing funds from program
Share expenses with utility or other agency
Other
Don’t know

2009 (n=23)
Unweighted
30%
30%
26%
9%
4%

2011 (n=43)
Unweighted
63%
14%
9%
9%
5%

Q66. From whom do you receive financial assistance for marketing ENERGY STAR components of your homes to homebuyers?
Note: Shading signifies that the responses from the 2009 and 2011 surveys are significantly different at the 90 percent confidence level
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Extremely Satisfied
(5)

Don’t know

7%
12%
9%
9%
4%
23%

28%
25%
22%
16%
15%
25%

46%
39%
35%
41%
39%
29%

18%
21%
26%
23%
33%
18%

0%
0%
4%
2%
2%
0%

3.7
3.6
3.7
3.6
3.9
3.3

3.8
3.9
4.0
3.4
3.8
3.6

9%

14%

32%

27%

14%

4%

3.2

3.4

9%
27%

13%
17%

26%
25%

33%
17%

15%
8%

4%
6%

3.3
2.6

3.3
2.8

Mean - 2009

Somewhat Satisfied
(4)

2%
4%
4%
9%
8%
5%

Mean - 2011

Neither (3)

Program component
The program overall
Ease of participation
Performance (duct) testing
Certification and verification process
Responsiveness of program staff
Cost of participation
Amount of paperwork required to
participate
Quality of marketing support materials
Amount of co-op advertising support

Somewhat
Dissatisfied (2)

Participant Satisfaction with ENERGY STAR Program Aspects
Extremely
Dissatisfied (1)

Table 59.

Q 67. I am going to ask you to rate your satisfaction with each of the following aspects of the ENERGY STAR homes program…
(Sample Size: 2011 = 57, 2009 = 35, unweighted).
Note: Shading signifies that the responses from the 2009 and 2011 surveys are significantly different at the 90 percent confidence level

4.1
3.8
4.0
4.1
4.1
3.4
3.5
3.4
2.5

3.8
3.8
3.0
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.1
3.1
2.6

NAHB Green - Mean
(N = 5)

3.7
3.6
3.7
3.6
3.9
3.3
3.2
3.3
2.6

LEED – Mean
(N = 10)

Built Green - Mean
(N = 20)

Program component
The program overall
Ease of participation
Performance (duct) testing
Certification and verification process
Responsiveness of program staff
Cost of participation
Amount of paperwork required to participate
Quality of marketing support materials
Amount of co-op advertising support

Earth Advantage Mean (N = 21)

Participant Satisfaction with Other Home Program Aspects
ENERGY STAR Mean (N = 57)

Table 60.

3.0
2.7
4.0
2.9
3.2
2.2
1.5
2.5
1.8

3.6
3.6
2.8
2.8
3.6
4.0
3.2
3.2
1.8

Q 67. I am going to ask you to rate your satisfaction with each of the following aspects of the [PROGRAM]...
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Table 61.

Most Liked Aspects of the ENERGY STAR Program

Aspect
Energy efficiency
Brand name recognition
Verification of energy efficient
measures
Rebates
Quality
Marketing/marketability
Sustainability/environmental/societal
benefits
Flexibility/ease of program
Duct testing
Other
Don't know

2011 (n=57)
Unweighted
16%
14%
14%
9%
9%
5%
5%
5%
4%
11%
9%

Q69. What single aspect of the ENERGY STAR program do you like the most?

Table 62.

Least Liked Aspects of the ENERGY STAR Program

Aspect
None
Cost
Certification/testing process
Program requirements not strict
enough
Paperwork
Marketing
Other
Don't know

2011 (n=57)
Unweighted
23%
16%
9%
5%
5%
4%
34%
5%

Q70. What single aspect of the ENERGY STAR program do you like the least?
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Table 63.

Recommendations for the ENERGY STAR Program

Change
None
Improve marketing
Financial incentives
Standardize program
Reduce costs
Simplify program/paperwork
Program flexibility
Provide more training
Improve branding/name recognition
Other
Don't know

2011 (n=57)
Unweighted
23%
14%
14%
12%
12%
11%
11%
11%
2%
23%
7%

Q73. What changes, if any, would you recommend for the ENERGY STAR program?
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Appendix I: Supplemental Homebuyers Survey Tables
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Table 64. Respondents by Home Size and Price

Home Size
<1,700 ft2
1,700-2,099 ft2
2,100-2,799 ft2
≥2,800 ft2
Total
Home Price
< $150,000
$150,000-$199,999
$200,000-$299,999
≥ $300,000
Total

2009
Percent of Total
Sample
(n=200)
27%
20%
29%
24%

2011
Percent of Total
Sample
(n=201)
24%
20%
25%
29%

100%
(n=186)
6%
16%
31%
47%
100%

100%
(n=192)
6%
17%
36%
41%
100%

Q6/Q66. What is the approximate square footage of the house? / Please stop me when I read the price range that
includes the price you paid for your new home.

Figure 11. Price Paid for New Home - 2011
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Q66. Please stop me when I read the price range that includes the price you paid for your new home:
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Figure 12. Annual Homebuyer Income - 2011
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Q69. Which of the following best represents your annual household income?

Table 65.

ENERGY STAR Homes Advertising Source by State

Response
Television Ads
Another Source
Newspaper Ads
Magazine Ads
Radio Ads
Billboards

Overall Percent
of Total (N=36)
56%
25%
22%
17%
8%
8%

ID
(N=11)
27%
46%
27%
9%
0%
18%

OR
(N=5)
80%
20%
20%
20%
0%
0%

WA
(N=20)
65%
15%
20%
20%
15%
5%

Q30. Where did you see or hear about ENERGY STAR homes?
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Table 66.

Perceived Components of ENERGY STAR Certification
2009 (n=101)

Component
Save energy/efficiency
Increased insulation
Save money
ENERGY STAR appliances
High efficiency windows
High efficiency furnace
Tight construction
Environmentally better
High efficiency cooling
Recyclable building materials
Higher quality overall/built better
Tight ducts
House inspected by state energy
office
Lighting (CFLs)
Efficient water heaters
More comfortable home
Don’t know

2011 (n=84)

Percent who think Percent who think
component is part component is part
of certification
of certification
41%
46%
37%
24%
36%
42%
26%
23%
23%
17%
21%
10%
17%
13%
16%
20%
15%
10%
8%
8%
8%
11%
6%
6%
5%

10%

4%
3%
1%
4%

1%
4%
10%
0%

Q32. To the best of your knowledge, what does it mean if a home is ENERGY STAR - certified?
Note: Shading signifies that the responses from the 2011 and 2009 surveys are significantly different at the 90 percent
confidence level.

Table 67.

Duct Testing Benefits Explained to ENERGY STAR Homebuyers
Response
Yes
No
Don’t Know
Total

2009 (N=24)
Percent
42%
54%
4%
100%

2011 (N=35)
Percent
50%
38%
13%
100%

Q45. Did the sales agent or builder mention anything about the heating and cooling ducts in the home being tested for
tightness to ensure they don't leak?
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Table 68.

Importance of Duct Tightness Testing

Response
5 Extremely important
4
3
2
1 Not at all important
Total
Mean

2011 (N=16)
Percent
44%
44%
13%
0%
0%
100%
4.3

Q46. On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not at all important and 5 is extremely important, how would you rate the
importance of having these tests done?
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Appendix J: Supplemental Verifiers Survey Tables
Table 69.
State (n)

ID (8)
MT (8)
OR (6)
WA (25)
Total (47)

Average Homes Verified/Employment Status of Interviewees

Average
ES Homes
Verified
173
35
624
109
177

Company
Owner or
Key Manager
100%
50%
17%
68%
64%

Employee of Private
Company or
Organization
0%
50%
33%
20%
23%

Contractor to
Private Company
or Organization
0%
0%
17%
0%
2%

Utility
Staff

Other

0%
0%
17%
12%
9%

0%
0%
17%
0%
2%

Q2. Which of the following best describes your employment status? Q5. About how many ENERGY STAR home
verifications have you done personally since you first began verifying?

Table 70.

Charging for Verification/ Builder Collaboration

Response
Average verification charge per home
Average percent of revenue from verification
Average number of builder clients

ID (8)
$651
28%
18

MT (6)
$475
19%
7

OR (4)
$575
48%
71

WA (22)
$445
21%
8

Total (40)
$515
25%
18

Q6. What percent of your company’s revenues are from ES home verification? Q10. How much do you charge for your verification
services per home? Q16. How many different builders does your company or organization currently work with as a verifier for the
ENERGY STAR program?

Table 71.

ENERGY STAR Homes Training Attendance and Level of Understanding

Attended 2011 ENERGY STAR Homes Training
Yes
No
Understanding of New Program Requirements
Extremely well
Very well
Somewhat well
Not very well
Don’t know

ID
(8)
88%
13%
29%
57%
14%

MT
(8)
50%
50%

50%
50%

WA
(25)
92%
8%

Total
(41)
83%
17%

13%
57%
22%
4%
4%

15%
56%
21%
6%
3%

Q20. Have you attended training on the new 2011 requirement for ENERGY STAR homes? Q21. Thinking about the new requirements
for ENERGY STAR homes, how well would you say that you understand them?
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Table 72.

Quality Assurance Scheduling by Providers

Method of scheduling QA inspections
Provider schedules directly with builders
Provider asks if homes are ready for QA
Verifier tells them when homes are ready for QA
Provider tells verifier when they will be visiting the home

ID
(8)
0%
38%
0%
25%

MT
(8)
13%
38%
0%
88%

OR
(6)
0%
17%
50%
50%

WA
(25)
12%
48%
20%
36%

Total
(47)
9%
40%
17%
45%

Q 44. How does provider schedule its QA inspection with you and your builders?

Table 73.

Receiving Quality Assurance Outcome Information
ID
(7)
14%
57%
14%

How QA information received
Don’t get this information
QA staff tells me in person
QA staff sends me a report

MT
(6)
0%
83%
50%

OR
(6)
0%
33%
83%

WA
(23)
43%
48%
13%

Total
(42)
15%
52%
29%

WA
(25)
72%
28%

Total
(47)
68%
32%

Q 45: How do you receive information bout the outcomes of the QA inspections?

Table 74.

Additional Technical Support

Technical support received from the provider?
Yes
No

ID
(8)
50%
50%

MT
(8)
63%
38%

OR
(6)
83%
17%

Q 49. Besides the comprehensive verifier training given to all program verifiers, have your received any other technical support from the
provider?
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Table 75.

Thoroughness of Provider Question Responses
ID
(4)
50%
50%
0%
0%
0%

Response thoroughness
Extremely thoroughly
Very thoroughly
Somewhat thoroughly
Not very thoroughly
Don’t know

MT
(5)
60%
20%
0%
0%
20%

OR
(5)
20%
40%
40%
0%
0%

WA
(18)
17%
56%
22%
6%
0%

Total
(32)
28%
47%
19%
3%
3%

WA
(25)
24%
44%
28%
4%

Total
(47)
21%
49%
26%
4%

Q 51. How thoroughly would you say your provider addressed your questions?

Table 76.

Overall Satisfaction with Provider
ID
(8)
13%
75%
0%
13%

Satisfaction Rating
Extremely satisfied
Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Not very satisfied

MT
(8)
25%
50%
25%
0%

OR
(6)
17%
33%
50%
0%

Q 52. Overall, how would you rate your satisfaction working with your provider?

Table 77.

Marketing Actions/Techniques

Marketing Methods
Attending builder meetings or workshops
Having information on company website
Mailing or emailing verification information to builders
Calling builders to see if they need verification services
Having information in building trade publications
Benefits Emphasized
Utility rebates for builders
Marketing/product differentiation benefits
Available promotion assistance
Reduced callbacks from homebuyers
Guaranteed to meet state energy code

Percent
(29)
79%
76%
62%
62%
31%
86%
86%
83%
69%
62%

Q 54. Do you market your verification services by …? Q55. Which of the following program benefits do you emphasize to builders?
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Table 78.

Comfort Marketing to New Builders

Marketing Comfort Level
Extremely comfortable
Very comfortable
Somewhat comfortable
Not very comfortable
NA- Others in company do this
NA- Company policy prohibits
Don't know

ID
(n=8)
63%
38%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

MT
(n=8)
13%
50%
0%
13%
0%
25%
0%

OR
(n=6)
0%
67%
17%
0%
0%
17%
0%

WA
(n=25)
32%
36%
16%
4%
8%
0%
4%

Total
(n=47)
30%
43%
11%
4%
4%
6%
2%

Q56. How comfortable are you marketing your verification services to builders you don’t already know through personal meetings or
phone calls?

Table 79.

Have You or Other Company Staff Convinced New Builders to Start Building
ENERGY STAR Homes in the Past Year?
State (n)
Idaho (8)
Montana (8)
Oregon (6)
Washington (25)
Total (47)

Yes
75%
13%
100%
52%
55%

Average Builders Recruited
4
5
7
3
4

No
25%
88%
0%
40%
40%

Q60. Have you or other company staff convinced any new builders to start building ENERGY STAR homes in the past 12
months? Q61. How many builders?
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Table 80. Satisfaction with Program’s Technical Information
Satisfaction
Extremely satisfied
Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Not very satisfied

ID (8)
13%
38%
38%
13%

MT (8)
0%
50%
38%
13%

OR (6)
0%
83%
17%
0%

WA (25)
12%
60%
16%
12%

Total (47)
9%
57%
23%
11 %

Q74. Overall, how satisfied are you with the technical information provided to verifiers through the program?

Table 81. Timeliness of Program Information
Timeliness
Extremely timely
Very timely
Somewhat timely
Not very timely
Don’t know

ID (8)
38%
38%
25%
0%
0%

MT (8)
0%
75%
13%
0%
13%

OR (6)
0%
67%
17%
17%
0%

WA (25)
24%
52%
12%
8%
4%

Total (47)
19%
55%
15%
6%
4%

Q72. How timely is this information?

Table 82. Consistency of Program Information
Consistency
Extremely consistent
Very consistent
Somewhat consistent
Not very consistent
Don’t know

ID (8)
13%
63%
0%
13%
13%

MT (8)
0%
63%
25%
13%
0%

OR (6)
17%
50%
33%
0%
0%

WA (25)
20%
56%
24%
0%
0%

Total (47)
15%
57%
21%
4%
2%

Q73. And how consistent is the information you get?

Verifier suggestions for program database improvement:








Make compatible with more browser platforms
Allow search-by-address
Improved way to retrieve equipment model numbers
More capacity for photos
Allow batch uploads from Microsoft Access or Excel
Add space for windows U factor
Make more intuitive/user friendly
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Appendix K: Northwest Utilities Interviews
Interviews were conducted with representatives of 15 small, medium and large utilities that
offer whole-house incentives and/or measure-specific incentives to ENERGY STAR builders
(84 utilities receive regular “partner” communications from the PMC, though not all offer
incentives). The following table shows how the utilities were distributed across the states,
size, and ownership. Included in this group is the Energy Trust of Oregon (ETO), which helps
implement NEEA’s Northwest ENERGY STAR Homes program in Oregon. The purpose of the
interviews was to find out how their programs are performing, understand program
challenges, and learn how NEEA can improve its assistance to market actors.
Table 83. Interviewed Utilities by State, Size, and Ownership

State
Oregon
Washington
Montana
Idaho
Total

Total
Sample
4
6
2
3
15

Small

Size14
Medium

Large

0
1
0
0
1

2
2
1
0
5

2
3
1
2
8

Ownership
Investor
Public
Owned
1
3
2
4
1
1
2
1
6
9

Rebates for ENERGY STAR homes vary widely across the region. About half of the interviewed
utilities offer whole house and component rebates and the utilities make a strong effort to
bring builders into the program. The other utilities offer a minimal program or no program at
all. The utilities with minimal programs only offer rebates for individual components and they
do not promote the program beyond ensuring the rebate information is available. Two
utilities reported they have no ENERGY STAR Homes program, and one Washington utility
reported it might discontinue the program after the new building code becomes effective. The
utilities with a minimal or no ENERGY STAR Homes program included utilities of all sizes. The
most common reasons for offering a minimal program were: very low local construction
volumes (particularly for electrically heated homes), higher state building codes, and low
program cost-effectiveness relative to other utility programs (i.e. budgets are being shifted).
Most of the interviewees reported that the incentives associated with ENERGY STAR homes
have not changed in the last year. However, two large utilities reported they recently added
incentives or plan to add incentives this year.
In Oregon, the utilities work with Earth Advantage even though there is no separate financial
incentive. The ETO has implemented its “Energy Performance Score”, which works with
ENERGY STAR and Earth Advantage homes, while also incenting builders to go beyond
ENERGY STAR. In Washington, most of the interviewed utilities work to some degree with the
Built Green program. Only one utility—in Idaho—specifically mentioned LEED, but they are
14

Based on program staff and implementation contractor assessment of utility residential customer base.
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not explicitly promoting that program. In Montana, one utility is promoting the “Montana
Home”, which has higher insulation and window requirements than ENERGY STAR and does
not require heat recovery ventilation.
The promotion efforts of the utilities vary widely. The most basic level of promotion offered
by utilities comprises posting information about rebates on the website. Most of the utilities
with an active program work to include ENERGY STAR Homes in local “Parade of Homes”
tours to showcase new energy efficient homes and the builders who build them. A few utilities
reported that they contact all parties that have pulled a permit for a new home or signed up
for a new meter. The utilities’ perception of their role varied regionally: all the interviewed
utilities in Idaho reported that they primarily rely on NEEA’s marketing efforts. Utilities
outside of Idaho did not explicitly mention NEEA’s marketing efforts.
The interviewed representatives reported that their promotion efforts have not changed in
the last year, other than spending less in 2011 on advertising. The primary reason for the
relatively low-key promotional efforts is that very few homes are being built.
When asked if they had achieved their 2010 goals, and about half of the respondents reported
they had or had come very close. The remaining utilities had no program, no specific goal for
their program, or very few new homes built in the service area. Two utilities reported they
had surpassed their goals. Another utility reported that ENERGY STAR Homes made up an
increasing share of total homes built, although the number of homes built was diminished.
NEEA received positive reviews from the representatives we interviewed, who stated that
NEEA staff is hard working and do a good job implementing the program. The most cited
benefit of NEEA was its marketing materials and coordinated message. However, there were
mixed opinions about the usefulness of the overall program. In Oregon, staff at utilities with
minimal programs questioned the importance of NEEA’s program given the poor market for
residential new construction. Staff at other Oregon utilities stated that they do not feel very
engaged with NEEA’s program because they are more focused on programs that “go beyond”
ENERGY STAR, including Earth Advantage and ETO’s Energy Performance Score. Utility staff
in Washington noted that the recent changes to the building code will make it difficult and
costly to build ENERGY STAR homes. Utility staff in Montana reported that the program is not
a good fit with the area’s climate and dependence on electricity.
The biggest challenges for NEEA’s program were reported to be the poor economy, followed
by changes to state building codes. The economy affects the program in two ways: few homes
are being built, so overall demand for the program is low; and program homes have higher
upfront costs, and buyers balk at those costs. This perception was not universal, however.
Staff at some utilities reported that builders are using the ENERGY STAR brand to differentiate
their product, to show it is a quality home, and current economic conditions have made many
homebuyers more attentive to long-term value.
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Staff at most of the utilities in Washington mentioned the new state building code as a key
challenge. Many interviewees indicated that building a house that exceeds the building code’s
standards will be quite costly, and the increased cost will likely exceed the value of the
increased efficiency of the home. It is generally perceived that building to ENERGY STAR
standards will no longer be cost effective.
The majority of the interviewed utilities staff stated that NEEA should continue to implement
a regional program. Although building requirements vary in the region, there is value in
regional coordination and NEEA can continue to help reduce barriers common to a wide range
of builders. Broadly speaking, the Washington utilities appear to have received more benefits
from NEEA’s program than the other states. Nonetheless, staff at utilities in all four states
stated that there is continued need for regional coordination. Staff at some utilities noted that
training and marketing are critical regional services provided by NEEA.
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Appendix L: State Certification Office Interviews
In-depth interviews were conducted with five QA specialists working for the SCOs that
provide third-party certification of ENERGY STAR homes. The QA specialists work with the
verifiers to ensure that the verification process is proceeding smoothly and program
requirements are met. Oregon and Montana are served by the Oregon Department of Energy
and the National Center for Appropriate Technology (NCAT), respectively. Since the
Washington State University Energy Program (WSU) has taken over certification
responsibility for Idaho (in addition to serving Washington), just three individuals have
overall responsibility for QA; however, we also spoke with two QA staff responsible for
entering data into the regional QA database in Oregon and Washington/Idaho.
QA Process
In Oregon and Idaho, QA inspections are conducted by contractors retained and directed by
the SCO; in other states, SCO staff conduct the inspections. In all states, lower construction
volumes reduced the number of inspections required, since SCOs inspect 5 to 10 percent of
certified homes overall, and the first three homes of new builders and verifiers. All the SCOs
ended up inspecting more than the required 5 percent; however, with fewer homes ready for
inspection at any time, QA resources were more difficult to deploy cost-effectively.
All SCOs report that the QA/certification process is generally operating smoothly. One of the
WSU staff serving in the SCO role in Idaho noted that Idaho Home Performance Specialists
(HPSs) were initially concerned after having two SCOs in as many years, noting that “they had
been bounced around from a group that was really controlling to the opposite extreme with
no guidance” before WSU took over. After “a wary start,” WSU staff believes they have
developed a good relationship with the Idaho HPS community.
The SCO role in Oregon appears to be complicated by several factors. One is the sharing of SCO
functions by two people, both of whom have multiple other duties. One individual focuses on
technical issues, and the other handles day-to-day interaction with verifiers and the database.
This makes it more difficult for verifiers to get the answers they need on a timely basis.
Another factor is the multiple players in the new construction market that offer certification
or incentives, including Energy Trust, Earth Advantage, and the State of Oregon as well as
Northwest ENERGY STAR. Verifiers interact with all of these programs, and must determine
which organization to work with when problems arise.
Failures
As in the recent past, the SCO representatives said that few homes actually fail QA, although
inspectors sometimes find that some test results do not match those of the verifiers. Most
minor discrepancies are quickly resolved through discussion with the verifiers. Multiple SCOs
noted that verifiers who remain active in the ENERGY STAR program are more likely to have a
higher level of technical skill and fewer QA failures, in part because they also conduct
inspections for other programs that may have more stringent requirements (e.g., HERS rater
certification). That said, additional QA issues are expected to arise as the Version 3 ENERGY
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STAR standard is implemented during the course of 2011 and enforced in 2012, as discussed
below.
Transition to New Standards
Much of the SCOs’ focus for the past year has been preparing for the new program standards.


In Oregon, where an advanced building code was implemented in 2009 and new ENERGY
STAR requirements started in 2010, all homes had to demonstrate compliance with the
thermal bypass requirements after the beginning of the year. The technical SCO staff
person stated has received positive feedback on the checklist from high volume builders,
who find that their homes are now tighter. The water management checklist that will be
required in 2012, however, is expected to be problematic, since builders, contractors,
verifiers, and code officials have little experience with this issue. A compromise appears to
have been reached in that builders may substitute an Indoor airPLUS Verification Checklist
in lieu of the Water Management System checklists.



The Washington SCO expects a large surge of Version 2.5 homes in late 2011 before the
more stringent Version 3 standard is enforced in 2012, when significant builder attrition
may occur. Training for the new standard and the new Washington residential code has
been extensive, but SCO staff still anticipate compliance issues. The QA specialist further
explained that “nobody gets these perfect the first time; we are looking for process
improvements … As long as the new standards actually mean something, we tend to be
more forbearing of short term problems if there are long term improvements.”



WSU staff anticipates a similar pattern in Idaho, with the added concern that Idaho
builders can also participate in the national ENERGY STAR program. The reference
standard for the Version 3 specifications will be the same as in Oregon and Washington,
which could cause a significant shift to the performance path allowed in the national
program.



NCAT staff expressed even greater concern about the loss of program participants to the
national ENERGY STAR program, particularly since EPA appears to be delaying the
nationwide transition to the new standard while NEEA is staying with the original
schedule. As with Idaho, one of the main attractions of the national standards for Montana
builders is the performance-based path to compliance.15

Regardless of the timing, SCOs agree that the Version 3 standard will mean higher costs for all
participants in the process: builders, verifiers, and the QA function. The Montana SCO stated
that verifiers have told him that they will have to charge $300 to $500 more per home to
The Montana SCO notes that there is resistance in the Northwest energy efficiency community to a performance path
because of shortcomings with the software that is used to demonstrate compliance; however, he believes that could be
rectified by de-rating the performance-based savings estimates by some amount while still encouraging builders to stay with
the regional program.
15
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cover the cost of additional visits and handholding needed for the new standards. SCOs
acknowledge that they, too, will have to devote more time to visiting sites, reviewing forms,
resolving problems, and QA overall, but none described any specific fee increases.
Database
The transition to the new database appears to be complete. Verifiers in all states enter their
testing results directly and the SCOs can determine when a home has been passed so that
certification can be completed, which typically takes 3-5 days. All of the SCO representatives
said they are generally pleased with how the system is functioning and had no complaints or
suggestions for improvement.
Training
As noted above, extensive training has been delivered to prepare verifiers and other trade
allies for both new residential codes and changes to the ENERGY STAR standard. However,
some of training requirements for the new standard are very specific, and one SCO stated that
“from EPA’s standpoint, we haven’t done qualified training yet, since training must be
specifically linked to national training materials, which may not jibe with those in the
Northwest.” To address this issue, several SCOs are investigating whether it may be possible
to offer online training that would meet EPA’s requirements, since “it’s new program
requirements rather than building science that these folks have to be trained on,” and the
online approach would be less costly and more flexible for verifiers. Regarding classroom
training on the new requirements, the Washington SCO says that “it’s hard for us to look them
(verifiers) in the eye and say we are going to make you do this and pay extra for it even
though the new requirements will probably cause you to lose business.”
Communication and Coordination
The SCOs continue to be satisfied with the job Fluid is doing implementing the program and
say communications among Fluid, NEEA and the SCOs are generally good. As noted above,
some have been frustrated with NEEA’s decision to maintain the original schedule for the shift
to Version 3 of the ENERGY STAR requirements even as the national program has been
delayed. There is also some concern regarding the numerous different players and parties
involved in specific decisions; e.g., the Regional Technical Forum, NEEA, Fluid. One SCO
representative said that while he understood the challenge NEEA faces in coordinating
multiple stakeholders and implementing organizations, finding the right person to address an
issue can be difficult.
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